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Cataloged by subject, always 
at your fingertips, providing 

you with vital, concise 
information about teaching 

juniors effectively. 
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Just as you grab your phone 

book when you need a product 
or service, grab this manual when 
you need concise, down-to-earth 
information which can help you 

or your staff do a better job. 

-Eget VI" 
Stocked with useful, practical 
training helps which fit the 

needs of busy teachers—and 
leaders—of the preteens God 

has entrusted to your care. 

KFC.77€ rit.€ 
Filled with ideas you can use 

for a wide variety of occasions 
when your staff needs nurture 

for their vital ministry with 
fifth- and sixth-grade students. 
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"TitATNTNGR VikeiliERS AND 
LEADERS: A ()NE-YEAR VtAN 

1. From the Contents pages, select the topics of 
most value to your Junior staff. 

2. Schedule monthly (or at least bimonthly or 
quarterly) meetings with your staff, selecting 
one of the topics for each meeting. 

Choose one of these ideas for each meeting: 
• Use the article(s) to prepare a presentation about 

the topic. Distribute copies for teachers to take 
home. 

• Distribute copies of an article in advance of the 
meeting so teachers will be prepared to discuss 
ways to implement suggestions. 

• Distribute copies of an article as teachers arrive. 
Teachers form small groups and discuss the article. 

Here are some questions you can use to 
encourage discussion: 
• What are some things the article mentions that 

you are already doing? 
• How might your next class be different if you put 

into practice one idea from this article? 

• What three ideas from this article are most 
helpful for your class? 

• What difficulty might you face in implementing 
an idea from this article? Who can you talk to 
about ways to overcome this difficulty? 

3. Select articles from this manual to use in a 
periodic newsletter to communicate with 
your Junior staff. 

• Feature the topic for the next staff meeting. 
• Include one or more other articles which will 

benefit your teachers. 
• Identify major announcements and events to 

include in each issue. 
• Identify several human-interest features to catch 

attention (i.e., "Teacher of the Month," "Class in 
the Spotlight," "Ideas Worth Sharing," "Available 
Teaching Resources" [listing books, videos, 
filmstrips, supplies, etc. which correlate with the 
coming month's lessons], "Welcome to the Team" 
[introducing new staff members], etc.). 

A SAMPLE ONE-YEAR TRAINING/COMMUNICATING PLAN FOR JUNIOR TEACHERS/LEADERS 

TOPIC PAGE 

Age-Level Characteristics of Fifth and Sixth Graders 11 

How Juniors Learn Best 24 

Building Relationships with Juniors 39 

Behavior Challenges Throughout the Session 14 

Leading a Good Discussion 17 

Learning Activities—What Are They? 27 

Connecting the Bible to Real Life 9 

Bible Memory with Juniors 8 

Leading Your Preteen Students to Christ 44 

Teaching Juniors to Pray 37 

Learning Activities—Games 31 

Motivate Your Students to Learn 36 
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1. Provide helpful information for parents as well as teachers. 
® See "Positive Parenting for the Preteen Years" (pages 97-144) for articles to help support 

and educate parents with children entering these crucial years. 
® Use the articles in a regular newsletter to parents or as the basis of a parenting support 

group or class. 
® Use the clip art (pages 147-157) to enhance the impact of your printed flier or newsletter. 

2. Improve educational facilities. 
Look under "Facilities" in the contents. 

3. Choose curriculum best suited for preteens. 
Look under "Curriculum" in the contents. 

4. Help teachers: 

• 	

make better use of curriculum resources 
® 	stimulate interest in Bible memory 

• 	

nurture preteens in meaningful prayer and 
personal Bible study 

® encourage missions awareness 

5. Provide selected articles to include in a packet 
for prospective and new teachers. 
A few brief, thoughtfully compiled articles can make a new 
teacher's first sessions productive and enjoyable. For example: 

The Teacher's Role 
Teacher's Personal Bible Study 
Age-Level Characteristics of Fifth & Sixth Graders 
A Non-Typical Session 
The Teaching-Learning Process 

Obviously, these aren't the only articles which are appropriate for a new teacher. However, 
it is better to give a new person a few items which he or she will read and remember than 
many items which will overwhelm the person and end up being ignored. 

6. Let your own creativity stimulate you to think of other ways to use the 
resources in this manuaL 
For example, tape record an article and distribute the cassette among your staff and/or have 
it available to give to new teachers. 
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This section contains dozens of concise, informative articles dealing with 
common problems faced by teachers of fifth and sixth graders. 

Use this information in both preventive and prescriptive form: for teacher 
training before problems occur, and as a remedy to problem situations 
already in place. 

Just photocopy the articles of your choice and distribute; or use selected 
topics as the basis for teacher training sessions. Either way, it's a snap! 

ASQL1-1 "iVii AV-TV1QK: 
Wes Haystead is vice president of Lowell Brown Enterprises and has a master's 
degree in educational psychology from the University of Southern California. 
He is former curriculum editor for Focus on the Family, former senior editor for 
Gospel Light and has been minister of education at two churches. Haystead is 
the creator of many teaching resources and the author of several books, 
including 5 Habits of Happy Families and Teaching Your Child About God. 
Wes lives in Southern California with his wife, Sheryl, and their children. 
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Some teachers approach Bible mem-
ory work as though Psalm 119:11 says, 
"Thy Word have I hid in my heart that 
I might get a star on my chart." 

They seem to confuse Bible verses 
with vitamin pills or insurance: 
"You may not understand this verse 
now, but later on you'll appreciate it." 

Then there are those who seem 
committed to transmitting traditions: 
"I had to learn Bible verses when I 
was a kid. Now it's your turn." 

And then there are the ones who 
hold an open Bible, following along 
as the students recite. Their explana-
tion: "Kids are good at memorizing; 
adults aren't!" 

Or the teachers who put up large 
charts on which a few students have 
earned a vast array of stars, while the 
rest of the class obviously gave up 
after the second week. 

Last are teachers who prompt 
juniors through recitations of verses 
without giving any attention to the 
meaning or application. In far too 
many cases, Bible memorization is 
treated as though it were such an 
unpleasant thing to do that students 
will only attempt it if given a prize for 
the effort. 

Discovering truths from God's 
Word can be an exciting and reward-
ing experience for fifth and sixth 
graders. Some students may memorize 
easily. Others may have difficulty 
recalling all the words, but can still 
clearly understand the meaning of the 
passage. Be sensitive to the learning 
level and learning style of each stu-
dent. Each is an individual and has a  

different capacity to memorize and 
recall. 

Here are some ideas for helping 
juniors understand and memorize 
God's Word. 

• Refer to phrases and concepts from 
Bible verses and passages as often 
as possible in your natural conver-
sation and discussion during each 
session. 

• Ask questions to check a student's 
understanding of a specific Bible 
passage. For example, "How would 
you say this verse in your own 
words? How might you explain this 
verse to a younger child? How 
would you explain it to a friend 
who was not familiar with the 
Bible? What are ways these verses 
can help you at school? in the 
neighborhood? with your family? 
What do you think is the most 
important word in this verse? Why?" 

• Divide a passage into meaningful 
segments, focusing on one phrase 
or sentence at a time. To prompt 
meaningful recollection of a phrase 
or sentence, ask questions such as, 
"What does the passage say 
about...?" "What will happen if...?" 

• To aid in memorizing a longer pas-
sage, suggest that students memo-
rize the last phrase or sentence first, 
then add each preceding one until 
the passage has been learned. This 
approach works well because peo-
ple tend to have the most difficulty 
remembering the end of a passage. 
By learning the end first, that part 
of the passage will be repeated 
most often, and students will 
remember it easily 

* Occasionally share situations in 
which knowing God's Word has 
helped you. Repeat a specific Bible 
verse that has special significance 
for you. 

• Use the variety of ways Bible pas-
sages are presented and discussed 
in your curriculum. Games, learn-
ing activities and songs encourage 
understanding and practical appli-
cation of each Bible passage. As 
you lead juniors in activities, 
encourage them to memorize God's 
Word, and give honest encourage-
ment for each student's efforts. 
Rather than individual memoriza-
tion contests which often discour-
age juniors for whom memorization 
is difficult, challenge your students 
to work together to achieve a class 
goal. For example, explain that 
when a passage has been memo-
rized by at least half of the class, 
you will provide a pizza, popcorn 
or donut party. Make the first goal 
one that should be achievable 
within a month. The second goal 
can require additional time. Provide 
a visual reminder of the goal and a 
means for students to record their 
progress. For example, students 
may draw a slice of pizza or donut 
on a poster to show each point 
earned. 
Above all, remember that your 

own attitude toward God's Word and 
your memorization of Bible verses will 
have the greatest effect on juniors as 
you encourage them to "hide God's 
Word in their hearts" (see Psalm 
119:11). 
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Can a preteen—in our world of televi-
sion, video games, and computer 
access to the world-wide web—be 
attracted to an ancient book describ-
ing vastly different cultures and 
lifestyles? 

Can the interest of a junior be cap-
tured by stories he or she has heard or 
read before? 

What good are age-old Bible sto-
ries for kids surrounded by drugs, vio-
lence, immorality, pollution and secu-
larization? 

Because the Bible is a book about 
God's dealings with real people in a 
wide variety of settings and situations, 
it speaks to all people, including pre-
teens, in all cultures and times. The 
hurdle we face as teachers is how to 
help students connect Scripture events 
to the problems of today. Here are 
three helpful tips in getting over this 
hurdle. 

1. FIN? SHE 
eoisktskosa LINIC 
The more closely a Bible story or 
verse connects with a personal experi-
ence of a student, the more impact the 
Scriptures will have on the student's 
understanding, attitude and actions. 
For example, the story of the Good 
Samaritan is easy to connect to a kid's 
life. Most kids have had incidents of 
being hurt, and then helped by some-
one's kindness. All have faced the 
choice of helping someone else in 
need or going on about their own 
business. Almost any Bible incident 
can capture the interest of juniors 
when linked to their own current 
interests and problems. 

1. FoeVS ON -r 
TTUIPEN'T'S LITE 
Many teachers struggle with getting 
juniors interested in the Bible because 
they approach it like a history book. 
They talk about dead people from 
another time and a far-distant place, 
so that learning Bible facts takes on 
the flavor of preparing for a Bible 
trivia game. 

God repeatedly made it clear that 
He spoke to people and had His mes-
sages written down in order to show 
people the way to live abundant, 
godly lives. But what about problems 
not dealt with in the Bible? How can 
the Bible help juniors deal with prob-
lems like drugs, sexual abuse, afflu-
ence, poverty, absent parents, ex-
ploitative advertising, violence, pollu-
tion, etc.? While a verse or two may 
touch on these or related topics, few if 
any Bible stories explicitly address 
many modern issues. 

However, the more a student 
comes to know God through His 
Word, the more God equips that child 
to become the kind of person who 
can deal positively with life's chal-
lenges. To talk to juniors about the 
evils of drugs without introducing 
them to the God who can fulfill all 
their deepest longings is to leave them 
without the inner strength needed to 
stand firm against temptation. 

3,. wtv•PI4ASTZE -1.14E 
REAL APPEAL of 
RAT P>LE LEARNTN 
Some people think the only way to 
make the Bible interesting to juniors is 
to enlist a masterful storyteller, present 
skits, throw in lots of jokes or retell 

the story in a modern setting. While 
unusual approaches can be effective 
in capturing attention (especially with 
"jaded juniors" who have "seen it all"), 
Scripture has very powerful appeals of 
its own which need only to be empha-
sized to receive an eager hearing. 

• The Bible is true. In a world 
where people seek meaning in fic-
tion, fantasy and formulas, the 
Bible shows human affairs from the 
unique perspective of the Creator. 

O The Bible touches our lives. 
God's Spirit speaks to us through 
this book. Juniors desperately need 
to learn to begin reading the Bible 
for themselves, discovering God's 
personal concern about them as 
unique individuals. 

O The people are real. People are 
fascinating. Juniors will go to any 
lengths to find a friend on a boring 
afternoon. This interest in people is 
easily put to work in capturing 
interest in the Bible, simply by tak-
ing the names off the page and 
helping them come to life in the 
student's mind. 

The Bible shows God at work. It 
shows the God of the universe 
involving Himself in people's lives, 
revealing His character and His plans 
for us. Talk about interesting! No 
video game can compete with that! 

The teacher who sees God's hand 
in a narrative, who has discovered the 
personal impact of a Bible passage, 
who has put God's truth into prac-
tice—that teacher will find juniors 
eager to learn what God's Word has 
to say. 

©1996 by Gospel Light. Permission to photocopy granted. • 5th and 6th Grade Smart Pages • 9 
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2. What do these key words, phrases and ideas mean? Write several of them in your own words. 

Bible Passage: 

1. What are the key words, phrases and ideas in this passage? 

3. How does this passage apply to contemporary life? 

For people in general: 

For me personally: 

For students in my class: 

SiSti S —Ike9v 

SoNAit. 

Vis-i s71/4/170Y 
In preparing your lesson, it's easy to spend most of your time planning activities and collecting materials. Busy teachers 
may find it difficult to focus their thoughts on the meaning and purpose of a passage to be taught, overlooking the rich 
benefits to be gained from personal Bible study. However, juniors will quickly sense if you are just going through the 
motions of studying the Bible with them, or if you are enthusiastic about the passage because it has in some way influ-
enced your thoughts and actions. Use this simple outline as a tool in making personal Bible study rewarding for yourself 
as well as your students. 
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°F Fr 131 AND ST)("114 GRADERS 
PitlYSTeAt. 
Fifth and sixth graders have mastered 
most basic physical skills, are active 
and curious, and seek a variety of new 
experiences. Rapid growth can cause 
some 11-year-olds to tire easily. Grad-
ually—and at times, not so gradu-
ally—many juniors are beginning to 
look more like teenagers than chil-
dren. Even when the physical changes 
of puberty have not yet occurred, the 
patterns of dress, hair styles, speech, 
and mannerisms are consciously pat-
terned after those of teens. 

Teaching Tips: Most 11-year-old 
boys will still participate in activities 
with girls, but the marked differences 
in maturity between younger boys 
and older girls poses a challenge in 
getting junior boys and girls to work 
and play together. This is a good age 
for exploration and research activities. 
Use a variety of active, creative ways 
to explore Bible content and to apply 
Bible truths to life. 

Ehttgir ig NAL 
Younger juniors are usually coopera-
tive, easygoing, content, friendly and 
agreeable. Most adults enjoy working 
with this age group. Even 
though both girls and 
boys begin to think 
about their future 
as adults, their 
interests tend to 
differ significantly. 
Be aware of behav-
ioral changes that 
result from the 11- 
year-old's emotional 
struggles in coping 
with rapid growth 

and "raging hormones." Older juniors 
are beginning to experience unsteady 
emotions and often shift from one 
mood to another. 

Teaching Tips: Changes of feel-
ings require patient understanding 
from adults. Give many opportunities 
to make choices with only a few nec-
essary limits. Take time to listen as 
juniors share their experiences and 
problems with you. 

elAlt. 
Friendships and activities with peers 
flourish. Juniors draw together and 
away from adults in the desire for 
independence. Conflicts with parents 
are not uncommon, and even those 
who still like their parents may feel 
this somehow makes them odd. The 
junior wants to be a part of a same-sex 
group and usually does not want to 
stand alone in competition. 

Teaching Tips: Juniors no longer 
automatically talk about whatever they 
are thinking, so keeping communica-
tion open is of prime importance. Lis-
ten, ask questions and avoid being 
judgmental. Plan learning activities in 
which students work cooperatively to 
complete a task. Encouraging boys 
and girls to be a part of the same 
small group, even if for a short 
segment of the session, helps 
prevent discipline problems. 

TN-11EttEcTVAIL 
Juniors are highly curious and 
very verbal! They are able to 
express ideas and feelings in 
creative ways. Making ethical 
decisions becomes a chal- 

lenging task as they begin to think 
beyond the rules to the reasons for 
them. By 11 years, juniors are begin-
ning to be able to reason abstractly. 
They begin to think of themselves as 
adults, and, at the same time, question 
adult concepts. Hero worship is 
strong. 

Teaching Tips: Include lots of 
opportunities for talking, questioning 
and discussing in a safe, accepting 
environment. These are good years for 
poetry, songs, drama, stories, drawing 
and painting. Juniors need encourage-
ment, rather than criticism, when they 
express ideas and feelings which 
show they are questioning what they 
have been told. They enjoy the chal-
lenge of exploring the implications 
of Bible stories they learned "as 
children." 

S TR:OrkifAt. 
Fifth and sixth graders can have deep 
feelings of love for God, and are able 
to establish and carry out a consistent, 
but brief, personal quiet time. Juniors 
can share the good news of Jesus with 
a friend and are capable of involve-
ment in evangelism and service 

projects. They may seek guid-
ance from God to make 

everyday and long-
range decisions. 
Teaching Tips: 

Provide opportunities 
for juniors to make 

choices and decisions 
based on Bible con-

cepts. Plan prayer, Bible 
reading and worship expe-

riences. Involve juniors in 
work and service projects. 
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Teachers of fifth and sixth graders 
sometimes feel as though they are 
dealing with creatures from an alien 
planet. 

The world inhabited by children, 
although sharing much of the good 
and bad of the world shaped by 
adults, is often uniquely their own. In 
order to understand the children we 
teach, we must seek to understand the 
world which has shaped them. 

.1.1 AR A CI KT SIT CS 
of A elinges 
V4Q10.7 TODAY 
1. A child's world is only a few 

years old. 
All of the momentous events of 

human experience, including most of 
the earth-shattering events of our own 
lifetimes, are ancient history to a sixth 
grader. Anything that occurred more 
than two or three years ago are 
known to the child by hearsay, if 
at all. 

Therefore, the child's most intense 
interest focuses on the present. And a 
child's perceptions, beliefs, and 
understandings are forged through 
experiences far more than through 
explanations about the past. 

2. A child's world is in, but not of, 
the world of adults. 
Children are surrounded by adults, 

dependent on adults, intensely curi-
ous about adults, yet they are not 
miniature adults. Children spend a 
great deal of time pretending to be 
adults, but they also are keenly aware 
that they are not adults. Nor are they 
totally sure they really want to ever 
become adults. 

Thus, children are often unmoved 
by logic which seems eminently rea-
sonable to adults, often confounding  

adults by doing things which seem so, 
so... childish! 

3. A child's world is marked by 
energy and imagination. 
Adults often idealize this aspect of 

childhood, fondly recalling some 
"carefree" times of fantasy and won-
der. Perhaps as a refuge from a seem-
ing barrage of adult talking heads, 
children learn to pursue and cherish 
their world of private thoughts. Two 
or three kids together are bound to 
generate a lot of ideas and activity! 

Consequently, children are skilled 
at "tuning out" what adults say, pre-
ferring their own restless inventive-
ness to what often seems to be adult 
stodginess. 

4. A child's world is marred by life-
threatening forces. 
On the one hand, many centuries-

old scourges no longer threaten our 
children. Many diseases no longer 
claim vast numbers of young lives. 
Child-labor laws protect children from 
being exploited in factories. 

On the other hand, the contempo-
rary scourges of drugs, divorce, gangs, 
abuse, violence (both in real life and 
in the media) pose major risks to 
healthy development. The rapid pace 
of change, whether positive or nega-
tive, adds to the stress of life for both 
children and adults. 

-CIPs Fork e-0Mtvtv-
NTeATTNI6 ISETINEEN 
mirk 4S1010.7 AND "DIMS 
1. It is not necessary to "be up on 

all the latest" in order to teach 
juniors. 
An adult who has no idea about 

local gangs or current pop stars can 
feel very "out of it" around a group of  

pre-adolescents. Hearing students toss 
around unfamiliar terms for various 
drugs can certainly be shocking. 
While it's good to know as much as 
possible about the child's world, chil-
dren do not need every adult in their 
lives to be walking encyclopedias on 
contemporary youth culture. What 
they need most are adults who care. 

2. Listen and observe. 
Teachers tend to think they 

should talk a lot. Unfortunately, talk-
ing is not a good way to learn from 
others. Effective teachers do as much 
careful listening and observing as 
they do talking. And a good portion 
of that talking is asking questions 
designed to provide more opportuni-
ties for listening. Young people learn 
to trust people who care enough to 
really listen. 

3. Focus on relationships. 
Advice is cheap, but a friend in 

need is a friend indeed. These old say-
ings may be cliches, but they cap-
sulize the core of effective teaching. 
Most students are not very likely to be 
lastingly influenced by a teacher's 
words, but a teacher's friendship is 
priceless. 

4. Look for potential, not 
perfection. 
The many differences between 

adults and children often contribute to 
an "us versus them" mentality. As a 
result, adults "bug" kids, and kids 
annoy adults. When we are frustrated 
because children are not more like 
adults (responsible, thoughtful, etc.), 
we criticize them for their shortcom-
ings. And that makes the separation 
even greater. It is far better if adults 
spend time and energy looking for 
whatever is positive in the child, not 
emphasizing what is lacking. 
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Many church leaders have only 
recently become aware of the great 
value of small-group experiences for 
adults and youth. Among those who 
minister to children, small groups 
have long been known to be a pow-
erfully effective means of influencing 
young lives to follow Christ. However, 
many teachers do not take full advan-
tage of smaller groups, tending to con-
duct their sessions the same way they 
would with a large crowd. 

In choosing curriculum materials 
for preteens, look for resources which 
aid teachers in making the most of 
small-group learning opportunities. 
(In teaching juniors, up to eight stu-
dents per teacher allows for easy 
implementation of small-group proce-
dures. Each additional student added 
to a group makes such approaches 
more difficult.) 

1. Etv■PVIASTS ON 
"WiTeiVAIToN 
Juniors learn best when they are 
actively involved. One of the great val-
ues of small groups with preteens is 
the potential for maximum participa-
tion by each student. Therefore, look 
for teacher and student materials 
which emphasize a variety of ways to 
meaningfully involve every student. In 
addition to intriguing activities which 
capture interest and motivate partici-
pation, quality curriculum for juniors 
will incorporate in every session very 
practical tips on guiding students as 
active learners, not as passive ob-
servers. 

2. G.VIPANCE FoR. 
VS.V71.97N4 
RELATToNSViT7S 
Every child needs a sense of belonging, 
and positive experiences in small 

groups are vital to building connec-
tions with others. Quality curriculum 
provides ideas to help each student 
build solid friendships with adult lead-
ers as well as with peers. Look for 
activities which stress cooperative 
learning and stimulate awareness of 
others in the group. Whether students 
only see each other once a week or are 
already best of friends, most teachers 
need help in knowing what to do to 
promote mutual respect and affection. 

s-iiisAut.AVQN oF 
l'EACHERiSIVREN'T 
iNTERACTi®N 
Teachers need feedback from students 
to determine their needs, interests and 
levels of understanding. Students need 
feedback from teachers, both in mea-
suring learning and in recognition of 
their individuality. Without thoughtful 
preparation, far too much teacher/stu-
dent dialog sounds like an examination 
in which the adult is evaluating and 
grading the student's responses. Qual-
ity curriculum provides teachers with 
thought-provoking questions and com-
ments which encourage juniors to hon-
estly share their thoughts and feelings. 
Look for resources which help teachers 
open up students' awareness of how 
Scripture applies to all areas of life. 

4. REe_06-NricToN 
®F A%71.1-1Y AND 
TNIKEs1  DITFFERENCES 
No two juniors are identical, even if 
they are twins. Each one is unique. 
Even in a very small group, there will 
always be a range of interests, abilities 
and understandings among the group 
members. Quality curriculum is de-
signed to help teachers accommodate 
diversity. For example, look for points 

in the session where students are free 
to select from among two or more 
alternatives. Thus, the junior who has 
difficulty reading or writing is not 
pressured into a task where the likely 
result is failure. Instead, each student 
should be able to experience suc-
cess—even those with no previous 
church or Sunday School background. 

5'. Ets4714ASIS ON 

SPIR1TVAL VITIAtrrY 
AS ICEsi TA sucens 
While creativity and diversity of learn-
ing methods are important, those 
components alone can never produce 
life-changing impact on teachers and 
students. Small class groups by them-
selves are not a panacea. The class 
which will succeed is one led prayer-
fully and with a desire for juniors to 
be drawn to Christ. Whether in the 
teacher's devotional, in the discussion 
ideas suggested for the Scripture pas-
sage being studied, in the songs sug-
gested to correlate with the Bible con-
tent, or in the conversation sugges-
tions which help students apply Bible 
truth to their own lives, quality 
resources keep the attention focused 
on key spiritual issues for both teach-
ers and students. 

Henrietta Mears, the founder of 
Gospel Light Publications, used to tell 
children's workers about her own 
journey to faith in Jesus Christ: "First I 
learned to love my teacher, then I 
learned to love my teacher's God." 
From her own childhood experience 
of being drawn to Christ through the 
close, personal attention of a teacher 
who prayerfully loved a small group 
of children, Dr. Mears spearheaded 
the development of an extensive cur-
riculum designed to help teachers 
effectively guide meaningful interac-
tion with children. 
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Tips for Preventing 
Problems 
1. Be ready before the kids arrive. 

If you arrive at the last minute, kids 
will take advantage of the opportu-
nity to start dismantling your room. 

2. Greet each student personally. 
Individual attention conveys your 
interest in him or her as a person, 
not just as one of the bunch. 

3. Provide at least two activity 
options from which to select. The 
act of making a choice gets students 
moving positively. 

4. Be enthusiastic in everything you 
do and say. If you exude pleasure 
about teaching, kids will reflect 
pleasure in learning. 

Tips for Resolving Problems 
1. Nonparticipation. If a student 

announces, "I don't want to do 
that!" the best approach is a matter-
of-fact response. "That's fine. It's 
OK to watch for awhile." After a 
few minutes, try inviting the stu-
dent again to participate in a spe-
cific task. You may need to direct 
him or her to sit in a specific place 
while the activity is going on. It is 
usually not wise to allow a kid to 
just wander around the room, other 
than to allow a brief look at the 
available options. 

2. Shy Withdrawal. Some juniors are 
shy or otherwise ill-at-ease at the 
start of a session. This is most com-
mon with visitors or those who 
attend irregularly. In many cases, 
the shy child simply withdraws fur-
ther when fussed over. While it is 
important not to ignore the student, 
it is also important not to call atten-
tion to evidence of shyness. 

3. Pushing limits. It is not uncom-
mon for juniors to "test" a teacher 
immediately upon arriving in the 
classroom. When this occurs, fol-
low the same guidelines given 
below for resolving misbehavior. 

%A4 ME 3VNIGKS 
ARE TNVoLVED 

ACTIVrIN 
Tips for Preventing Problems 
1. Be prepared. Juniors are likely to 

start misbehaving if you are unpre-
pared with materials, or confused 
about instructions or procedures. 

2. Fit activities to group sizes. Just 
because you can fit everyone 
around one giant table is not a 
good reason to do it. Juniors learn 
more and are better behaved in 
several small groups (up to eight 
students) than in one big group. 

3. Have a teacher participate with 
each small group. Juniors still need 
the physical presence and participa-
tion of an adult to help them stay 
on task. 

4. Give clear directions—and maybe 
a demonstration—of what the stu-
dents are to do. 

5. Give appropriate recognition to 
kids while they are doing what 
you want them to. Smiles, pats, 
winks and words of affirmation are 
potent allies in helping juniors do 
what is right. 

Tips for Resolving Problems 
1. Misuse of materials. Calmly and 

simply state why you cannot let the 
student continue to use objects in a 
way that could damage property or 
hurt people (e.g., "Those markers 
are needed for our art projects. I 
can't let you throw them."). If the 
misbehavior continues, either 
remove the materials or move the 
student. 

2. Aggression. Juniors are quick to 
contend with each other. In many 
cases, verbal conflicts replace phys-
ical struggles. If you ask a student 
why he or she did something out of 
line, the usual response is to blame 
the other party. Instead, try this 
three-step approach: 

First, ask, "What happened?" or 
"What did you do?" If necessary, 
describe what you saw or heard, 
then ask, "What is your story?" The 
goal is not to fix blame and impose 
penalties; the goal is to show a bet-
ter way to resolve differences. 

Second, ask, "Why is (hitting, 
pushing, etc.) not allowed?" Most 
juniors are perfectly capable of 

(Continued on next page.) 
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telling why the action in question is 
a problem. 

Third, lead the junior to correct 
the problem. Ask, "What can we do 
to make things better now?" In 
doing so, beware of forcing insin-
cere apologies or of letting juniors 
think that saying "I'm sorry" 
absolves them of all responsibility. 

3. Clowning Around. Occasionally 
juniors decide to be silly instead of 
fulfilling an activity's intended pur-
pose. It is usually wise not to make 
a major issue out of such behavior. 
When possible, laugh along with 
them for a few moments. Once 
you have smiled together, then 
you can redirect them to the rea-
son for the activity. 

PrOSLEINAS ON LE 
IONTQRS 
PEE LiTTENTNG. 
Tips for Preventing Problems 
1. Give plenty of opportunity for 

students to talk first. Start each 
session with activities requiring 
interaction so juniors get to speak 
their piece before the time comes to 
focus more on listening. 

2. Remove distractions. Juniors will 
pay attention better if their active 
eyes, ears and hands are not tanta-
lized by a host of sights, sounds 
and objects. 

3. Have a teacher close to each stu-
dent. Juniors pay better attention 
and stay on task more consis-
tently when an adult is part of 
their group. 

Tips for Resolving Problems 
1. Talking out of turn. Simply stop 

the junior who begins to talk out of 
turn with a gentle, "Excuse me, 
Summer. I know you want to talk, 
but right now it is time for you to 
listen. You'll have another turn to 
talk in a moment." 

2. Kids who dominate class discus-
sions. Juniors can accept the need 
to give everyone a chance to par-
ticipate. The first person to respond 
to a question need not be the one 
to speak first. Request a signal (i.e., 
"thumbs up"). Requiring a signal 
allows you to be selective, some-
times calling on the slower, quieter, 
shyer person who may get "run 
over" by the more outgoing mem-
bers of the group. 

3. Not paying attention. 
a. Use the student's name. Drop it 

into your next sentence. A name 
is like a magnet, drawing the 
owner towards it. 

b. Move closer to the student. 
When you enter the student's 
space, the alerted junior will 
suddenly be aware of you. 

c. Touch the junior. A gentle touch 
on the shoulder, a pat on the 
head—they all send a clear sig-
nal to return. 

d. Change something. Talk a little 
faster or slower, softer or 
louder, stand up or sit down, 
lean forward or lean back. Do 
anything to change the rhythm 
of your words. 

e. Do something different. If more 
than one or two juniors are inat-
tentive, you need to recapture 
the interest of the entire group. 
Try bringing your present activity 
to a quick end and start doing 
the next activity. 
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Guided conversation is an important 
way to help preteens learn at church. 
Guided conversation is informal dis-
cussion during classroom activities 
that directs students' thoughts, feelings 
and words toward the lesson focus. 
Think carefully about your conversa-
tion during classroom activities, 
because those moments are filled with 
the potential for meaningful learning. 
Be alert to ways of relating students' 
experiences to what God's Word says, 
thus helping students understand 
Bible truth. 

Conversation with individuals and 
small groups also helps a teacher 
build a good relationship with each 
student. Juniors need to feel that you 
sincerely care for each of them and 
are interested in the things that inter-
est them. As you guide the conversa-
tion, look for opportunities to express 
praise and encouragement. Each stu-
dent needs to know that you recog-
nize his or her honest efforts and the 
things he or she does well. 

Your conversation with kids helps you 
discover what information a student 
knows (or doesn't know) about a par-
ticular topic. Engage juniors in a dia-
logue rather than a monologue. As 
juniors work on an activity, look for 
ways to make comments or ask ques-
tions to help them understand new 
words, ideas, Bible customs and facts 
they will encounter throughout the 
session. 

Finally, guided conversation should 
stimulate—rather than interfere with—
the student's learning experiences. 
The learning process is enhanced 
when you help the student relate 
Bible truths to his or her own experi-
ences. 

Think of ways you might tailor or 
build upon any conversation ideas in 
your curriculum to more specifically 
meet the needs of your own class. You 
will then be able to take advantage of 
those teachable moments that occur 
spontaneously during a session—
opportunities that are uniquely yours. 

HEM ARE Sots4E 
GtfiVEVNES FQR 

VSTN4 4v7REG,  
eoNVERSATv®N 
EFFFerrisql-44 

1. Be prepared. 
Read the information in 
your teacher's manual. 

Become familiar with the 
lesson focus. Review any 
conversation suggestions 

provided. Write several other ques-
tions you might ask. Keep these 
with you during the session. 

2. Stay with your students as 
they work. 
Kids need to know you are there, 
ready to listen and ready to talk. 

3. Know the characteristics 
of the juniors you teach. 
Be aware of individual differences 
in maturity. Be sensitive to each 
student's home situation and plan 
your conversation to include the 
variety of family situations repre-
sented in your class. 

4. Recognize and accept the 
ways fifth and sixth 
graders respond to guided 
conversation. 
Some juniors are quite verbal. Oth-
ers may respond with nods or 
other motions. 

5. Spend more time listening 
than you do talking. 
Look directly at the student who is 
talking. Demonstrate your interest 
in what was said by responding to 
the specific ideas the student 
expressed. 

The opportunities for guided 
conversation with juniors are end-
less. Prepare thoughtfully and 
prayerfully during the week. The 
Holy Spirit will use your words to 
reveal God's love and truth to your 
students. 
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Teaching juniors requires a dialogue 
rather than a monologue. Teachers 
need to listen as much as—or more 
than—they speak. However, encour-
aging juniors to participate verbally is 
difficult for some teachers. The fol-
lowing questions are commonly asked 
about making a discussion truly pro-
ductive, and not a "pooling of igno-
rance" or an unfocused, rambling con-
versation. 

How do I keep preteens 
on track in a discussion? 
Begin by preparing a few questions 
that will stimulate students' thinking. 
Limit the use of questions which 
require a student to recall information 
previously received. Knowledge ques-
tions ("What was Paul's occupation?") 
do not stimulate interest in the discus-
sion because once the question has 
been answered, little more can be 
said. Asking too many knowledge 
questions can stifle interest and 
decrease participation of those kids 
who lack Bible knowledge or confi-
dence in their abilities. 

Instead, ask comprehension ques-
tions to help students explore the 
meaning of information. For example, 
questions such as "What do you think 
was the hardest part about Paul's 
work?" require students to think 
before they respond. Because com-
prehension questions do not require 
"right answers," they encourage dis-
cussion rather than limit it. In fact, 
each student may suggest a different 
answer to the question, thus increas- 

ing the opportunity for discussion, 
while keeping the students on track. 

Also ask application questions to 
focus thinking on students' personal 
situations. For example, "When have 
you felt like Paul must have felt when 
he was falsely accused?" When Bible 
truth begins touching a student's daily 
life, the student will be interested. 

How do I get them back on 
track if a digression occurs? 
First, decide whether the lesson topic 
is really more important than the 
digression. If students show a signifi-
cant interest in whatever drew the 
group off track, and if you feel that 
topic has real value to the group, and 
if you feel capable of guiding the 
group in learning about the new 
topic, then you may decide to leave 
your lesson plan and stay with the 
new issue. 

However, if the digression does not 
warrant a complete change of direc-
tion, use questions again to bring 
attention back to the topic and its par-
ticular implications. You may restate 
the original question to remind stu-
dents of the issue at hand. Or try 
rephrasing the question if students' 
comments indicate they did not 
understand what you asked them. Or 
move on to a new question if you feel 
the students have probably said all 
they are likely to contribute to the pre-
vious question. 

It is usually helpful to acknowledge 
that the group has been off on a tan- 

gent. Avoid making a big deal out of 
it, but be clear that it is time to return 
to the session topic. A sense of humor 
at such times will certainly help you 
avoid a developing power struggle 
with students. 

How do I handle 
interruptions? 
If no one else seems distracted by the 
interruption, just keep on going. 
Remember, juniors tend to be used to 
situations where several things are 
going on at once, and a minimal inter-
ruption may almost pass unnoticed by 
everyone else but you. 

If the interruption definitely caught 
the class's attention, acknowledge it 
as matter-of-factly as possible, then 
restate the question being discussed. 
You may also want to summarize 
some of the key points already made 
in the discussion. 

How do I know if kids are 
bored with a discussion, 
and what should I do 
about it if they are? 
You will never need to wonder if 
juniors are bored. They will make it 
very clear, either by announcing 
loudly, "This is boring!" or by "cutting 
up" and causing trouble in some fash-
ion. What to do about a boring dis-
cussion is another matter. 

It is usually best to assume that 
once boredom has taken hold in a dis-
cussion, it is a terminal condition. It is 
easier to recapture interest with a dif- 

(Continued on next page.) 
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ferent activity (i.e., the next thing you 
had planned to do), than rejuvenate 
interest in the same discussion. 

What do I do when no one 
says anything? 
If you've asked a thought-provoking 
question, assume that students need 
at least a few moments to think. 
Rather than getting nervous when 
your question is greeted by silence, 
simply say, "I don't want to hear the 
first idea that pops into your head. 
Take a few moments and think about 
it." Then be silent for a bit (no more 
than 20-30 seconds), and repeat or 
rephrase the question. If you still get 
no response, award yourself 50 points 
for "Stumping the Experts!" or "Asking 
a Question No One Has an Answer 

For!" or some such category. Then 
give your own answer to the question 
and move on. 

If your students' reluctance to dis-
cuss is a recurring problem, take a 
good look at the questions you have 
been asking. Are they too vague? Are 
they threatening? Do they require 
knowledge the students do not have? 
Are the answers too obvious? 

If the questions are fine, evaluate 
your response to what the students do 
say. Are you unwilling to accept stu-
dents and their answers if they differ 
from the "correct" responses? Do you 
have a tendency to always "improve" 
the students' answers? Work at creat-
ing a climate of openness. 

Finally, add some variety to your 
approach in asking questions: 

O Have students write their 
answers on paper. This allows 
them time to organize their 
thoughts. Then invite them to 
read what they wrote. 

O Divide the class into smaller 
groups. You may ask all groups 
the same questions, or assign 
different questions to each 
group. Then invite volunteers 
to share the answers for their 
groups. 

What do I do when kids are 
only giving "pat" answers? 
Try the same ideas suggested when 
students do not answer at all. The root 
problem is often the same in either 
case: The students do not feel secure 
sharing what they really think. 
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CLASSIOGNAS 
ATD LEARNTNG,  

A classroom is a silent partner that has 
the potential to aid or hinder student 
learning, to enhance or distract from 
even the best curriculum and teaching 
methods. Classrooms for fifth and 
sixth graders need to reflect order, 
friendliness and space for a variety of 
learning experiences. Consciously or 
unconsciously, teachers and students 
are influenced by their classroom 
environment. 

When the students are actively in-
volved in the learning process, there 
needs to be adequate space for 
games, dramas, etc. Tables and chairs 
should be portable so they can be 
pushed aside, creating a large open 
area in the classroom. 

YOVR ictuTPts4EN-1 
Appropriately sized furnishings are 
important if the child is to be comfort-
able and able to learn efficiently. The 

height (floor to chair seat) for chairs 
should be 14-16 inches (35-40 cm). 
Tables should be 10 inches (25 cm) 
above chair seat height. 

Survey the furnishings in your 
classroom. If they are too small or too 
large, exchange furniture with another 
department so that all benefit. If this 
exchange is not feasible, ask a car-
penter in your church to adjust chairs 
and tables to correct heights. Painting 
and repairing furnishings can be done 
with the combined efforts of parents 
and teachers. 

5'CAOR4a KOON4 

From the time a student enters your 
classroom, the surroundings affect that 
student's attitude and resulting learn-
ing. The effect may be positive or neg-
ative. Look at the room from the per-
spective of your students. Consider 
these questions: 

1. How do you feel about 
entering the room? Do you 
want to come in? 

2. Is the room neat and clean? 
Does the air smell fresh? 

3. Is the room colorful and light? 

4. Is there something in the room 
that is particularly attractive to 
you? What have you contributed 

to the room's decorations—bul-
letin board, displays, photos, 
posters, etc.? 

5. Do you feel encouraged to become 
involved in an activity, or is every-
thing so sterile you are reluctant to 
touch anything? 

6. Are there windows you can easily 
see through? 

7. Can you find and return the materi-
als you need? 

8. Is there space enough to move 
around without bumping into fur-
niture? 

9. Are the bulletin boards and chalk-
boards at your eye level? Does the 
material displayed on the boards 
encourage Bible learning? 

As you answer these questions, list 
the things you want to change in your 
room. Determine which of the adjust-
ments you can do with little or no 
help. Then accomplish these as 
money, time, materials and space 
become available. Work around those 
things you cannot change. 

If other groups use the room dur-
ing the week, provide a room set-up 
sketch for your custodian so the major 
furnishings can be properly arranged 
each week. 
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* At the beginning of the school 
year, meet with the teacher(s) with 
whom you share a classroom. Talk 
about the needs of each program 
and make specific plans about 
how to help each other. Come to 
an agreement on the best arrange-
ment of furniture and equipment. 
Plan to remove any furnishings or 
supplies not in use by either pro-
gram. If possible, try to have the 
same age groups using the same 
rooms. Plan a system of ongoing 
communication. 

0 If the classroom will be used by SW-
dents of the same age, plan to share 
equipment and as many supplies as 
possible. Make decisions ahead of 
time about the use of the shared 
equipment. What can be placed on 
the walls or bulletin boards? When 

are the wastebaskets to be emptied? 
How much cleanup must be done 
by teachers and what can the cus-
todial staff be expected to do? What 
should be done with materials acci- 
dentally left in the classroom? 

• If you have a problem with materi- 
als disappearing, locked storage 
space should be requested for your 
classroom. If locked storage space 
in the classroom is limited, pur-
chase some sturdy cardboard file 
boxes. Label each one with the type 
of material it contains. Then, either 
store the cartons in another room in 
the building where they will not be 
disturbed, or arrange for teachers to 
bring them to each session. 

* Consider using portable storage 
carts. Carts can be purchased or 

built. When the materials on the 
cart are not being used, the cart 
may be kept in a central supply 
room. 

• If sharing bulletin boards is a prob-
lem, either assign each board for 
use by a different class, or build 
reversible bulletin boards. Another 
option is to make a portable bul-
letin board (fiberboard covered 
with fabric) which can be hung 
over a permanent board. 

4. Open shelves on wheels can be 
turned to the wall when not in use. 

• If a custodian's help is available, 
give him or her clear diagrams 
for the room arrangements for 
each class. 

4r, 

 

RA 
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SQYS AND 6TRLS: 
ARE 'TAY eAMPA-RITISLE? 

"Oh no! Here they come!" a sixth-
grade girl groans as two boys 
approach the classroom. But a huge 
smile lights up her face as she says the 
words. 

"Eew-w! You've got cooties!" Gen-
erations of fifth- and sixth-grade boys 
and girls have accused each other of 
being infested with these small, invisi-
ble, insects. 

The years before the onset of ado-
lescence seem to be when young peo-
ple are most openly antagonistic 
towards peers of the opposite sex. 
Some of the tension between girls and 
boys is the result of a growing self-
awareness and sexual identity. And 
some is the result of anxiety over a 
growing awareness of and curiosity 
about gender differences. 

The typical pattern of at least occa-
sional conflict poses challenges for the 
teacher of fifth and sixth graders. 

el4Ati-EN6IS 
• Boys and girls may resist sitting 

next to or working with members 
of the opposite sex. 

* Many girls and boys have signifi-
cantly different interests and pre-
ferred ways of interacting. 

• As adolescence approaches, girls 
tend to mature more rapidly than 
boys. A group with both fifth and 
sixth graders is likely to have 
noticeable differences in maturity 
levels between older girls and 
younger boys. 

• Verbal put-downs of each other are 
common ways to cover nervous-
ness and attraction. 

• Both boys and girls at this age tend 
to be intolerant of those who are 
different from them. 

Some teachers choose "the path of  

least resistance," and completely sepa-
rate girls and boys. However, same-
sex groups have their own set of 
problems: 

* Another set of challenges (i.e., a 
group of boys getting "wild;" a 
group of girls getting silly) can be at 
least as hard to deal with as those 
faced in a combined-sex group; 

* Certain "chemical combinations" 
(two or more kids who are great as 
individuals, but "real trouble" when 
they are together) are more likely to 
combust without the mediating 
influence of the other gender; 

O Kids do not learn to get along with 
the other sex; 

.0 Kids are likely to miss out on posi-
tive relationships with adults of 
both sexes. With so many children 
being raised in single-parent 
homes, preteens need the opportu-
nity to be part of a group guided by 
both women and men. 
Consider the following suggestions 

to minimize the above challenges 
while helping girls and boys learn to 
accept and appreciate each other. 

-CMS 
1. Plan ways to mix boys and girls 

in small-group activities. 
If you tell a fifth-grade boy to sit 

next to a sixth-grade girl, or vice versa, 
you are likely to hear vociferous 
protests. Instead, invite both girls and 
boys to get involved in an interesting 
activity. When children enjoy being 
busily occupied, they are unlikely to 
create a fuss over who happens to be 
working alongside. Or simply state 
that "Just for now you need to be in 
this group. Later you can choose who 
you work with." 

2 Minimize competition between 
the sexes. 
Fifth and sixth graders do love con-

tests and games (as long as they seem 
to win more than they lose). Also, a 
great deal of energy can be generated 
by challenging the girls to outdo boys 
and encouraging the boys to best the 
girls. However, be sparing and cau-
tious with such competitive endeav-
ors, for they contribute to an "us ver-
sus them" attitude, rather than foster-
ing acceptance and cooperation. 

3. Provide both male and female 
role models. 
Boys and girls need positive rela-

tionships with both men and women 
who respect and support each other. If 
your teaching staff is all male or 
female, regularly involve other adults 
in your class sessions. Consider these 
suggestions for ways to involve guests: 
• Interview guests about interesting 

life experiences. 
• Ask guests to serve a snack. 
• Enlist a guest's help with an activity. 
• Ask a guest to present a special 

talent (music, dramatic reading, 
photography, art, cooking, etc.). 

4. Keep your sense of humor. 
Rather than being offended when a 

fifth or sixth grader says something 
derogatory about "yucky boys" or 
"gross girls," keep the atmosphere 
light. Simply laugh and say, "Oh, right! 
You really hate boys, Renee." Another 
way to do this is to comment on your 
own appreciation for people of both 
sexes: "I used to say stuff like that 
when I was your age, but then I 
learned that girls are really terrific!" 
Your positive example, and your 
acceptance of all students, will go a 
long way towards building healthy 
attitudes between boys and girls. 
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301 piSCKTP -iioN 

THE LEADERS R.GtE 

The following guidelines summarize the basic tasks involved in supporting and building successful 
teaching teams. 

IS,ASTC. FUNCTioN 
Prayerfully build relationships with both teachers and students in order to ensure effective Bible 
learning. 

NOTE: In a department with just two teachers, the leader responsibilities may be informally 
shared. When three or more people are on the team, one person should be designated as Lead 
Teacher or Department Leader. 

CLASS KESPPQNSTS,TtriTES 
40 Coordinate teacher tasks, including use of supplies and room setup. 
• Greet students as they arrive and help them become involved in an activity. 

4. Assist teachers as needed (e.g., discipline, activity completion, etc.), maintaining the time 
schedule for the session. 
NOTE: In smaller departments, the leader may guide an activity or class group. In larger 
departments (18 or more students), it is best if the leader is free to move among the activities 
being led by teachers. 

• Observe, affirm and evaluate teachers at work in order to note strengths to encourage and areas 
where improvement is possible. 

TEAM KESPQNST%TtriTES 
4* Pray regularly for others on your teaching team. 

4. Work with your church leadership to identify and enlist qualified 
people to join your teaching team. 

* Consistently affirm teachers for their efforts and faithfulness. 

* Seek to improve the effectiveness of your teaching team by leading regular training/planning 
meetings which provide opportunities for spiritual growth and development of teaching skills. 

4> Encourage teachers in their out-of-class efforts to build relationships with students and their 
families, focusing on follow-up strategies for visitors and absentees. 

• Channel communications between church leadership and your teaching team. 
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eTwAciiiir<s Ro1.E 
The following guidelines summarize the basic tasks involved in nurturing the spiritual growth of juniors. 

SASTe FuNe-rToN 
Prayerfully build relationships with students in order to guide and involve them in life-changing Bible 
learning. 

GLASS KiS7ONSIVI-T-VES 
♦ Arrange materials and room to create an effective learning environment. 

♦ Greet each student upon arrival and engage him or her in conversation and meaningful activity. 

♦ Model the love of Christ and the power of God's Word and the Holy Spirit to each student. 

♦ Show love and concern for students by getting to know them, accepting them as they are, actively 
listening to them and sharing their concerns, needs, and joys. 

♦ Affirm and support students for specific evidences of growth and learning. 

♦ Guide Bible learning by: 
• being well-prepared to use Bible stories, verses/passages, questions and comments in order 

to accomplish the lesson aims; 
• connecting Bible content to needs and interests; 
• selecting challenging learning activities; 
• encouraging students to be honest in expressing their ideas and feelings; 
• helping students explore and apply Bible truths to achieve understanding and lead to changes 

in attitude and behavior. 

♦ Participate with students in Bible study, learning activities and in prayer times. 

our-QF-et.ASS RES7oNSICSTLVITES 
♦ Pray regularly for each student. 
♦ Cultivate the friendship and interests of students and their families, seeking to win unchurched 

families to Christ and the church. 

♦ Show love and concern by following up on visitors and absentees. 

TEA Ivt RESPQNSTISIV-ITES 
♦ Pray regularly for others on your teaching team. 

♦ Seek to identify and recommend people to join your teaching team. 

♦ Improve the effectiveness of your teaching team by participating regularly in training/planning 
meetings. 

NOTE: Just as Jesus sent His followers out in pairs, and to meet the variety of needs and interests in 
any group of children, all teachers should serve on teams so at least two teachers are in the room at 
all times. This staffing also ensures a responsible person is available in case an emergency arises, and 
provides protection for the teachers should any question ever be raised about how children are being 
treated. 
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S LEARN EST 

There are some natural differences in 
the ways different people learn, and 
preteens are no exception. Each child 
has his or her unique approach to 
gaining knowledge and skill. Just as 
no two students swing a baseball bat 
or skate in exactly the same way, 
there is a wide spectrum of ap-
proaches to learning. Anyone who 
desires to teach juniors needs to keep 
this diversity in mind. 

Fortunately, there are some major 
approaches to learning which all 
juniors share in common. While a fifth 
grader may lack some of the skills 
used by a sixth grader, and while a 
child who loves to read may approach 
learning differently from a child who 
prefers solving puzzles, consider these 
five major features which help all 
juniors learn at their optimum levels. 

1. KELATIGNSITMS 
MAIER.FVU4Y 
?Act LEActsaN6-.. 
Juniors are more powerfully influ-
enced by persons than by any other 
factor in a learning environment. The 
way a child moves, thinks, feels, val-
ues and believes are all patterned after 
people he or she loves, trusts and 
admires. Even though fifth and sixth 
graders spend huge quantities of time 
in front of television sets, the relation-
ships they have with live people in 
their families, neighborhoods and 
schools are the dominant motivators 
in their lives. 

Therefore: Spend time with 
juniors. The teacher who makes a 
lasting impact on juniors is the one 
who makes good use of time spent  

with them. The key to quality time 
with juniors is to give focused atten-
tion to each student. Juniors respond 
best when they feel someone is talk-
ing personally to them, listening 
attentively to them, caring individu-
ally for them. 

ESC/ MatEs 
istiogo 

vs/eK9s. 
Relationships are so important be-
cause preteens are more strongly 
influenced by examples than by 
words. Teachers who build positive 
relationships with juniors become 
powerful examples the students want 
to be like. At an age when kids are 
starting to look outside the family for 
role models, a caring, friendly teacher 
is in a critical position to be someone 
the child will imitate. However, if a 
teacher is only observed doing 
"teacher things" such as telling sto-
ries, reading aloud, writing on the 
chalkboard, holding visual aids, 
etc., there is not much behavior 
the student can reflect. 

Therefore: Demonstrate 
what you want juniors to 
mimic. If you want your 
students to memorize Bible 
verses, get busy and memo-
rize along with them. If 
you want them to bring 
their Bibles to class, 
bring yours. If you want 
students to pray for 
the needs of others, 
ask students to tell 
their prayer requests 
and pray for them. 

3 lytE1NTN6flit. 
ACTIVITY WO-
kAgTES INTEREST 
ANR AcPcPt.Te_ATTgrq. 
While preteens are innately curious, 
they are not always interested in the 
things we are ready to present to 
them. The most effective category of 
interest-grabbing approaches is simply 
to give fifth and sixth graders some-
thing worthwhile to do. 

Keep in mind that juniors not only 
learn by what they do, they literally 
learn what it is they do. A student may 
listen to instructions about being kind; 
he or she may hear ideas of specific 
ways to be kind. But only the student 
who does a kind act is actually learn-
ing to be kind. Sadly, in many classes, 

(Continued on next page.) 
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students have learned mostly to listen 
to people talk about Christianity. 
While listening to information is an 
important part of the learning process, 
we must not delude ourselves into 
equating listening with learning. 

Therefore: Plan activities that 
practice what you teach. While 
almost any activity may be used to 
teach about almost any topic, choose 
the activity closest to the life applica-
tion you want the student to make. 
Making banners about kindness may 
stimulate juniors to think about being 
kind, but application becomes tangi-
ble only when a student actually prac-
tices kindness. Choose activities based 
more on the process the student goes 
through than the product which 
results. 

(Continued from previous page.) 

4. cIVES-fieNS 

1-14INVN 
Many moments of high interest are 
created by a thoughtful question. The 
average teacher asks questions to find 
out what kids already know. The 
excellent teacher asks questions to 
stimulate kids to learn something new. 

Therefore: Ask open-ended 
questions. You arouse curiosity when 
you ask juniors for their opinions, 
feelings, and ideas. These open-
ended, what-do-you-think? questions 
do not limit students to one single cor-
rect answer. They encourage partici-
pation, since many students can share 
insights about the same question. 

Also ask questions which prod 
juniors to think about how truth is put 
into practice in daily living. Applica-
tion questions usually ask students to 
think of a specific way to do some-
thing that has been learned. 

EA4f1.1 Slrugnsrr 
I4AS A liNTQUE 
LEAR.NTNI. STYLE. 
Each student learns at a pace and with 
a style that is unique. Some need a 
quiet corner to concentrate, while oth-
ers prefer having music or other back-
ground noise while reading or listen-
ing. Some learn best by starting with 
the "big picture," while others require 
moving through one concept at a 
time. Some learn well from spoken or 
written words, others need something 
visual. Because of each student's indi-
vidual bent, no single instructional 
approach is effective with everyone. 

Therefore: Provide variety and 
choices. Give each student the 
opportunity for balanced learning. 
Learning improves when students are 
taught in ways that fit their individual 
needs and interests. In most cases, stu-
dents' preferences are valid indicators 
of their strengths. Thus, give juniors 
opportunity to make some choices 
about what to do during a session. 
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THE VAeleiTik46- 
LEAKNING. CMS 

Ministry to fifth- and sixth-grade stu-
dents is enhanced when we under-
stand and plan experiences to meet 
the following basic steps in a student's 
learning process. 

1. LTS°t€NTN  
An essential and basic learning task is 
listening or giving attention. The 
teacher seeking to initiate the learning 
process must first get the attention of 
juniors. Gaining interest often involves 
motivating the student through both 
the room environment and student 
activities which introduce the material 
to be studied. The moment when a 
student arrives is a key time in hook-
ing his or her interest into the lesson 
for the day. Games, experiments and 
skits are some good ways to attract a 
junior's attention. 

z. E 1.®R P.& 
The second step in the learning 
process—exploring—involves the 
careful investigation of a problem or 
subject. The student needs to become 
an explorer, involved in the search for 
something not yet known or experi-
enced. He is not a passive listener or 
mere spectator, but a central and 
active participant. Much of the explo-
ration juniors need to do involves 
using the Bible or other study aids. 
Exploration may also involve posing 
questions, defining problems or sug-
gesting possible approaches to deal-
ing with life situations. 

ViSegVER.TIN6- 
As a result of the listening and explor-
ing processes, the student discovers 
for him- or herself what the Bible says. 
Then, guided by the Holy Spirit, the 
student understands the Bible's impli- 

cations for his or her own life. 
Discovering God's eternal truths in 

His Word is an exciting process. Too 
often the teacher is the only one who 
makes these discoveries. Although the 
teacher may excitedly share them with 
the students, why shouldn't the joy of 
discovery also be the student's as he 
or she is guided by a skilled teacher? 
Time constraints may limit how many 
discoveries juniors can make during a 
session, but time should not be an 
excuse for simply trying to "cover the 
material" without involving juniors in 
the process. The goal is to have 
juniors learn and apply Bible truth, 
not "cover the material." 

4. Act PRAMTATTN 
Once the student has discovered the 
meaning of the Bible passage, he or 
she needs to think in a personal way 
about the truths involved. The student 
must relate the meanings and values 
discovered to his or her own experi-
ences. Bible knowledge that is not 
being examined for personal implica-
tions is not accomplishing its God-
intended purpose. 

Guide the student's task of appro-
priating, or making Bible truth his or 
her own. Ask students to describe sit-
uations which need to be solved on 
the basis of biblical truth. Then ask, 
"What would you do in this situation? 
What does the Bible passage tell us 
about dealing with situations like 
these?" 

Personally appropriating the Bible 
truth of a particular lesson enables the 
student to recognize its meaning for 
his or her own feelings and behavior. 
As a result of this step in the learning 
process, the student knows what God 
expects of him or her in situations 
related to this truth. 

ASSVNAING. 
KESIPQNSTgarry 
This is the crown of the learning 
process, the place where the previ-
ous tasks—listening, exploring, dis-
covering and appropriating—culmi-
nate. Here God's truth actually 
changes and molds a student's think-
ing, attitude and behavior. For it is at 
this point that our efforts to commu-
nicate God's truth should result in 
changed lives. Our juniors must be 
led to actually do certain things on 
the basis of what they have been 
experiencing (in the previous steps of 
the learning process). 

The true test of learning comes 
when a student voluntarily uses what 
he or she has learned in new situa-
tions. This may involve practicing a 
quality of behavior in the middle of 
class activities (settling a disagreement 
in a friendly way, cooperating with 
others in a group project, etc.). It may 
also involve planning service projects 
or other opportunities to put Bible 
learning into action. At other times, it 
may be best to have students plan 
specific actions to take during the 
coming week. 

The process of human understand-
ing and learning is summed up in 
these steps to learning. Listening, 
exploring, discovering, appropriating 
and assuming responsibility are not 
simply activities in which students are 
to be engaged, but are inseparably 
bound together with Christian teach-
ing/learning goals and objectives. 

Through the Holy Spirit's guidance 
of a thoughtful teacher, the spiritual 
dimension of a student's personality 
can continue its growth and develop-
ment. 
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LEARRITN1- AC:1TVrTIES 

LEARNTNG. ACTIVT1ITES-- 
0114K1 ARE 'TAW 

Learning activities are creative activi-
ties designed to involve students. 
These hands-on activities may involve 
games, art, music, writing, drama or 
service projects. But each learning 
activity is more than just action for the 
sake of action. What qualifies an activ-
ity for use at Sunday School? How can 
we be certain that the activity will 
result in Bible learning? When does an 
activity become a learning activity? 

Here are some questions to ask as 
you plan effective learning activities 
for your class: 

Question 1: How does the activity 
introduce, teach or review a Bible 
truth? What helpful questions and 
comments can you say to connect the 
activity with Bible truth? 

Question 2: In what ways does the 
activity help build relationships 
among students? 

Question 3: How does the activity 
give students the opportunity to relate 
Bible truth to their everyday experi-
ences? 

SE SPiespe, 
YET FLEX ISLE 
Each learning activity must be specific 
enough to permit the child to feel 
assured (as the activity develops) that 
the activity has purpose. However, it 
must be flexible enough to take into 
account the ability and skill level of 
each student. 

For example, as a teacher prepares 
for a learning activity in which skits 
will be used to dramatize a Bible 
story, that teacher will make sure the 
activity includes both academic and 
nonacademic-oriented tasks (reading 
the scripts as well as making and 
using props or backdrops). A teacher 
also will offer juniors opportunities to 
participate in planning. Often a stu-
dent's ideas help make the activity  

more effective than if only the plans of 
the teacher were used. 

140,S1 To 6.4RE 
ACITVT-TIES 
Five main steps are needed for learn-
ing to take place in an activity: 
1. Introduce the purpose 

of each activity. 
When an activity is first presented to 
juniors, it is important to explain why 
the students will be doing it, and not 
simply what they will do. For exam-
ple, kids may choose an art activity 
because they like to draw cartoons. 
Help them see beyond the procedures 
to the purpose: e.g., "to help us learn 
ways to trust God in hard times." 
2. Involve juniors in Bible skills. 
Activities need to include time for stu-
dents to review or gather some spe-
cific Bible information. Choose meth-
ods that are compatible with students' 
abilities and interests. For example, 
some students may simply read Bible 
words the teacher has lettered on a 
chalkboard, while others will locate 
and read the verses in the Bible. A stu-
dent who likes to read might use a 
Bible dictionary, concordance or 
encyclopedia. 
3. Guide the conversation to empha-

size the purpose of the activity. 
As juniors work on an activity, the 
teacher uses informal conversation to 
guide a child's thoughts, feelings and 
words toward the lesson focus. For 
example, as a game activity begins to 
lose focus, the teacher might ask one 
of the players, "What are some other 
things you might say in this situation 
in order to show compassion, like our 
Bible passage says?" 

By being alert to relate the stu-
dent's experience to what God's Word 
says, a teacher helps that student 
understand Bible truth. Informal con- 

versation is most effective when stu-
dents are in groups of no more than 
eight students with a teacher. 

4. Lead students to identify 
what they are learning 
by doing the activity. 

As juniors near the completion of an 
activity, the teacher should ask them 
to put into words what they have 
learned about the main truth of the 
lesson: "What have you learned today 
about what to do when you've made 
a wrong choice?" "What information 
did you discover about the way in 
which Solomon made choices?" When 
students find such a question difficult 
to answer, the teacher knows that 
more learning is needed. 

5. Lead juniors in sharing with 
others what they learned. 

One of the most important steps in the 
learning process is sharing with some-
one else what was learned. 
• Asking the student to think of what 
to tell someone else about an activity 
is a helpful way to lead the student to 
think of the point of a lesson. "If you 
were to tell a friend about this activity, 
how would you explain what you've 
learned about settling arguments?" 
• Give juniors an opportunity to share 
their learning activities with those in 
other groups. This sharing of activities 
can be done in a variety of ways: Stu-
dents can show what they did while 
the teacher explains it; the teacher can 
ask questions to lead juniors in 
explaining what they learned; a few 
kids can speak on behalf of the rest of 
their group; each group member can 
offer one or two sentences to tell the 
most important (or interesting) thing 
he or she learned. 
• Occasionally you may arrange for a 
group of students to display and 
explain their activity to children in a 
different age level. 
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LEARNiNG. ACTIVIITES  

Learning activities involving creative 
art experiences provide an enjoyable 
and effective way for fifth and sixth 
graders to express what they have 
learned and to plan ways to put that 
learning into action. As you use art 
activities, remember that the learning 
process is more important than the 
end product. As you select and use art 
experiences, focus the student's atten-
tion on the Bible truth concerned, not 
on the result or quality of the work. 

For example: 

• As a student works to illustrate a sit-
uation in his or her life, the teacher 
should ask questions to stimulate 
the student to think about the 
action being shown. 

"What happened just before 
the scene you are making? 
"Which person in this scene 
is a good example to follow? 
Why?" 

The teacher should also ask 
questions to help the student focus 
on the main truth illustrated in a 
story or Bible passage. 

"What did you learn about 
success from these verses? 
"What could you do this week 
that would show love and faith-
fulness to God as David did?" 

As a student draws, paints or mod-
els a contemporary scene, the 
teacher should connect this familiar 
experience to a Bible story or Bible 
passage. 

"What are you doing in this 
picture that is the same as 

ART 

what David did in our story? 
"How would it help the 
person in your picture if he 
or she remembered the words 
of Proverbs 3:3-6?" 

%EP44€Frrs ®F 
ART ACTIVT'ITES 
Lesson-related art activities can help a 
student 
• show in a concrete way an abstract 

concept such as following God's 
wisdom, forgiving others, depend-
ing on God, serving others; 

• think in terms of specific actions 
(what to do when feeling jealous, 
how to express anger) as he or she 
applies a Bible verse such as "Do 
not let any unwholesome talk come 
out of your mouths, but only what 
is helpful for building others up" 
(Ephesians 4:29); 

• show new discoveries (for exam-
ple, illustrating the meaning of key 
words in a Bible passage); 

• put into practice Bible truths (for 
example, making posters to encour-
age others in the church family to 
participate in a giving project); 

• express thoughts that may be diffi-
cult to put into words (such as 
drawing a cartoon about a way to 
show forgiveness to someone). 

Ti PS FvR LEAPTNG. 
ART Ae.:TivrTTES 
• Before juniors begin using the art 

materials, ask each one to tell his or 

her idea for a picture, scene,. etc. 
• If an activity requires use of a mate-

rial which is new to you, or if the 
activity involves several steps, make 
a sample before class. 

• Materials for art activities are limited 
only by your imagination. Enlist the 
help of interested parents and church 
members in collecting and labeling 
items. List the articles you need in 
your church newsletter or bulletin. 

• Store materials and equipment in an 
organized way where students can 
see and reach them. Label containers 
and shelves so students can easily 
return items to their proper places. 

• You may want to cover tables with 
plastic tablecloths or newspapers in 
order to make cleanup easy. 

• Keep paper towels or sponges 
handy so cleanup will be easy 
when a spill occurs. 

* Occasionally provide a new mater-
ial for students to use in working 
on art activities. Juniors who may 
usually be uninterested in art proj-
ects will be motivated to participate 
with the addition of spray glitter, or 
metallic or neon pens. 

• Some juniors are self-conscious 
about their artistic abilities. Help 
students feel comfortable by group-
ing several students together to 
complete an art project. Then each 
student may participate in a differ-
ent way, suggesting ideas, organiz-
ing supplies, drawing, etc. 
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	I 

eREAVVE VVRT"fliNG. 

Creative writing activities can provide 
valuable learning experiences for 
juniors when the experiences are 
planned according to the abilities of 
the students, and when they hold no 
threat of failure. Committing thoughts 
to paper—as a poem, a story, a jour-
nal, a paraphrase of a Bible verse, 
etc.—aids a student in recalling and 
then developing the key thoughts 
expressed. 

For example: 

0 A student who writes a letter to a 
friend explaining the main point of 
the lesson is developing skill in shar-
ing the student's faith with others. 

• A student who rewrites a Bible 
verse in his or her own words is 
grappling with meaning, not just 
rote memory. 

• A student who contributes a word 
or phrase to a group composition is 
encouraged to feel a part of the 
class and enjoys the success of hav-
ing his or her ideas accepted. 

%ENEFI-TS 
of eREATTVE 
VS/RTIING. 
ACTIStriTES 
Lesson-related creative writing activi-
ties can help juniors: 
0 list/describe specific concrete ex-

amples of an abstract concept such 
as how to be like "good soil" in 
accepting God's Word, how to han-
dle failure, what it means to be suc-
cessful in God's eyes; 

• express their feelings about God, or 
about their experiences and needs; 

• synthesize their thinking as they put 
ideas into words; 

• record ways they put Bible truths 
into practice in daily life; 

• show love to others (for example, 
writing letters or advice columns to 
be included in a church newsletter, 
writing and recording Bible stories to 
be given to a preschool class, etc.). 

TIPS FaR 
LEA771■416. 
VSIKITTS16, 
ACTIVriTES 
• Write on chalkboard or scratch 

paper any words that juniors need 
to know how to spell. 

• Let a student who doesn't enjoy 
writing record his or her ideas on 
tape. Later, write or type these ideas 
and add them to the project being 
worked on. 

• Let juniors work together, making 
sure one person in the group is 
skilled enough to write the ideas of 
the group. 

• A student's creative writing efforts 
are usually more productive when 
the teacher has done some "pump 
priming" to stimulate thinking. 

• Show and discuss pictures or 
objects to get ideas flowing. 

• Provide "story starters" (partially 
described situations which kids 
build on or complete). 

• Suggest a problem for students to 
solve. 

• Before juniors begin writing, en-
courage them to talk about possible 
ideas they might use. 
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LEARNTS16,  Atc-i- Tvi-rTES 

Drama activities such as skits, pup-
pets, pantomime, etc. are valuable 
learning opportunities because of the 
process the student experiences, not 
because of the quality of the final per-
formance. Bible stories come alive 
when juniors act them out, and Bible 
truth is seen to be relevant when 
applied to contemporary situations. 

goisfiFirts ®F 
goR.APAA ACINTITES 
• A student portraying a Bible char-

acter will clearly recall what that 
person said and did. 

• A student speaking through a pup-
pet may express thoughts and feel-
ings that would not likely be spo-
ken otherwise. 

• Planning and then acting out a situ-
ation will push juniors to think 
about the application of Bible truth 
to a real-life circumstance. 

• Dramatic activities provide a unique 
opportunity to briefly step into 
another person's shoes and experi-
ence some of his or her attitudes 
and feelings. 

* Acting out specific examples of 
friendliness, faithfulness to God and 
ways to show integrity gives con-
crete meaning to these otherwise 
abstract words. 

1'4°S FOR, LEARitt4416. 
PKAMA ACTTVIVES 
• A good way to introduce drama in 

your class is to begin by reading the 
Bible story narration while class 
members pantomime the appropri- 

ate action. Later, students may read 
dialogue parts in the story. 

• If possible, provide a box of cos-
tumes and simple props to help 
stimulate students' thinking. 

• Plan for an area in your room that 
can be cleared of furnishings and 
used as a stage for the dramatization. 

• If juniors feel unsure of themselves, 
they will sometimes try to cover up 
their insecurity by acting silly. 
To prevent this, 
* start with very simple sto-

ries/situations with a mini-
mum of dialogue; 

• talk over the story/situation 
in enough detail so juniors 
feel sure of what to do; 

• demonstrate how a specific 
part or action might be acted 
out or pantomimed (or let a 
volunteer do this), then let 
several juniors show how 
they would do it; 

O if a student pauses during 
the drama, ask a question to 
help him or her remember 
the action of the story or 
think of what to do next; 

• don't force a student to act 
out a story or situation, but 
do involve him or her in 
other ways—planning, evalu-
ating, prop-making, etc.; 
encourage participation by 
suggesting that a shy student 
take a part with little or no 
speaking; 

• when presenting role-plays 
of contemporary situations, 
provide several alternatives 
of ways a character might 

respond to the problem pre-
sented, allowing juniors to 
choose the option they feel 
best illustrates the concept 
being taught. 

1.10.17F1/411. VITSITS FOK 
tiSTIN6. SeRicrTS 
eN CLASS 
Prepare. 
• Purchase several highlighter pens 

for students to use in marking their 
parts. 

• Read the script, noting any vocabu-
lary or pronunciation help you will 
need to give your students. 

Vary the script presentation. 
• Have the entire group read through 

the skit in pairs or small groups 
before presenting the skit to the 
whole group. 

• Give everyone in the group a script 
to follow as selected readers read 
aloud. 

• Ask volunteers to pantomime actions 
as others read the script aloud. 

• Assign parts to small groups to read 
in unison. 

For even more dramatic impact, 
• give scripts to students ahead of 

time (or to early arrivals, or even 
during the week before class) to 
practice their lines; 

• occasionally ask parent or teen 
helpers to perform a script for your 
class; 

• plan to read a part requiring signifi-
cant dramatic expression yourself. 
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Play and learn! Often juniors are not 
aware of the direct learning value of a 
game, but they participate enthusiasti-
cally because they enjoy the game. 
Bible games are helpful tools for 
involving juniors in an enjoyable way 
to discover, use and remember Bible 
truths and passages. 

For example: 
• Writing key words of a Bible pas-

sage and their definitions on index 
cards to use in a relay game can 
give the teacher opportunities to 
ask juniors to tell of times they do 
or do not show the quality of the 
word they defined. 

• Playing a game similar to tic-tac-toe 
in which students draw pictures of 
contemporary situations in each 
section of the game board can lead 
juniors to think of ways to put 
God's Word into practice. 

• Flipping coins onto a grid of dis-
cussion-starter cards can help 
juniors respond to real life situa-
tions. 

GAN4ES 

ISENEFT-TS of 
Rai ISLE GAN4Es 
Through Bible games the student can 
• discover new information, 
• review Bible truths, 

develop skill in using the Bible, 
• apply Bible truths, 
• memorize Bible passages, 

increase his or her skill in interact-
ing in a group situation (cooperat-
ing, being fair and honest). 

1-19's F®R 
1...EAg•TNG 4ANstEs 
1. Explain rules clearly and sim-

ply. It's helpful to write the rules to 
the game. Make sure you explain 
rules step by step. 

2. Offer a practice round. When 
playing a game for the first time 
with your class, play it a few times 
just for practice. Juniors will learn 
the rules best by actually playing 
the game. 

3. Choose games appropriate to 
the skill level of your class. If 
you know that some students in 
your class are not able to read or 
write as well as others, avoid play-
ing games that depend solely on 
those skills for success. When play-
ing a game in which students must 
answer questions, suggest that the 
student whose turn it is may answer 
the question or ask a member of his 
or her team to answer the question. 

4. Vary the process by which teams 
are formed. Allow students to 
group themselves into teams of 
three or four members each. Play 
the game one time. Then announce 
that the person on each team who is 
wearing the most (red) should 
rotate to another team. Then play 
the game again. As you repeat this 
rotation process, vary the method of 
rotation so that students play with 
several different juniors each time. 
Keep in mind that grouping several 
boys and girls together in one team 
can often help prevent active games 
from becoming too rowdy. 
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Music is often used with fifth and sixth 
graders as merely something to do 
until all the latecomers arrive, or as a 
change of pace from the real learning 
that is going on in the session. Such 
limited use of music misses the pow-
erful impact music can have on 
juniors' understanding, their memory 
and application of Bible truth. While 
music is always an important ingredi-
ent in the worship segment of a ses-
sion, it can also help students in learn-
ing and applying Bible truths. 

For example: 

• A group may learn a new song in 
order to sing it for others in the 
church, telling what they have 
learned about Bible truth through 
the words of the song. 

4,  A group may develop motions to 
the song's words that will help 
them understand and recall the 
words of Scripture. 

* A group may combine art and 
music by illustrating the words and 
meaning of a song. 

4. Juniors can identify times during 
the coming week when it would be 
helpful for them to remember a 
song they have learned to sing, or 
have illustrated, or have accompa-
nied with instruments. 

EINEFT -rs ®F 
MVSTe AC.11VrTTES 
A learning activity involving music is 
an enjoyable way for juniors to be 
actively involved in learning and 
remembering scriptural truths. Music 
carefully selected for a specific pur-
pose can help a student: 

learn Bible truths or doctrine, 

• memorize Bible passages, 

remember to display Christian 
conduct, 

4. feel an atmosphere of quietness 
and worship, 

• move smoothly from one activity 
to another, 

• relax. 

11VS FeK LEADING. 
Iskint LEARNING 
ACTIVTVES 
* Ask the following six questions 

about any song you intend to use: 
1. Is the meaning obvious to 

juniors? 
2. Is it easy to sing? 
3. Does the song relate to the 

current unit of Bible lessons? 
4. Are the words scripturally and 

doctrinally correct? 
5. Does the song build positive 

attitudes? 
6. Will juniors enjoy it? 

Invite a member of your church's 
choir or worship team, or a parent 
who is musically skilled, to lead a 
music activity during one or more 
lessons. 

• Use the music cassette provided 
with your curriculum to help you 
become familiar with a song. 

• Ask a student in your class to bring 
an electronic keyboard to class to 
accompany a song. 
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SEKVTCE PRAIEeis 

Service projects allow a teacher to 
take a class beyond simply hearing 
about obeying God, talking about 
obeying God and even planning ways 
of obeying God. Acts of service done 
as part of a group are effective ways 
to help juniors actually begin obeying 
God by assisting others. 

• A class may do an art, drama or 
music activity in order to benefit 
another class or group. 

For example: 
• Display posters or banners 

in hallways to encourage 
positive actions and attitudes. 

• Make theme-related 
centerpieces for a church 
dinner or luncheon. 

• Present a Bible story skit 
for an adult class. 

• Juniors may work together to care 
for church facilities (pick up litter, 
pull weeds, clean closets, sort pic-
tures, etc.). 

• Students may plan a class party 
to which they invite nonchurched 
friends. 

• Juniors may enjoy adopting a 
"grandparent" in a rest home, 
or a missionary child their same 

age, or a child in a children's 
hospital. 

• Students may collect canned foods, 
outgrown clothing, slightly used 
books and games to donate to a 
local missions organization. 

• Preteens can assist in a worship ser-
vice by handing out bulletins, 
receiving the offering, reading 
Scripture, etc. 

• Volunteer your class to serve at a 
special event by setting up or tak-
ing down chairs and tables, serving 
beverages at a dinner or luncheon. 

ISE SAFI  1"'S of 
SERV Tei inkoiE 

11ES 
Service projects that grow out of Bible 
lessons can help juniors: 

• encourage one another to do what 
God's Word teaches, 

• experience the joy of giving to 
others, 

• accept responsibility to complete a 
task, 

* learn to work together, 

• recognize that God's Word leads 
His people to action. 

-117VS Folk 
7SiVoLVIN4 iVNITorkS 
IN SERVIei PikciECTS 
• Plan ahead to be sure your project 

is more than "busy work." Clearly 
explain to kids how their work will 
benefit others. If possible, allow 
time for kids to brainstorm ideas to 
help others. 

* If the service project will last more 
than a week or two, consider 
making a chart or poster on which 
to record your progress. 

• Invite someone from the group that 
will benefit from the project to your 
class. Have students interview this 
person to learn about the needs 
they will be helping to meet. 

* Involve parents or responsible 
teens to assist in supervising juniors 
as they work on their project. 

* Take pictures (photographs or 
videos) of kids as they pull weeds, 
sort pictures, deliver canned goods, 
etc. Then display the photos in 
your classroom or show the video 
during a future class session. 
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Fifth and sixth graders are intensely 
curious about the world and its great 
diversity of people. This curiosity 
makes the junior years a prime time 
for stimulating interest in missions, 
both local and worldwide. Rather than 
merely informing students about mis-
sionaries and their work, periodically 
provide a missions-related project 
which allows juniors to get directly 
involved in some aspect of missions. 
Below are several specific projects 
your group can undertake for a focus 
on world missions. 

AP07-1-  A 
hATSSIGINARY 

These projects require preparation, 
so begin your planning at least a 
month or two in advance. Focus on 
the specific ministries your church 
supports. 

Get addresses of missionaries 
to whom students can write. 
Choose missionaries who do various 
types of missionary service (teaching 
children, training pastors, medical ser-
vices, literature distribution, etc.). You 
may want to focus on one part of the 
world or explore missions work in 
several different countries. Juniors 
will especially enjoy corresponding 
with missionaries who have children 
close to their own age. 

Write to these missionaries.,  Say, 
for example, "In four or five weeks 
students in our Sunday School will be 
studying missions. In order to make 
our study more meaningful we would 
appreciate your letting us know: (1) 
Information about the country in  

which you live. (2) Your job. (3) Spe-
cific things we can pray about. (4) A 
project or small gift of money we can 
share with you." Ask the missionary 
what is the best way to reimburse him 
or her for expenses in responding to 
your request. 

Research the needs of mission-
aries for which your juniors can 
pray. Pool information from staff and 
church members who are in contact 
with missionaries. List specific needs a 
missionary may have—money, sup-
plies, friends, schools for children. 
Does he or she need prayer for learn-
ing a new language? prayer for more 
believers? prayer that believers grow 
in their faith? With a little research, 
children can begin to pray specifically, 
and to thank God for specific answers! 

Plan a project to involve the stu-
dents in giving their time, money 
or possessions to help a mission-
ary. Contact your church missions 
committee or denominational office 
for information. Or the idea for your 
project may come directly from your 
correspondence with the missionaries. 
For example, you may choose to: 

• make puppets for children's min-
istry; 

• collect food, clothing, toys, books; 

• cut out and organize Bible story 
pictures; 

• write letters to children in the com-
munity where the missionary lives; 

• send birthday cards to missionary 
family members; 

• record cassette tapes of students 
telling Bible stories or singing; 

• raise money for a specific need. 
Your students will be pleased to 

have a special role. 

Make a poster or tabletop dis-
play for your project. Let the stu-
dents suggest something they can do 
without (such as ice cream, candy, 
toys, part of their allowance) in 
order to be able to give to the pro-
ject. Suggest several household 
chores students may offer to do for 
money to contribute. Use a glass jar 
to collect the visible results, or cre-
ate a chart which shows progress 
towards your goal. 

0111EK ?RAE el" 
I PEAS 

You may also wish to choose from 
the following ideas to enhance stu-
dents' understanding and involvement 
in missions. 
1. Schedule a visitor to tell or read a 

true mission story. Your guest may 
be a missionary or one who has vis-
ited missionaries at work. Juniors 
respond well to high school or col-
lege students who have been on 
short-term mission assignments. 
Before the guest arrives, have the 
class write questions to ask the 
guest. Later they can make a report 
as a group about what they have 
learned. 

2. Begin a cassette tape exchange. 
Make a cassette tape to mail to your 
missionaries. Include songs and 
Bible verses from the group, news 
about your Sunday School activi-
ties, and questions the students 
want to ask. 

(Continued on next page.) 
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Let the students do the asking. 
"Hello! My name is Adam. I would 
like to know if . . . ?" The mission-
ary will be able to answer Adam 
(and the group) specifically. 

Also record the students praying 
for missions. The prayers of the 
students will encourage the mis-
sionaries. 

Enclose a blank tape for mis-
sionaries to reply with songs, news 
and answers to questions. Also 
enclose a self-addressed, stamped 
cassette mailer for return of the 
tape. 

3. Make a display for others in your 
church to see what your class has 

learned about missions. To make 
the display interesting and attrac-
tive, send the missionaries an inter-
national money order to purchase 
film for snapshots or for curios they 
can send which you can display. 
(Or items may be purchased from 
an imported goods store.) Have the 
class plan the display. The ideas 
behind the display will remain with 
them longer if they have had a part 
in the planning. 

4. Make a chart listing the birthdays 
of missionaries and their chil-
dren. Make cards for upcoming 
birthdays and/or holidays. 

5. Listen to a recording in the lan- 

guage of a missionary's country 
and learn a song in that language. 

6. Have a picture exchange. Dupli-
cate missionary pictures so each 
class member can have one as a 
prayer reminder. Send pictures of 
your class to the missionaries so 
they can also have prayer 
reminders for you. 

7. View a missions film or video. 

8. Set up a missions book corner in 
your classroom. Purchase or bor-
row books about the lives of 
famous missionaries. Encourage 
students to check out the books to 
read during the week. 
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NTE Yokirk 
TTVDENTS To LEARN 

There is a direct relationship between 
a student's motivation to learn and the 
effectiveness of the learning process. 
How can we motivate fifth and sixth 
graders to want to learn? 

Consider the following suggestions 
for motivating juniors. Although not 
every idea will be effective with every 
student, never give up! As long as 
communication between teacher and 
student exists, there is an opportunity 
for increasing a child's desire to par-
ticipate and to learn. 

1. Know your students. This con-
cept can never be overempha-
sized. Become well acquainted 
with each student in your class. 
Know individual interests, abilities 
and skills. Your insights will enable 
you to increase motivation for par-
ticipation and learning as you help 
the student to recognize abilities, 
use skills and respond to areas of 
personal interest. Very often, a 
seemingly unmotivated student 
will gladly participate in activities 
that capitalize on his or her inter-
ests and abilities. 

2. Plan for juniors to have a choice 
of activities. When a student is 
allowed to choose between equally 
acceptable options, the act of choos-
ing is in itself a way of increasing 
interest. Allowing choices of ways to 
complete an activity (e.g., deciding 
on use of chalk, paint or crayons for 
a mural) also increases interest and 
motivation. 

3. Provide opportunities for juniors 
to interact and cooperate with 
each other. Most juniors respond 
favorably to working together in 
small groups, in pairs or in the total 
group. As juniors get to know each 
other better, motivation increases. 
When juniors are asked to com-
plete a task in a small group, each 
student may be given a specific 
responsibility to help the group 
work together (one student gets 
needed supplies, one student re-
cords the groups' work, one stu-
dent acts as timekeeper, etc.). 

4. Listen attentively. An adult who 
listens to what a student has to say 
provides immediate incentive for 
that student to cooperate and par-
ticipate in learning experiences. 

5. Be flexible in your teaching 
procedure. Too much predictabil-
ity leads to boredom for both 
juniors and teachers. Although a 
program needs stability, a good 
program is balanced by change 
and flexibility. Plan enough variety 
in the kinds of activities you pro-
vide—especially at the beginning 
of the session—so that students are 
curious to find out what they will 
be doing at each session. 

6. Provide opportunities for 
juniors to help other people. 
For example, a service project 
catches the imagination and enthu-
siasm of fifth and sixth graders as a 
firsthand way to put God's Word 
into action. 

LEARNING. 
C.I4EGICLITT 

• How does each student feel 
about being in your class? 

U Do both you and the students 
look forward to studying 
God's Word together? 

U Does each student have your 
acceptance and support? 

rj Is there an atmosphere of 
warmth and happiness? 

IJ Is there an opportunity 
for each student to succeed? 

ij Are choices provided? 

U How do you insure a relaxed 
pace, free from time pressure? 

1:1 How are you helping juniors 
build relationships with one 
another? 

IJ Are your expectations 
of juniors realistic and 
consistent? 
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PRAYER 

"TEACRNG. IVINTQRS To DRAY 

One of the most challenging tasks fac-
ing a teacher of juniors is how to build 
a climate where students will be com-
fortable praying in the group. In order 
for juniors to make prayer a meaning-
ful part of their daily lives, they need 
group prayer experiences to provide 
positive patterns they can imitate. 

PATTERNS Folk 
IMr l'AlrioN 
1. Keep your own prayers simple, 

brief and personal. Your students 
need to see you pray. Just as Jesus' 
example motivated his disciples to 
want to learn to pray (Luke 11:1), 
you are a model of prayer for the 
students you teach. They need to 
hear prayers that they can dupli-
cate. They also need to hear 
prayers that really matter to you, 
not mere formalities or vague dec-
larations. Thus, you must become 
transparent to your class, sharing 
some of your doubts, struggles and 
anxieties. 

2. Focus prayer time on issues of 
concern to the class. If you want 
students to care about prayer, then 
pray for what they already care 
about. Listen to their conversations 
to gain insight into issues and 
events which concern and interest 
them. Ask them to tell what they 
enjoy or what causes them worry. 
Demonstrate an attitude of interest 
and caring as you talk with juniors 
about the items they share. Then 
pray with them about those 
concerns. 

(NOTE: Some of the most mean-
ingful prayer times occur one-on-
one when a student mentions 
something in informal conversation 
and a teacher offers to pray about 
it on the spot.) 

3. Structure prayer as conversa-
tion with God. Avoid making 
prayer a recitation of problems for 
God to solve. Establish a model of 
talking with God about the good 
and the bad, the fun and the seri-
ous, the joys and sorrows of life. 
Avoid archaic language and Chris-
tian jargon. Juniors need to expe-
rience communication with God 
that is both respectful and highly 
personal. 

4. Invite students to suggest items 
to pray about. Once you have 
established a pattern of openly talk-
ing about and informally praying 
for things of importance to your 
students, then, encouraging stu-
dents to suggest prayer requests 
becomes very meaningful. Without 
the foundation of supportive, per-
sonal sharing, asking students to 
mention things to pray about has a 
tendency to elicit a litany of "safe" 
requests (Grandma's bad knee, 
dead goldfish, etc.) or announce-
ments about upcoming events 
("Pray for my birthday party on 
Tuesday afternoon."). Elicit prayer 
requests about the lesson topic by 
asking questions such as "When is 
a time you need God's help in say-
ing only good things about others?" 

5. Invite volunteers to each pray 
for one item. Students who are 
comfortable in mentioning things 
to pray about are not threatened 
by praying aloud for one of those 
items. Especially if a pattern of 
simple, brief prayers has already 
been set. 

6477ELTINES FQK 
SVILDTS411. '0;n' 
PRAYER. 1.71/ES 
1. Make prayer an important time 

in your class session. If classroom 
prayer is haphazard, boring, or an 
"add-on" after everything else is 
done, juniors will not be drawn to 
want to pray on their own. 

2. Share incidents from your own 
prayer experiences. Talk with 
your class about your own prayer 
times during the week. When do 
you pray? What did you pray about 
this week? What benefits do you 
feel you gained from your prayer 
times? 

3. Ask, "What can I pray about for 
you this next week?" When you 
talk informally with juniors, before, 
during, or after class, make a point 
of finding out what is happening in 
their lives. Then let them know 
you'll make a point of praying 
about that in the next few days. 

4. Ask, "What have you been pray-
ing about this past week?" Once 
your students are familiar with prayer 
in your classroom and your example 

(Continued on next page.) 
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of personal prayer, encourage them 
to pray on their own. One way to do 
this is to suggest that each student 
choose to pray during the week for 
one concern raised by class mem-
bers. Then make a point to ask stu-
dents about their previous weeks' 
prayer experiences. 

5. Encourage prayer journals. 
Juniors can gain a great deal of sat-
isfaction from a written record of 
their prayer times. Provide small 
notebooks for each student to use 
in writing a few sentences after 
each prayer. The journal may con-
tain prayer requests and answers, 
but should focus on the student's 
thoughts and feelings about prayer. 

Igoin FoR, 
vvAys -r® 'VARY 
MAYER, ITiski 
1. Silent prayer. Suggest one thing 

for everyone to pray about silently, 
then allow 15 to 20 seconds of si-
lence. Encourage students to talk 
about this prayer experience. Many 
people find it difficult to focus their 
attention when all is quiet. One 
approach students may try is to 
imagine themselves bowing before 
God as He asks, "What do you 
want to say to me right now?" 

2. Completion prayers. One at a 
time, suggest a variety of prayer 

sentences students can complete: "I 
praise You, God, because...," "You 
have been good to me by...," "One 
problem I need Your help with 
is...," "Please help me not to be 
worried about...," etc. Complete 
each sentence yourself, then invite 
volunteers to offer their own com-
pletions. 

3. Conversational prayer. Invite stu-
dents to talk to God as they would 
to a close friend. Suggest these 
three rules: 
e Pray about just one thing, then 

give someone else a turn. 
o Before you pray about some-

thing else, tell God what you 
think about what the previous 
person just said. 

o Talk to God about what's going 
on in your life. Don't just keep 
asking for things. 

4. Build a prayer. Either on hand-out 
sheets or lettered on the chalkboard 

or a poster, provide a variety of dif-
ferent prayer statements from 
which students can choose. Include 
two or more options for each part 
of a prayer: the address, praise for 
who God is, thanks for what He has 
done, prayer for others, personal 
requests, closing. For example, 
options for the address could be: 
"Dear God," "Dear Heavenly 
Father," "Wonderful Lord," etc. 

5. Written prayers. Putting thoughts 
and feelings in writing is often less 
threatening than speaking them 
aloud. After prayers have been writ-
ten, invite volunteers to read at 
least part of what they wrote. 
Respect the right of confidentiality 
in these prayers. 

6. Pray-as-you-go. Rather than com-
piling a list of requests and praises 
and then praying about them, invite 
a volunteer to pray for each item as 
it is mentioned. 

7. Topical prayers. Focus prayers on 
a particular theme or topic, prefer-
ably related to the day's lesson or 
to a current issue of major interest 
to students. For example, when 
studying about serving others, lead 
the class in prayers of thanks for 
those who have served them, in 
prayers for development of willing 
attitudes to serve, and in prayers 
for awareness of opportunities to 
be of service. 
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RELATTQNSIWS 
WITH iVNIQRS 

Some teachers just conduct classes. 
They tell Bible stories and lead activ-
ities. They prepare materials, mark 
attendance and keep order. Other 
teachers do these same things, but 
with an important difference. They 
also change lives. The students who 
are in their classes are never the 
same afterwards. What makes the 
difference? 

Some teachers appear to attract 
juniors like the proverbial Pied Piper. 
These teachers seem to be gifted with 
a natural talent which others merely 
envy, convinced they cannot attain 
similar results. Fortunately, there are a 
few basic skills that can be learned 
easily and used effectively to build 
positive relationships with juniors. 

Teachers who practice these skills 
find their teaching becomes more 
enjoyable, and students respond 
openly to teachers who care enough 
to work at improving relationships. 
The skills which help build relation-
ships with juniors include both non-
verbal and verbal skills. 

NON VE R.SAt. 
MOLLS 
1. Expression—Welcome each stu-

dent with a friendly smile and a 
warm greeting—and don't let it be 
the last smile of the session! 

2. Position—Sit at the students' level. 
Avoid hovering over juniors or 
moving mysteriously behind them. 

Join in the lesson activities when-
ever you can, instead of merely 
supervising what students are 
doing. For example, play a game, 
act out a skit or share a prayer 
request along with kids. 

3. Listen—Children are drawn to the 
teacher who listens. Most adults 
tend to nod absentmindedly, think-
ing ahead to what THEY are going 
to say next. Instead, focus attention 
on the student who is talking, lis-
tening with your eyes, your face, 
your hands and your body. 

4. Touch—A pat on the hand or 
shoulder says, "I like you, you are 
worthwhile." Be sensitive to the 
unique needs of each youngster, 
respecting the personal space of a 
student while making it clear you 
are there to be a friend. 

5. Gesture—Nod your head in re-
sponse as a student talks with you. 
Lean forward to show interest. Ges-
ture with an open hand instead of a 
pointing finger or closed fist. 
Include each student in the group 
with a broad sweep of the arms, or 
indicate specific students with a 
wave or nod. 

6. Provide materials—Build juniors' 
confidence by the simple act of 
providing interesting materials for 
students to use. Taking the time to 
secure props for a skit, colorful 
paper for an art activity, an occa-
sional treat, etc., are indicators of a 
concern which kids appreciate. 

VERSA. SICit.ts 
1. Accept feelings—Accepting means 

listening deeply, sensing and feel-
ing the student's real emotions, and 
responding with honest empathy, 
even if not always with agreement. 
Say, "Darren says he sometimes hits 
his brother when his brother bugs 
him. Darren, you must really feel 
angry when your brother teases 
you." Later, in your class discussion 
you can refer again to this situation 
asking, "What is something better 
you could do when your brother or 
sister bugs you? What advice does 
our Bible passage give for a situa-
tion like that?" 

2. Accept ideas—Accepting ideas 
helps students dare to think out 
loud. It provides freedom to ask 
questions or express ideas, en-
abling students to expand their 
concepts without fear of being put 
down if they give a "wrong" 
answer. 

Many adults tend to pass over 
what a student actually said (or 
tried to say), jumping in with "bet-
ter" comments as soon as the 
youngster is finished. Adults often 
want to improve on or correct a 
student's contributions, giving the 
"right" answer instead. 

While "right" answers are impor-
tant, it is more important to help 
the student be ready to discover or 
receive that answer. If a junior feels 

(Continued on next page.) 
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the teacher has belittled his or her 
efforts, there is little interest in the 
"right" answers. Focus on using 
what the student says or does, let-
ting the student know that his or 
her thoughts, emotions and actions 
have value. 

3. Praise and encourage—All kids 
(as well as adults) need to feel 
good about themselves and what 
they are accomplishing. Most adults 
are much quicker to criticize than 
they are to praise. Instead, make a 
point of looking for reasons to 
commend students (and be willing 
to overlook some of their imperfec-
tions). At the same time, be aware 
that juniors tend to be embarrassed 
if an adult "makes a fuss" over 
something. 
Effective encouragement and 
praise must be: 

• specific, telling the student 
exactly what was done well; 

• honest, not offering inflated 
evaluation; 

• appropriate, fitting the task of 
the specific student, and also 
the common desire of juniors 
not to be "fussed" over; 

• frequent, especially in the 
early stages of new learning. 

4. Ask open questions—Most teach-
ers ask questions. However, ques- 

tions that require one correct 
answer are threatening to many 
juniors. Instead, remove pressure 
by asking students for their opin-
ions, feelings or ideas, not just to 
repeat facts they have heard or 
read. 
A few stimulating questions 
include: 

• What was the person trying 
to do? 

• Why do you think the Bible 
tells us to do this? 

• Which do you think is better...? 

• Which part of the (story, verse, 
song) reminded you of some-
thing you've experienced? 

• How do you think the person 
felt when...? 

• What might have happened if...? 

• Why was this an important 
experience for...? 

0 When has something like this 
happened to you? 

These verbal and nonverbal skills 
are helpful for every teacher. Their use 
will more effectively communicate 
Bible truths and content while build-
ing positive shared experiences 
between teacher and students. Ini-
tially, some of these techniques may 
seem awkward. However, with prac-
tice they become natural and effective 
ways of building positive relationships 
with juniors—relationships that will 
carry over beyond the classroom. 

AN TWQR:rAN'T 
No-1E: 
One very practical aspect of building 
relationships with juniors involves the 
ratio of teachers to students in your 
group. The larger the ratio, the more 
difficult it is to build relationships. In 
most once-a-week programs staffed 
by volunteers, it has proven wise to 
strive to maintain a ratio of one 
teacher for up to eight juniors. 

While there may be highly skilled 
and motivated teachers who can suc-
ceed with larger groups, it is unwise to 
expect most volunteers to work under 
circumstances which require excep-
tional effort in order to succeed. At 
times it may be necessary to work 
with larger ratios, but teachers and 
leaders should make it a matter of 
prayer and serious discussion to find 
ways to involve additional people in 
this ministry. 

40 
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ci4Ecg1_TS FQK MEETING 
STuREN-Ts/  NEEDS 

Use this checklist as a tool to evaluate the ways you meet the needs of 
1.116 aLLILL%-.111.a 111 y VW 	'.4 	)O. N-.11%.,1/4..1.. LlIA., LIV.A. VV lill.1.1. 111■JOL W.1.1%..l.Uy 	alla VV 1....10 

each of the questions below. Always Often Stones    Seldom Never 

7 
14 
s  
I 
c. 
A 

90 'WU- s provide adequate lighting for reading? 

At• keep the room temperature and air circulation comfortable? 

* provide enough space and arrange furnishings in a way 
for students to participate in active learning? 

* plan a variety of styles of learning activities during the quarter? 

S 
Go 
e 
I 

A 
t. 

Dg WV_ 
• show sensitivity to your students' problems and feelings? . share personal feelings and experiences from your Christian life? 

• encourage your students to work together? 

• provide the security of a few rules that are consistently enforced? 

E  
isA 
0 
ll IT 
N 
li 

Mt 

Si 
i 

-1-  

t • 

Re WU—. 
e avoid using "put-downs" when opinions or ideas 

are different from yours? 

• see your class as individuals rather than as a group? 

. listen to your students? 

• affirm your students for sharing and cooperating in class? 

• provide creative ways for students to express ideas 
and use abilities and interests? 

. plan ways to involve each student? 

have an awareness of the vocabulary level of your students? 

S 
V 
® 
R. 
-r 
7 
ki 
A 
1.- 

PO YOU— 
• help your students use the Bible to discover Bible truths 

for themselves? 

o help your students identify with Bible characters as real people? 

• actively seek to discover each student's spiritual condition 
and attitudes? 

• express enthusiasm about being a Christian? 
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REL/VI To NSHIPS 

&F m Ae4VA Ms'IrEgo! 
Name of student: 	  

1. Briefly describe this student's family. 
• Parent(s) Names: 

• Brothers/Sisters (place in order of birth):  

Notable Information 

* Other information you know about the student's home situation that will help you teach and relate 
to the student. 

2. What school subject does this student like most? Least? 

3. What is the student's favorite activity? 

4. How would you describe this student's spiritual growth? 

5. Name two of this student's closest friends from church. 

6. How does the student feel about coming to your class or program? 

7. What character quality concerns this student's parents most at this time? 

8. What lesson or activity has interested the student most in recent weeks? 
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7 	

SALVAI To N 

1.EARTS46. Yok4A TIrkrIEN 
STUDENTS To cgusi" 

Many adult Christians look back to 
their upper-elementary years as the 
time when they accepted Christ as 
Savior. Not only are juniors able to 
understand the difference between 
right and wrong and their own per-
sonal need of forgiveness, they are 
also interested in Jesus' death and res-
urrection as the means by which God 
provides salvation. In addition, stu-
dents at this age are capable of grow-
ing in their faith through prayer, Bible 
reading, worship and service. 

However, juniors are still limited in 
their understanding, and immature in 
following through on their intentions 
and commitments. As such, they need 
thoughtful, patient guidance in com-
ing to know Christ personally and 
continuing to grow in Him. 

1. R.V),  
Ask God to prepare the students in 
your class to receive the good news 
about Jesus and prepare you to effec-
tively communicate with them. 

1. PRESENT 1-114E 
6.gop NM/Vs. 
Use words and phrases that students 
understand. Avoid symbolism that will 
confuse these literal-minded thinkers. 
Discuss these points slowly enough to 
allow time for thinking and compre-
hending. 

a. God wants you to become His 
child. Do you know why God 
wants you in His family? (see 
1 John 4:8). 

b. You and all the people in the 
world have done wrong things. 
The Bible word for doing wrong 
is sin. What do you think should 
happen to us when we sin? (see 
Romans 6:23). 

c. God loves you so much, He sent 
His Son to die on the cross for 
your sin. Because Jesus never 
sinned, He is the only one who 
can take the punishment for your 
sin (see 1 Corinthians 15:3; 
1 John 4:14). 

d. Are you sorry for your sin? Tell 
God that you are. Do you believe 
Jesus died to take the punishment 
for your sin? If you tell God you 
are sorry for your sin and tell Him 
you do believe and accept Jesus' 
death to take away your sin—
God forgives all your sin (see 
John 1:12). 

e. The Bible says that when you 
believe in Jesus, God's Son, you 
receive God's gift of eternal life. 
This gift makes you a child 
of God. This means God is 
with you now and forever (see 
John 3:16). 

As you give students many oppor-
tunities to think about what it means 
to be a Christian, expose them to a 
variety of lessons and descriptions of 
the meaning of salvation to aid their 
understanding. 

'5. 'TAW 
17K197V7PtIALLY 
Ofir11.1 
Talking about salvation one-on-one 
creates opportunities to ask and 
answer questions. Ask questions that 
move the student beyond simple 
yes-or-no answers or recitation of 
memorized information. Ask open-
ended, "what do you think?" ques-
tions such as: 
• Why do you think it's important 

to...? 
• What are some things you really 

like about Jesus? 
• Why do you think that Jesus 

died because of wrong things 
you and I have done? 

• What difference do you think 
it makes for a person to be 
forgiven? 
Answers to these open-ended 

questions will help you discern how 
much the student does or does not 
understand. 

4. oFFiR. 
wchgt-i1/4"AT-TIEs 
obr-rov-r PRESSURE. 
Fifth and sixth graders are still chil-
dren, vulnerable to being manipulated 
by adults. A good way to guard 
against coercing a student's response 
is to simply pause periodically and 
ask, "Would you like to hear more 
about this now or at another time?" 
Loving acceptance of the student, 
even when he or she is not fully inter- 

(Continued on next page.) 
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ested in pursuing the matter, is crucial 
in building and maintaining positive 
attitudes toward becoming part of 
God's family. 

GTVE TIME To 
-1-117N14 AND PRAY. 
There is great value in encouraging 
a student to think and pray about 
what you have said before making 
a response. Also allow moments 
for quiet thinking about questions 
you ask. 

6. RESPECT 
THE STUDENT'S 
RESPONSE. 
Whether or not a student declares 
faith in Jesus Christ, there is a need for 
adults to accept the student's action. 
There is also a need to realize that a 

student's initial responses to Jesus are 
just the beginning of a life-long 
process of growing in the faith. 

7. GV7DE THE 
STUDENT IN 
FURTHER 46-Ko4rrii. 
Here are three important parts in the 
nurturing process: 

a. Talk regularly about your rela-
tionship with God. As you talk 
about your relationship, the stu- 

dent will begin to feel that it's OK 
to talk about such things. Then 
you can comfortably ask the stu-
dent to share his or her thoughts 
and feelings, and encourage the 
student to ask questions of you. 
Prepare the student to deal with 
doubts. Emphasize that certainty 
about salvation is not dependent 
on our feelings or doing enough 
good deeds. Show the student 
places in God's Word that clearly 
declare that salvation comes by 
grace through faith (i.e., John 
1:12; Ephesians 2:8,9; Hebrews 
11:6; 1 John 5:11). 

Teach the student to confess all 
sin. To confess means to admit or 
to agree. Confessing sins means 
agreeing with God that we really 
have sinned. Assure the student 
that confession always results in 
forgiveness. 

b.  

c.  
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NT FeAl. SESSTeN 
There is probably no class of fifth 
and/or sixth graders that can be con-
sidered truly typical. Every class is as 
unique as each of the young people in 
the class. Every teacher is different, 
too! Some teachers like to use active 
learning games, some prefer guiding 
discussions, and some prefer helping 
their classes work on projects. With all 
these differences, no curriculum can 
guarantee that every activity it sug- 

gests will work with every class or for 
every teacher. 

Whatever teaching style you prefer, 
try to be as flexible as possible in 
planning each session. To accommo-
date your class's unique blend of 
unique individuals, each session 
should combine activity and schedule 
choices. Be willing to try something 
new, and to vary the way you usually 
do things. Give yourself the opportu- 

nity to meet students' needs for 
involvement, as well as building the 
relationships with your students that 
make the difference between simply 
conducting a class and leading stu-
dents to follow your example in 
knowing and loving Jesus Christ. 

The following major segments of a 
balanced session plan provide a flexi-
ble pattern you can easily adapt to 
meet the needs of your students. 

Begin your session with one or more 
activities which help build relation-
ships among students and capture 
interest in the topic of the day. If there 
is any part of a session where you 
should risk being out of the ordinary, 
it is these opening activities. Variety at 
the beginning will pay rich dividends 
throughout the session by stimulating 
interest and anticipation. 
• If you teach alone, offer one activ-

ity. If you teach with someone 
else, each of you may lead a dif-
ferent activity, offering students a 
choice. 

• Make sure at least one of the activ-
ities can easily accommodate stu-
dents who arrive at various times. 
Think of how an activity can 
engage the interest of the first one 
or two students who arrive, and 
then gradually add others as they 
come into the room. 

• Vary the physical arrangement of 
the room. If last week you began 
the session around tables, this week 
have students work on the chalk-
board or sheets of paper mounted 
on the wall. Or gather on the floor. 
It only takes a few moments of 

moving chairs to create a sense that 
something different is happening 
this week. 

• Think of ways to involve that stu-
dent who arrives early. Take time to 
talk about events of the week. Pro-
vide an activity from your Student 
Guide which can be done before 
class. Often several students enjoy 
practicing a script to be presented 
later in the session. With a little 
planning ahead each week, your 
students will look forward eagerly 
to the start of another interesting 
session. 

Every session needs a segment in 
which you guide students to read, 
study and discuss the Bible for them-
selves. 
• To accomplish that goal, make sure 

each student or pair of students has 

a Bible. If students do not bring 
Bibles from home, provide class-
room Bibles and bookmarks (slips 
of paper, student-decorated index 
cards, etc.) to aid in locating pas-
sages to be studied. 

• Ask questions which encourage stu-
dents to observe and interpret what 
the Bible says. Guide students to 
discover what the Bible says and 
what it means. This will help both 
students who feel they already 

(Continued on next page.) 
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"know" all the Bible stories and 
those to whom the Bible is totally 
unfamiliar. 

• Rather than being the one to tell the 
class what the Bible says, guide 
them in developing good Bible-
study skills, learning to use the 
Bible themselves. 

• Vary your approach to Bible study. 

Your students will enjoy a humor-
ous script or other interactive idea. 
Provide opportunities to explore 
Bible narratives, character studies, 
inspirational passages, short verses. 

• Use music to give your study a con-
temporary flavor. Have them listen 
to and/or sing Scripture set to 
melody. Words that are sung will be 

remembered longer than words 
which are spoken. 

• Before you finish your preparation, 
write a one-sentence summary of 
the key point you want students to 
grasp. Then make sure your teach-
ing approaches will focus students' 
understanding on that lesson's 
Bible truth. 

A??t,se zo-moo NAINV-IES 

Every session needs time focused on 
helping students explore the relation-
ship between the Bible truth they 
have been studying and their day-to-
day experiences. If you teach with 
one or more teachers, each of you 
may lead an activity as a way to give 
students variety and choice. Over a 
period of weeks, seek to provide a 
balance of different types of learning 
activities. 
• Always prepare about a half dozen 

thought-provoking questions to 
guide the students to think and 

respond as they complete the learn-
ing activity. 

• Sometimes plan a discussion option 
that engages students in thoughtful 
dialog. To stimulate discussion, use 
idea starters such as current events 
articles and guest interviews from 
your church family. 

4* At other times, provide an active 
option, such as a game or other 
activity that incorporates physical 
movement. 

• Include periodic service projects, as 

well as music, art, skits, cooking, 
and more! 

• Prayer provides a natural conclu-
sion to this segment. As with all 
other session components, vary 
your approach to prayer. For exam-
ple, at times lead a prayer of 
thanksgiving or praise; at other 
times pray for a specific need of 
concern to the entire class. Many 
teachers find it works well to plan a 
longer time once a unit for students 
to talk about prayer requests and 
pray together. 

A KFlytTNPER. ASQVIT IkAirToS AN7 ReGMS 
Meaningful discussion of life application will be most effective if you maintain a ratio of one teacher for up to six to eight 
students, with no more than 30 students in a classroom. If you are short-handed, recruit parent-helpers to assist, partici-
pating in their child's class for a unit (four or five lessons) at a time. 

Energetic juniors learn best in a room with adequate space for active participation: 25 to 30 square feet for each stu-
dent. When kids are crowded, behavior problems increase and learning effectiveness decreases. 
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0114Y ARE Yolk 
"TEACI4ING. inkEVENS? 

Anyone who approaches a group of 
preteens is likely to have butterflies 
in the stomach, sweaty palms, and/or 
a catch in the throat. Such nervous-
ness, while common, is not usually a 
fear that the kids may get out of 
hand. The real source of apprehen-
sion is a sense that teaching juniors 
about God is a vitally important min-
istry that will challenge the very best 
anyone has to offer. There are three 
important questions every teacher of 
juniors needs to thoughtfully—and 
prayerfully—consider. 

1. VN 14Y Siiloutg• 
"(Meg MiliEFNS? 
There are many reasons people give 
for how they first got involved teach-
ing juniors: 

"Someone begged me to do it." 
"I had a child in the group 
and felt I should help out." 
"No one else was willing to do it." 
"I felt guilty." 
"I really like kids this age." 
"The adult classes were boring." 
"I needed a responsibility to 
push me to get up on Sunday 
mornings." 

While the above reasons are com-
monly given, none of them have the 
power to make teaching a deeply sat-
isfying experience. Consider the fol-
lowing three reasons for making time 
in your busy life to share God's love 
and His Word with juniors: 
* Every child is worth teaching 

because every child is filled with 
God-given potential. What can 
compare with helping to influence 
a child to discover God's wonderful 
purpose for living? 

• Jesus clearly showed the high value 
of a child. He placed a child in the 
middle of His disciples and said, 
"Whoever welcomes a little child 
like this in my name welcomes me" 
(Matthew 18:5). 

• Teaching juniors helps you reach 
your own potential. Just being 
around juniors is valuable for 
grown-ups who are open to learn-
ing from the openness, enthusiasm, 
and curiosity of children. Add to 
that the challenge of trying to com-
municate God's Word in meaning-
ful ways for juniors and you have a 
guaranteed formula for nudging 
adults out of their comfort zones—
a prerequisite to personal and spir-
itual growth. 

2. rF INER.Esei"i 

041.2V1.3? 7 VSF 
orTN6. TNS-rEAP? 

While there are bound to be morn-
ings when a Sunday School teacher 
mutters, "I'd rather stay in bed," the 
choice is not really between doing 
something and doing nothing. The 
time involved in teaching would be 
used for something else. Another way 
to ask this question is, "If I weren't 
teaching juniors, would I be doing 
something of greater or lesser value 
instead?" Or, "Is there anything else I 
could do with my time that could be 
more worthwhile?" 

'5. 14* 0171-1. KNeV,d 
TF hAY -1FAe147N6. 
NAAKiS A 77FFREINcE? 
No one wants to invest time and 

energy in "going through the motions," 
"filling in," or "holding class." Expres-
sions such as these all convey a sense 
of dutiful, but unfulfilling labor. There 
can be no spark of excitement and 
challenge without a clear expectation 
of accomplishment. To avoid merely 
"holding class," focus on these four 
powerful factors which make a min-
istry to preteens truly effective: 

40 Build Relationships—Juniors are 
influenced through relationships 
more than through any other aspect 
of teaching. In order to build posi-
tive relationships with the juniors 
you teach, make the effort to get to 
know and care about each one per-
sonally. A good start is to pray for a 
different child every day. 

• Meet Needs—There is little satis-
faction in teaching lessons; there 
is great satisfaction in discovering 
the real needs (physical, emo-
tional, social and spiritual) of stu-
dents and then prayerfully work-
ing to develop skills in meeting 
those needs. 

* Have Fun—While the goal of 
teaching is not to have fun, a 
healthy dose of enjoyment con-
tributes greatly to teaching success. 
If you enjoy the class, the students 
will be likely to enjoy it, and to 
learn and grow from it. 

• Watch for Growth—Neither you 
nor your students are perfect. 
Rather than viewing the imperfec-
tions in students as annoyances 
which get in the way of learning, 
see them as opportunities for 
growth to occur. Your patient, lov-
ing guidance can influence positive 
changes that will last a lifetime! 
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iVNIQKS TN vtr OicoRMAT? 
Are the preteens in your church 
expected to attend your church ser-
vice? What do your fifth and sixth 
graders gain from being in the adult 
worship service? What steps can you 
take to help your fifth and sixth 
graders understand and participate 
meaningfully in your church's worship 
experiences? 

Churches differ widely in their 
approach to including children in 
worship: 
0 Some provide separate children's 

programming for everyone under 
Junior High age, and actively dis-
courage any youngsters "sneaking" 
into church. 

• Some consider their worship ser-
vice a time for the whole family to 
be together and welcome (or at 
least tolerate) infants, toddlers, 
preschoolers and everyone else. 

4, Some provide child care or instruc-
tional children's programs for the 
younger ages, and pick some point 
in the childhood years as the time to 
group children with everyone else. 

• Some expect some or all children to 
attend the first part of the adult 
worship service, then those below a 
designated age or grade level are 
dismissed to a children's program. 

• Some include some feature intended 
specifically for children in their wor-
ship service (children's sermon, 
hymn or chorus, bulletin, etc.). 

No matter what choice a church 
makes, there will be some problems, 
whether juniors are already used to 
attending the worship service or are 
just being introduced to it. These 
problems reflect the big differences 
between children, even fifth and sixth 
graders, and adults: differences in abil-
ity to sit still, differences in attention  

span, vocabulary, interests and needs. 
In most cases, the resulting prob-

lems are dealt with by the children 
themselves, but the outcome is often 
not what adults intended. Juniors are 
adept at developing a host of devices 
to keep themselves occupied when 
surrounded by adults: daydreaming, 
counting ceiling tiles, pestering par-
ents, squirming, rummaging in pock-
ets and purses, etc. Once a child has 
learned to tune out his or her sur-
roundings, it becomes increasingly dif-
ficult to capture that child's attention 
and gain meaningful participation. 

While the differences between kids 
and adults cannot be erased until the 
children become adults themselves, 
there are specific steps you can take to 
help minimize problems when the stu-
dents you teach mingle with grown-
ups in worship. 

1. Identify the Purpose 
for Having Juniors 
Attend Worship. 

While churches differ in their ap-
proach to involving children in wor-
ship, children's leaders tend to identify 
very similar objectives for the children 
who attend the worship service. 
Check any of these commonly men-
tioned goals which your church has 
for the children who attend your wor-
ship service: 

CI Help children feel a sense of 
belonging to the church family, get-
ting to know the church leaders and 
people. 

0 Bring family members together 
instead of separating them. 

0 Allow children to learn how our 
church worships by observing par-
ents and other adults. 

0 Let children enjoy participating 
in worship experiences (music, 
prayer, etc.). 

0 Provide children with an additional 
opportunity for learning about God. 

Unfortunately, sitting a student in a 
pew does not guarantee that those 
intended purposes will automatically 
be accomplished. 

2. Evaluate Your Worship 
Service from a Junior's 
Perspective. 

Next, look at the various parts of your 
worship service in light of your goals 
for having juniors present. Observe 
your juniors during these common 
worship service activities. Ask them 
what they find interesting or boring 
about each segment: 

• Welcome when arriving 
• Group singing 
O Announcements 
• Scripture reading 
4* Children's feature 
O Prayer requests/praises 
O Prayer time 
• Offering 
O Greeting others nearby 
O Special observances 

(baptism, communion, etc.) 
• Special music 
40 Sermon 

Often, what juniors really experi-
ence at these times is significantly dif-
ferent from the experience of adults. 
For example, most churches try to help 
people feel welcome and comfortable 
in the church service. Friendly people 
are enlisted to smile and shake hands 
and offer a friendly word as people 
arrive. Many churches also include 
time for people to stand and greet 

(Continued on next page.) 
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(Continued from previous page.) 

those around them. However, these 
friendship rituals tend to leave children 
either ignored or uncomfortable. 

* Adults tend to talk to each other, 
ignoring the children. 

• Many children do not even bother 
to stand up when everyone else 
begins shaking hands, indicating 
they do not feel part of the interac-
tion taking place. 

3. Prepare Your Juniors for 
Their Worship Service 
Experiences. 

The following ideas are not guaran-
teed to make all juniors enjoy and 
benefit from all aspects of adult 
church services. But they can help 
your students gain more of the 
intended benefits of being in the wor-
ship service. Every week, during your 
class session, insert a reference to the 
worship service your juniors may 
attend (or may have already 
attended). For example: 

• Tell your class one reason you like 
to attend the worship service. (Be 
willing to admit if you do not fully 
enjoy every part of every service. 
Kids need to know they are not 
the only ones who sometimes may 
be bored.) 

* Remind students to visit the 
restroom and drinking fountain 
before entering the service. 

• Encourage students to arrive for 
worship a few minutes before the 
service begins and do the following 
things to get ready: 

1. Say hello to at least one usher or 
greeter. (For several weeks in a 
row, or once in awhile, arrange 
with a different usher/greeter 
each week to have a small 
candy or other treat to give to 
any junior who shakes his or 
her hand.) 

2. Wave, smile, or say hello to 
someone else you already know. 

3. Sit near the front so you feel 
you're a part of what's going on. 

4. Find at least one thing in the 
bulletin that is going to happen 
during the service. For example, 
locate the page of the first hymn 
to be sung, or look up the 
Scripture to be read. 

5. Whisper a short prayer before 
the service starts. 

♦ Encourage juniors to look and lis-
ten for something in the service to 
ask you a question about after-
wards. 

• Tell something you learned or were 
reminded of during the service that 
you feel is important for your life. 

* Affirm specific children for ways 
you observed them participating 
and showing positive behavior. 

• Discuss what to do when you real-
ize you have stopped paying atten-
tion. For example: 
• Silently pray, telling God you're 

having a hard time listening. 
• Look at the bulletin to remind 

yourself about what is going on. 
• Take a few deep breaths 

(quietly), then listen to find 
out what is being said that is 
important. 

• Draw a picture of what is being 
talked about. 

4. Involve Students in 
Making Worship Services 
More "Kid-Friendly." 

Most church leaders would like to 
make the worship service more mean-
ingful and enjoyable for children. 
They just need an occasional nudge 
and a few workable ideas in order to 
do so. Juniors are old enough to 
accept the responsibility and privilege 
of trying to improve things in the life 
of the church. Here are a few ideas 
they will enjoy: 

• Write letters to the church's wor-
ship leaders, thanking them for 

their leadership roles in the wor-
ship service. 

0 Periodically invite worship service 
leaders (pastor, music director, 
usher, choir member, etc.) to visit 
your class and talk about what he 
or she does in the worship service. 
This will help those leaders to rec-
ognize the presence of children as 
part of the congregation. 

• Brainstorm a list of ways to make 
the worship service more interest-
ing and beneficial for kids. A few 
ideas they might consider putting 
on their list: 
• Ushers and greeters remember 

to welcome children. 
• Sing at least one hymn or song 

which can easily be learned and 
sung by children. 

• Mention children, not just adults 
during prayer time or in the 
sermon. 

• Provide a children's bulletin or 
worksheet to each child. 

• Find ways to actively involve 
juniors. Give kids a chance to: 
✓ read the Scripture passage or 

a special announcement, 
✓ hand out bulletins, 
✓ assist the greeters in 

welcoming people, 
✓ collect the offering, 
✓ hold up a sign or poster to 

help with an announcement 
or to emphasize a point in the 
sermon, 

✓ participate in special music, 
✓ interview the pastor or other 

leader, 
✓ place transparencies on the 

overhead projector, 
✓ move a microphone or prop 

when needed. 

Let the group select the best ideas 
suggested, copy them into a letter or 
report, and submit it to the church's 
worship leaders for their consideration. 
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Never again will you be at a loss for games 
to play with fifth and sixth graders! 
Here are dozens of great games 
to supplement every part of your Bible lesson, 
as well as party games and mixers. 

iNetwEgo AKE: 

(Iir Bible Memory Games 
ir Bible Story Review Games 

Life Application Games 
(* Just-for-Fun Games 
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SNR.TTTEN 
Tiesti SI-GNE 
Materials Checklist 
• Bible 
• large piece of cardboard'  
• gray paint 
• paintbrush 
• black felt pen 
• utility knife 
Optional- 
• use gray poster board 

Preparation: Paint the cardboard 
gray on both sides. After cardboard 
dries, cut out two large tablet shapes. 
Letter the Bible Memory Passage on 
each tablet. Cut each tablet into 10 
pieces (see sketch). The two sets 
should be identical. 

Procedure: Lay all 20 tablet pieces 
facedown in random order. Students 
take turns turning over two tablet 
pieces at a time. When non-matching 
pieces are turned over they are turned 
facedown again in their original 
places. When matching pieces are 
turned over, player puts them both 
faceup where the group can see them. 
When all tablet pieces have been 
matched, students put them together 
in correct order to make two complete 
tablets. Students read passage aloud. 

hAvsre_At. PRAISE 
Materials Checklist 
* Bible 
* music cassette 
• one chair for each student 
• masking tape 
• bright piece of paper or fabric 
• cassette player 
• butcher paper and felt pen or 

chalkboard and chalk 
• 8-12 index cards 

Preparation: Letter the Bible Mem-
ory Passage on chalkboard or paper 
and display in visible location. Place 
chairs in a large circle, facing inward. 
Tape a bright piece of paper or fabric 
to one chair. 

Procedure: As you play music, stu-
dents walk around circle of chairs. 
When music stops, each student sits in 
a chair. The student sitting in the 
marked chair stands up and tapes an 
index card over any part of the pas-
sage, horizontally or vertically (see 
sketch). The class then recites the pas-
sage. Continue playing game until all 
words are covered and students are 
able to say the entire passage from 
memory. (For longer passages, do one 
verse at a time.) 

STREET 
SMAKTS 
Materials Checklist 
• Bible 
* chalkboard and chalk or poster 

board and felt pen 
• a long jump rope 

Preparation: On chalkboard or 
poster board, letter Bible Memory Pas-
sage, underlining syllables or words to 
produce an interesting rhythm pattern, 
as shown in sketch. (Each number 
equals one beat.) 

Eve4- 	one shoji k ..' 
2 3 4 

vicicio lisi-eri,  slow
F  -fa  _wok 

and s ow-to Income  an- OM 
9 	/cs 	II 	12- 

Procedure: Using rhythm pattern 
you created, read passage aloud with 
students. Repeat several times. 

Choose two assistants or students 
to twirl the jump rope. Jumpers line 
up behind a designated starting point. 
First player tries to jump in and over 
the rope as the rope is twirled slowly. 
Once the first jumper is in and jump-
ing steadily, the next player enters. 
Players continue to enter the game 
until space is filled (usually about six 
or seven jumpers). Then all students 
recite memory passage in rhythm as 
players jump. Play continues until all 
students have had a turn or until time 
is up. 

(Variation: For easier jumping, 
players may jump individually.) 
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SIEN UP! 
Materials Checklist 
• Bible 
• large index cards 
• felt pen 

Preparation: On index cards, write 
the words and reference of the Bible 
Memory Passage—a short phrase on 
each card. Make two sets of cards. 

Procedure: Arrange one set of 
Bible Memory Passage cards in order 
on the floor. Students gather around 
cards and read passage aloud several 
times to become familiar with it. Then 
divide class into two teams. Teams 
line up as in sketch. Shuffle both sets 
of memory passage cards together and 
spread all cards facedown on the floor 
between teams. 

Assign each student a number, 
using the same set of numbers for 
each team. To begin play, call out any 
one of the numbers you have assigned 
to students. Each of the two students 
with this number quickly chooses a 
card and brings it to his or her team. 
Repeat process. As students bring 
cards to their teams, team members try 
to place the cards in order. If a student 
brings a duplicate card, player who is 
called next returns card to pile before 
choosing a new card. Team which first 
places all cards in order wins. 

toVE 	SeR,Q1.1.-S 
Materials Checklist 
• Bible 
• two large sheets of paper 

in contrasting colors 
• felt marker 
• scissors 
• yarn 
• masking tape 

Preparation: Draw a large heart on 
each sheet of paper; cut out hearts. 
Use marker to write the Bible Memory 
Passage on both paper hearts (sketch 
a). Cut each heart into eight pieces; 
roll each piece into a scroll and tie 
with yarn (sketch b). Hide scrolls 
around room or outdoor area. 

Procedure: Divide class into two 
teams. Teams search for scrolls. When 
teams find all eight pieces of their 
puzzle, they assemble hearts and tape 
pieces together. Students read verse 
aloud. (Tip: Other shapes such as cir-
cles, stars, Easter eggs, etc. may be 
used.) 

VILLEP FRoNit 
-THE Vri 
Materials Checklist 
• Bible 
• three large sheets of poster board 
• felt pen 
• construction paper 
• scissors 
• masking tape 

Preparation: Letter words of Bible 
Memory Passage on one sheet of 
poster board. On each remaining 
sheet of poster board, draw an outline 
of a pit. Draw lines up one side of 
each pit, one line for each team mem-
ber. From construction paper, cut two 
simple outlines of a person. Attach a 
loop of tape to the back of each figure 
and secure to the bottom of each pit. 
Attach all three posters to wall. 

Procedure: Read passage aloud 
with students. A teacher or volunteer 
stands next to each "pit." Divide group 
into two equal teams. Each team lines 
up opposite a "pit." At a signal, the first 
two players on each team run to their 
pit. They recite the passage to the 
teacher or helper, each player saying 
alternate words. If students success-
fully recite passage, the teacher moves 
the figure up to the next line on the 
pit. Players run back to their team and 
tag the next two players in line, who 
repeat process. Continue until all play-
ers have had a turn and the figure has 
been rescued from the pit. (Variation: 
Instead of rescuing the figures from 
pits, have figures climb ladders.) 
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Materials Checklist 
* Bible 
• 56 large index cards 
• four small pictures or stickers 

showing cars and trucks 
* glue 

felt pen 
• butcher paper or chalkboard and 

chalk 
Preparation: Letter Bible Memory 

Passage on chalkboard or paper. Write 
the alphabet on index cards—one let-
ter on each card. Make two sets of 
alphabet cards. Glue car and truck 
pictures to four extra index cards; 
place two of these in each set of 
alphabet cards. 

Procedure: Divide the class into 
two teams. Give each team a set of 
cards to be divided as evenly as pos-
sible among team members. Teacher 
calls out first word of Bible Memory 
Passage. The players holding the let-
ters in the word arrange themselves to 
correctly spell out word. If a letter is 
used more than once in a word, 
player holding card with picture may 
substitute it for duplicate letter. When 
team members think they are in the 
correct order, they yell "Traffic Jam!" 
The other team must freeze in posi-
tion. If the word is spelled correctly, 
the team gets one point, and game 
continues with next word of memory 
passage. When all words have been 
spelled, team with the most points 
wins. For difficult or new words, ask a 
volunteer to tell the meaning of the 
word. (Simplification: Play game 
using only one verse of the passage at 
a time.) 

1/11.1,4S1-KATE9 
,%ti PASSAGE 

Materials Checklist 
4,  Bible 
• large sheets of butcher paper 
• tempera paints and paintbrushes 
4> felt pens 

Preparation: Letter a portion of the 
Bible Memory Passage across the top 
of each sheet of paper. 

Procedure: Read passage aloud 
with students. Divide class into groups 
of two or three. Each group illustrates 
a portion of the passage, using paints 
or felt pens. Display papers in your 
classroom. 

PTSAVVEAR,TN4 
YkieRPS 
Materials Checklist 

Bible 
• 12 sheets of construction paper 
* felt pens 
• two number cubes 

Preparation: Letter phrases of the 
Bible Memory Passage on sheets of 
construction paper. Number papers 
from 1-12. Lay papers in order in a 
grid on floor or table. 

Procedure: Students gather around 
memory passage and read it aloud 
several times. Divide class into two 
teams. A volunteer from one team 
rolls one or both number cubes, turns 
over paper with corresponding num-
ber and chooses a member of oppo-
site team to read the passage, filling in 
the missing portion from memory. If 
player recites passage correctly, his or 
her team receives 10 points. This 
player then rolls the number cube(s) 
and turns over another phrase of the 
passage. If the number rolled has 
already been turned over, student may 
choose any other phrase. Play contin-
ues until all phrases have been turned 
over and students can recite passage 
from memory. 

2_ 
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Rai R~1.E IV∎EIV%QRY GAMES 	I 

eRAZY EIGHTS 
Materials Checklist 
♦ Bible 
♦ eight metal bottle caps 
♦ chalk 
• measuring stick 

Preparation: On a paved area, use 
chalk to draw eight large squares in 
various locations, at least 8 feet (2.4 
m) apart. Letter the words of Bible 
Memory Passage in squares—one 
phrase in each square. Number the 
squares 1-8. Draw a starting line and a 
small circle about 10 feet (3 m) from 
square one. 

Procedure: Players line up on start- 

ing line and recite passage in unison. 
Teacher gently throws all the bottle 
caps into the air, above the circle. 
Players count how many bottle 
caps land inside the circle and 
race to the square with that 
same number. The first player to 
reach the square gets to stay 
there, while the other players return to 
the starting line. Players recite passage 
again, pausing to allow player in the 
square to say his or her phrase alone. 
Repeat process until entire passage is 
recited phrase by phrase. (Note: When 
tossing bottle caps results in a 
repeated number, another player may 
be added to that square.) 

e1.a-1)4s P TN PASS 
Materials Checklist 
For each student-
* clothespin 
• slips of paper 

Preparation: On slips of paper 
write phrases of the Bible Memory 
Passage, a different phrase on each 
paper. (There should be at least one 
slip of paper for each team member.) 
Make a complete set for each team of 
four or five students. 

Procedure: Divide group into 
teams. Give a clothespin to each stu-
dent. Teams line up, players standing 
arm's length from each other. Place 
one set of shuffled papers on the floor 
near the feet of the first person on 
each team. All the phrases should be 
visible. When teacher says "go," the 
first player on each team uses his or 
her clothespin to pick up the first 
phrase of the passage, then passes it 
to the second player, who takes it with 
clothespin and continues passing it. 
When last player receives the phrase, 
he or she places it on the floor, runs 
to the front of the line to pick up the 
next phrase of the passage, and 
begins passing the phrase down the 
line. Repeat procedure until one team 
has successfully passed the entire pas-
sage to the end of the line, put it in 
order and read it aloud together. 

ISTISLE SI4VILLIES 
Materials Checklist 
• Bible 
♦ chalk 
• soda bottle cap 
• clay or play dough 
♦ measuring stick 

Preparation: On a paved area out-
doors, use chalk to draw a 5-foot (1.5-
m) square court as shown in sketch. 
Number squares as shown. Divide the 
Bible Memory Passage into 13 phrases 
lettered in boxes. Make a game piece 
(called a "loady") by filling a soda bot-
tle cap with clay or play dough and 
allowing it to harden. 

Procedure: First player kneels 
behind outer line of court by square 
one and places loady on the ground 

outside of court. Player then recites 
the first phrase of passage and tries 
to flick loady, smooth side down, 
into first square. If player succeeds, 
he or she may flick loady to second 

square and recite the first and sec- 
ond phrases of passage. If player 
misses, second player resumes 

where first player left off, after saying 
phrases played so far. Players may 
kneel to flick loady at any point out-
side of court. 

Continue process until entire pas-
sage has been recited. Repeat as time 
allows. (Optional: If loady is flicked 
outside of court, the next player must 
start at the beginning.) 

(Variation: Divide class into two 
teams. Players gain points each time 
loady lands in correct square.) 
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oFF-111i-VVAI..1. %ALL 
Materials Checklist 
• Bible 
4. high-bounce rubber ball 

(such as a hand ball) 
chalk 
measuring stick 
Preparation: This game requires 

the use of an unobstructed wall. On a 
paved area, use chalk to draw an 8-
foot (2.4-m) square handball court 
extending from the base of the wall as 
shown in sketch. If students are unfa-
miliar with the Bible Memory Passage, 
letter it on the wall in chalk. 

Procedure: Choose a volunteer to 
serve the ball. Other players line up 
near the right edge of court. The server 
starts the game by reciting the first 
word of the Bible Memory Passage, 
entering into the handball court and 
bouncing the ball once on the ground 
so it hits the wall. The server runs to 
the end of the line as the next player 
in line enters the court, allowing the 
ball to bounce on the ground once, 
and recites the second word of the 
passage before hitting the ball back to 
the wall for the next player. The ball 
must bounce only once before hitting 
the wall and only once before the next 
player can hit it. If player allows the 
ball to bounce on the ground more 
than once or hits the ball out of court 
or cannot recite the next word in the 
passage before hitting the ball, he or 
she proceeds to the end of the lineup. 
The server then starts the game and 
the passage over again with other 
players keeping their current positions 
in line. The object of the game is to 
recite the entire passage. 

lioneirrei4 RELAY 
Materials Checklist 

• 	

Bible 
• two pieces of chalk 
* two margarine tub lids 
• paper 
4. tape 

felt pen 
Preparation: Letter the words of 

the Bible Memory Passage on each of 
two sheets of paper and tape one 
paper on each lid. On outdoor paved 
area, use chalk to draw two identical 
hopscotch diagrams as shown in 
sketch. Place lid and chalk in last 
square. 

Procedure: Divide class into two 
teams. Teams line up at hopscotch 
diagrams. First player from each team 
hops through hopscotch, hopping on 
one foot in single blocks and two feet 
in double blocks. Upon reaching last 
square, player leans over on one foot 
and picks up chalk and lid, then 
writes the first word of memory pas-
sage in end circle. Player returns chalk 
and lid to last square and hops back 
through hopscotch to tag the next 
player who repeats process, writing 
next word of passage in circle. The 
first team to complete entire memory 
passage and return to line wins. 

STSti NtEIVOGIRY GAMES 

itgVE 'PASS 
Materials Checklist 

Bible 
• music cassette 
• index cards 
• felt pens 
• paper bag 
• cassette player 

one gardening glove 
Preparation: Letter short phrases of 

a Bible Memory Passage on separate 
index cards. 

Procedure: Place index cards in 
order on the floor and read passage 
aloud with students. Then place cards 
in a paper bag. Students form a circle. 
While you play music on cassette 
player, students pass a gardening 
glove from player to player. To pass 
the glove, each player must put it on 
his or her neighbor's hand, then 
player takes it off and puts it on the 
next player. When you stop the music, 
player wearing the glove chooses a 
card from the bag. Player reads the 
phrase aloud and tries to complete the 
passage, beginning with that phrase. 
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SAM? VSIRSITN6. 
Materials Checklist 
• Bible 
• index cards 
• felt pen 
• wet sand 
• two large baking pans 

or cookie sheets 
• two pencils 
• newspapers 

Preparation: Letter phrases of Bible 
Memory Passage on index cards—one 
phrase on each card. Make two sets. 
Stack each set of cards in order. Fill 
each baking pan or cookie sheet with 
wet sand. Place pans on newspapers 
on tables or floor (or on ground if 
playing outside). Place stacks of index 
cards faceup across room from pans 
(see sketch). 

Procedure: Divide class into two 
teams. Each team lines up next to a 
pan of sand. At a signal, one member 
of each team runs to stack, takes the 
top card, runs back to pan and uses 
pencil to write first word of phrase in 
sand. Team members say entire 
phrase aloud, then player "erases" 
word. Team members take turns run-
ning to get cards and writing words 
in sand. First team to complete 
process and say the entire passage is 
the winner. 

Materials Checklist 
• Bible 
• small index cards 
O felt pens 
• chalkboard and chalk 

or butcher paper 
Preparation: Letter the Bible Mem-

ory Passage on chalkboard or paper. 
Procedure: Divide group into pairs. 

Give each pair of students index cards 
and a felt pen. Students copy words of 
memory passage, a short phrase on 
each card. Erase the passage from 
chalkboard or cover paper. Pairs shuf-
fle their cards. When teacher says 
"go," pairs race to put cards back in 
the correct order. If time allows, 
remove several cards from each set 
and have pairs try to put them in order 
again. 

Ha®P liggPLA 
Materials Checklist 
O Bible 
• hula hoops—one for every five 

or six students 
• chalk or construction paper 
• masking tape and felt pen 

Preparation: Letter the words of 
Bible Memory Passage on construc-
tion paper—one or two phrases on 
each paper. Tape papers in various 
locations around the room. (If playing 
outside, use chalk to write phrases on 
the ground in different places within 
close proximity.) 

Procedure: Divide class into teams 
of five or six students. Teams line up 
behind a designated point. First student 
from each team holds a hula hoop 
around waist. When teacher recites first 
phrase of passage, first student on each 
team runs to corresponding location. 
Second student from each team runs to 
first student and gets inside hula hoop. 
The pair then runs to next location as 
teacher recites second phrase of pas-
sage. One more student is added inside 
hula hoop each time a phrase of the 
passage is completed. When all team 
members are inside hoop, reverse the 
process, removing one person from the 
hoop at each phrase, until passage is 
completed. (Optional: Teams compete 
one at a time to see which team can 
run through the passage the fastest.) 
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David Saul 

STSLE MEMORY GAMES 

%TUE PASSAGE 
TASIM.E 
Materials Checklist 
• large ball of yarn or string 
• chalkboard and chalk 

Preparation: Letter Bible Memory 
Passage on chalkboard. 

Procedure: Students sit in chairs or 
on the floor in a circle. Read Bible 
Memory Passage several times with 
students. The first player holds the ball 
of yarn in one hand and the loose end 
of the yarn firmly with the other; then, 
while saying the first word of the pas-
sage, the player throws the ball of 
yarn across the circle to another stu-
dent (while still holding the loose end 
of yarn). The player who catches the 
ball says the next word while holding 
the yarn strand and throwing the ball 
to another student. Continue until pas-
sage has been completed several 
times. 

TNIVEN'T-A-
titit4t6VA46E 
Materials Checklist 
• Bible 
• chalkboard and chalk or butcher 

paper and felt pen 
Preparation: Letter Bible Memory 

Passage on chalkboard or paper. 
Procedure: Divide class into teams 

of two to three students. Assign each 
group a verse of the Bible Passage. 
Each team invents its own language 
by developing an imaginary rule to 
the English language. For example, 
take the last letter from a word and 
add it to the beginning, then add -ich 
to the end of the word. ("Verse" 
becomes "eversich.") Teacher sets a 
time limit and groups practice saying 
the Bible verse in their new language. 
Each group presents its verse to the 
class, while class tries to figure out the 
group's language rule. 

MElytome PASSAGE 
FKEEV 1/946. 
Materials Checklist 
* several index cards with the Bible 

Memory Passage written on them 
Procedure: Establish boundaries 

and choose a student to be "It." When 
other players are tagged by "It," they 
must freeze until they repeat the Bible 
Memory Passage. (If a student is 
unable to say the passage, he or she 
may be given a copy of the passage to 
read aloud.) After successfully saying 
the passage, the tagged students may 
run freely again. At any point, teacher 
may yell, "Everybody freeze!" All stu-
dents stop where they are, including 
"It." Teacher selects new "It" and game 
proceeds until all students have had a 
chance to repeat the Bible Memory 
Passage. 

NtEitAgfcv 14404-v7 
Materials Checklist 
• Bible 
• index cards 
• felt pen 
• masking tape 

Preparation: Letter one word (or 
short phrase) of the Bible Memory 
Passage on each index card (sketch a). 
On opposite side of each card, write 
the name of a Bible story character or 
event (sketch b). 

a. 

  

know that the 

b. 

Procedure: Tape a card onto the 
back of each student. (Teacher keeps 
extra cards.) Students try to guess 
what names or events they have on 
their backs by asking yes-or-no ques-
tions of other students in the room. 
After student has guessed correctly, he 
or she takes off the card and tapes it 
in passage order along the wall. When 
all of the cards have been put in their 
proper places, students read the pas-
sage aloud in unison. 
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isitENAGoRY GAMES 	I 

ISIVSLE liNigrk7S 
g,QUINeE 
Materials Checklist 
♦ Bible 
♦ chalkboard and chalk or 

butcher paper 
• felt pen and tape or tacks 
♦ two basketballs or rubber balls 
• large play area 

Preparation: Letter words of Bible 
Memory Passage on chalkboard or 
paper and display. 

Procedure: Divide class into two 
teams. Each team forms two lines 
which stand about 8 feet (2.4 m) apart, 
facing each other (see sketch). Teams 
practice bounce-passing ball back and 
forth between lines. At a signal, teams 
compete to pass ball, saying a word of 
the passage with each bounce. 
Remove passage poster, then play 
game several more times. 

GRouP EFFORT 
Materials Checklist 
• large sheet of paper 
• felt pens 

Preparation: Letter Bible Memory 
Passage on sheet of paper. Divide pas-
sage into three or four sections by let-
tering each section with a different 
color felt pen. 

Procedure: Divide class into three 
or four groups. Assign each group a 
section (color) of the Bible Memory 
Passage. Beginning slowly, point to 
groups one at a time to have them 
stand and recite their section of the 
passage. Repeat several times, increas-
ing speed. Finally, take the sheet of 
paper away. 

(Variation: Have students do an 
action illustrating their section of the 
passage while saying it.) 

%ISLE PASSAGE 
1,0-VP 
Materials Checklist 
♦ Bible 
♦ index cards 
• felt pen 
• stopwatch or watch 

with a second hand 
Preparation: Letter words of Bible 

Memory Passage on index cards—one 
phrase on each card. 

Procedure: Distribute memory pas-
sage cards, one or two cards to each 
student. Sitting in a circle, students 
recite the passage, each student in 
turn "popping up" (quickly standing) 
and saying the phrase on his or her 
card. Use stopwatch or watch to deter-
mine how quickly the group recites 
the passage using the pop-up method. 
Students exchange cards and attempt 
to beat their former time. 
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STSLE MEMORY GAMES 

QKPiR. 
%71M,..€ VIASSA6-€ 
Materials Checklist 

Bible 
41,  large index cards 
• felt pen 

Preparation: Letter Bible Memory 
Passage on index cards—one word on 
each card. Make two sets of cards. Mix 
up the cards within each set. 

Procedure: Divide class into two 
teams. Distribute one set of cards 
among the players of each team. To 
begin play, read a phrase (four to six 
words) from Bible Memory Passage. 
Team members holding cards with the 
words of the phrase quickly move to 
the front of the room and arrange 
themselves in order (see sketch). 
When cards are in order, team mem-
bers not holding cards read the phrase 
aloud. The team that completes this 
procedure first is the winner of that 
round. Repeat game using different 
phrases each time. (Optional: Increase 
the difficulty of the game by using 
longer phrases.) 

&MU %Att.OgRi ISQ7 
Materials Checklist 

several inflated balloons 
Procedure: Class stands in a circle, 

or on opposite sides of a line as in vol-
leyball (for team play). A balloon is set 
in motion and bopped around the cir-
cle or back and forth across the line. 
The first player to hit the balloon says 
the first word of the Bible Memory 
Passage. The second player to hit the 
balloon says the second word and so 
on. If the balloon hits the ground, the 
opposite team wins a point. If a player 
cannot say his or her word, the oppo-
site team wins a point. To vary the 
game, players can say one, two or 
three words of the passage at a time. 

011;kirrTN4 RELAY 
Materials Checklist 

Bibles 
• masking tape 
* chalkboard and chalk 

Preparation: Letter the reference 
for the Bible Memory Passage on 
chalkboard. Use masking tape to mark 
a line on the floor at least 15 feet 
(4.5 m) from chalkboard. 

IF feet' 

Procedure: Review the Bible Mem-
ory Passage with students. Divide 
class into two or more teams. Each 
team lines up behind designated line. 
At a signal, the first member of each 
team runs to the chalkboard and 
writes the first word of the Bible Mem-
ory Passage, runs back to the line and 
passes the chalk to the next member 
of the team who writes the second 
word. If a mistake has been made, a 
player may use his or her turn to cor-
rect the mistake. Play continues until 
one team has written the complete 
passage correctly and all members are 
seated on the floor to show that they 
are finished. (Variation: Have players 
hop on one foot to the chalkboard or 
walk backwards.) 
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S7S1-€  STORY  REVTEVV GAMES  

FIVENPLY 
Q1/4fit G.AistE 
Materials Checklist 
♦ index cards and pen 
♦ table 
O game bell 
♦ chalkboard and chalk 

Preparation: On index cards, letter 
questions (can include questions for 
Bible story review, life application and 
Bible Memory Passage review). 

Procedure: Divide class into two 
teams that sit in rows facing each 
other. Place the game bell on a table 
between the two rows. 

The first player from each team 
stands with one hand on the table and 
one hand behind his or her back. 
Read aloud the question on the first 
card. The first person to ring the bell 
may answer the question for ten 
points; if answer is wrong, the other 
player may answer it, winning five 
points for his or her team. If neither 
contestant gets the answer, put the 
question at the bottom of the pile to 
be asked later. Repeat procedure until 
all players have had several turns. 
Keep score on the chalkboard. 

"114 n'S "`ICE 
OlAY 7-1 tySIAS 
Materials Checklist 
♦ slips of paper 
• pen 
O chair for each student 

except one 
Preparation: Choose words that 

are repeated several times in the les-
son's Bible story; write each word on 
a slip of paper—one slip of paper for 
each student. (Words may be re-
peated.) Place chairs in a circle. 

Procedure: Students sit in circle; 
one student stands in the middle of 
the circle. Give one slip of paper to 
each seated student. To play, read or 
tell the Bible story with expression. 
Each time you say a word that is on a 
slip of paper, the student holding that 
slip must stand, turn around and sit 
down again in the same chair. Mean-
while, the player in the middle tries to 
sit on the chair before the student sits 
down. If the player in the middle suc-
ceeds, the student without a seat 
becomes the player in the middle and 
gives his or her slip to the student 
now seated. Continue telling the story. 

(Variation: For a challenge, insert 
the phrase "That's the way it was!" at 
various times during the story. When-
ever you say this phrase, all students 
must stand and find a new seat. The 
player in the middle can use this 
opportunity to find a seat. The student 
left without a seat after the scramble 
will be the player in the middle as you 
continue to read the story.) 

1A1.3.-00144 
Materials Checklist 
• Bible 
O small strips of paper 
• pen 
• balloons 
* large plastic garbage bags 

Preparation: List 10 events from 
the Bible story, one event on each 
strip of paper (see sketch). Make an 
identical set of story strips for each 
team of six to eight students. Roll 
strips and insert one into each bal-
loon. Inflate and tie balloons. Put each 
set of 10 balloons into a large plastic 
bag. 

I Jesus talks to a lawyer. I 

I
Jesus tells a story. 

Jewish man takes a trip. 

I Robbers beat Jewish man. 

[Jewish man waitsforhelp. 

Priest ignores man. 

I Lev .rte ignores man. 

Samaritan bandages man's cute. 

Samaritan takes man to inn. 

(Jesus tells lawyer, 
"Be kind likethe Samaritan" 

Procedure: Divide class into teams 
of six to eight students each. Give 
each team a plastic bag with balloons. 
At your signal, teams race to remove 
balloons from bag, pop them and put 
the Bible story events in the correct 
sequence. After all teams have put 
their strips in order, discuss the Bible 
story by asking questions. 
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REVS REV ®E 
Materials Checklist 
0 Bible 
• pen 
0 one strip of paper 

for each student 
• chalkboard and chalk or 

large sheet of butcher paper 
Preparation: On strips of paper, list 

statements about events in the Bible 
story—one statement for each student. 

Procedure: Give each player a 
paper strip. Students silently read 
statements and think of a symbol or 
drawing that represents the Bible story 
event. Teacher calls on individual stu-
dents to draw their symbol on the 
chalkboard or paper. Students take 
turns guessing what each person's 
symbol means. Players can draw more 
than one symbol if necessary; how-
ever, the goal is to communicate the 
event in as few symbols as possible. 

After each event is guessed, ask 
questions that review the Bible story 
or help students apply the Bible truth 
to their lives. 

EVES-170N CASE 
Materials Checklist 
0 square box (6x6 inches 

[15x15 cm] or larger) 
0 felt pens 
4,  butcher paper 

scissors 
chalkboard and chalk 

0 tape 
0 glue 

Preparation: If necessary, cover 
box with butcher paper. On the sides 
of the box, write the following words, 
one on each side: "Who?," "What?," 
"When?," "Where?," "Why?," "Free 
points!" 

Procedure: Divide class into two 
teams. A volunteer from Team A rolls 
the question cube and uses the word 
that lands faceup in a question about 
the Bible story. For example, "Why 
did the son want to leave his father's 
home?" 

Players on Team B who want to 
answer the question stand up quickly. 
The first player to stand may answer 
for his or her team. For each correct 
answer, the team is given ten points. 
Keep score on a chalkboard. 

If your students have difficulty 
coming up with questions, you may 
want to have a list of prepared ques-
tions from which to choose. 

CSAU. 'O®S'S 
Materials Checklist 
G Bible 
• three baskets (or boxes) 
• index cards 
• felt pen 
• softball (or beanbag) 
• tape 
• large sheet of paper or 

chalkboard and chalk 
Preparation: Label three index 

cards: "True," "False," and "Not in 
Story"; attach each card to a basket. 
On more index cards, write statements 
about the Bible story that can be iden-
tified as "true" or "false"—at least one 
card for each student. Include several 
statements which do not relate to the 
story. 

Procedure: Divide class into two 
teams. Teams line up 6-8 feet (1.8-2.4 
m) from the three baskets. One stu-
dent acts as scorekeeper. First player 
on one team chooses a card and reads 
the statement. Player identifies the 
statement as true, false or not in story, 
then attempts to toss the ball into the 
correct basket. Player receives five 
points for stating the correct answer 
and five points if the ball lands in the 
basket. If the answer is incorrect, any-
one may correct the statement, and 
the player may still earn five points by 
tossing ball into the correct basket. 
Teams take turns. Question cards may 
be reused. Scorekeeper records each 
team's score on paper or chalkboard. 
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%ISLE S-igrt.'Y REV7101 4AM,ES 

TREE-1.EGGID 
egeON 46-AMeE 
Materials Checklist 
• Bible 
• two chairs 
• paper 
• pen 
• two large index cards 
• strips of cloth 

(one for every two students) 
• tape 

Preparation: On a sheet of paper, 
list true-or-false statements about 
events in the Bible story; at least one 
statement for every two students in 
your group. Label one index card 
"True" and another "False." Tape 
labeled index cards to chairs placed 
opposite each other between teams 
(sketch a). 
a. 
Team A 

'V ilk 

Team 8
4111gratt 

Procedure: Divide class into two 
equal teams. (If you have an extra stu-
dent, he or she may read aloud the 
statements.) Each team divides into 
pairs. Pairs use clean cloth strips to tie 
inside legs together above the knee 
(sketch b). Pairs are assigned num-
bers. Teams sit on floor as shown in 
sketch a. 

After teams are seated, leader reads 
aloud a statement and calls out a num-
ber. The pairs with that number jump 
up and run to sit in the "true" or 
"false" chair. The pair of players who 
sit in the correct chair first score a 
point for their team. In case of a tie, 
each team scores a point. Repeat 
process until all statements have been 
read. Pause to allow students to cor-
rect each false statement. 

SeKAMSS•ti 
Materials Checklist 
• Bible 
• four chairs 
• paper 

pencil 
• large index cards 
• tape 

Preparation: On a sheet of paper, 
list true-or-false statements about 
events in the Bible story, at least one 
statement for every two students in 
your group. Label two index cards 
"True" and two cards "False." Tape 
labeled index cards to chairs (sketch 
a). Place both sets of chairs at oppo-
site ends of playing area. 

b. chairs -P)r -hewn 2 

ola 
// 

Chairsfortectrn 1 

Procedure: Divide class into two 
equal teams. (If you have an extra stu-
dent, he or she may read aloud the 
true or false statements.) Teams sit on 
floor as shown in sketch a. Assign 
each student a number (sketch b). 

To play, leader reads aloud a state-
ment and calls out a number. The stu-
dents from each team with that num-
ber jump up and run to sit in their 
team's "true" or "false" chair. The stu-
dent who sits in the correct chair first 
scores a point for his or her team. In 
case of a tie, each team scores a 
point. Repeat process until all true or 
false statements have been read. 
Pause to allow students to correct 
each false statement. Repeat game as 
time permits. 

Ct 	figt A01 
Materials Checklist 
• Bible 
• at least 10 small slips of paper 
• pen 
• chair 
• chalkboard and chalk 

or two large pads of paper 
and two felt pens 
Preparation: On slips of paper 

write 10 or more words or phrases 
from the Bible story. 

Procedure: Divide class into two 
teams. Team sits on the floor as far 
away from each other as possible. 
Teams each choose one artist and one 
runner. Place chair between teams 
(see sketch). Leader stands in front 
near chalkboard or paper. At your sig-
nal, artist from each team runs up to 
the front and reads a slip of paper that 
leader is holding. Players quickly draw 
a picture of the word or phrase, with-
out speaking or drawing letters or 
words. Teams try to secretly guess the 
correct word or phrase. When a team 
has the correct answer, team runner 
quickly runs and sits in the chair and 
calls out word or phrase. Team gets 
one point and play starts over again. 
Teams choose a different artist and 
runner each time. When all words 
have been drawn, team with the most 
points wins 
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SA1,1.00S4 StITT 
Materials Checklist 
• music cassette 
• cassette player 
• beanbag or sponge ball 
* balloons 
• tape 
• paper 
• pencil 
• chair for each student 

Preparation: Arrange chairs in a 
circle. On small slips of paper, write 
statements from the Bible story, leav-
ing out one key word in each state-
ment. Make one slip of paper for each 
student; place each one inside a bal-
loon. Inflate balloons and attach to 
chairs with tape. 

Procedure: Students sit in chairs. 
As cassette is played, students toss 
beanbag randomly around or across 
the circle. When the music stops, 
whoever has the beanbag pops the 
balloon taped to his or her chair and 
reads the sentence, filling in the blank. 
Play continues until all the balloons 
have been popped. (If a student has 
already popped his or her balloon and 
is left holding the beanbag, it should 
be passed to another student.) 

eligvs-vegS RELAY 
Materials Checklist 
• Bible 
• two large bowls 
• three Chinese take-out 

food containers 
• felt pen 
• paper 
• pencil 
• table 
* chalkboard and chalk or 

large sheet of paper 
For each student-
* Ping-Pong ball or 

large marshmallow 
• set of chopsticks 

Preparation: On paper, list true-or-
false statements about events in the 
Bible story—one statement for every 
two students. Include several state-
ments which do not relate to the story. 
Label one container "True," one 
"False," and one "Not in Story" (sketch 
a). Place an even amount of Ping-
Pong balls in each bowl. Place con-
tainers on table at one side of room, 
bowls on the floor across the room. 

Procedure: Divide class into two 
equal teams. (If you have an extra stu-
dent, he or she may read aloud the 
statements and keep score.) Teams 
line up between bowls and containers 
as shown in sketch b. Give each 
player a set of chopsticks. 

Teacher reads aloud one statement 
and says, "Go!" Player at the head of 
each line uses chopsticks to pick up a 
Ping-Pong ball. (Use marshmallows if 
balls are difficult for your students to 
handle.) He or she then passes ball to 
next player with chopsticks. Ball is 
passed most effectively if it rests on 
top of chopsticks (sketch c). Proce-
dure continues until ball reaches the 
end of the line. The last player carries 
the ball with the chopsticks and drops 
it into the appropriate food container. 
Player then goes to the head of the 
line. The first student to put the ball in 
the correct container scores a point for 
his or her team. Repeat process until 
all players have had a turn. Teacher  

records each team's score on chalk-
board or paper 

C • 

	4 

"C® ER 1-ALES 
Materials Checklist 
• kitchen timer or watch 

that indicates seconds 
Procedure: Students sit in a circle. 

Set timer for 15 seconds as the first 
student begins telling the Bible story. 
When the timer rings, the first student 
must stop mid-sentence, and the sec-
ond student picks up where the first 
left off. Reset the timer. Storytelling 
continues in this manner until the 
complete story is told. (Variation: 
Have students create a modern ver-
sion of the Bible story using present-
day people and situations.) 
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1-7FE APPI-TeAligN 6.AtsttES 

ACTigNARY 
Materials Checklist 
• large box or chest 
• variety of items to use as props 

in skits (loaf of bread, purse, hat, pan, bandage, base-
ball bat, doll, Bible, stationery, etc.) 
Procedure: Allow each student to choose an item from 

the box. Students work in groups of two or three to com-
pose and perform short skits to illustrate the principle 
learned in that day's lesson. The items chosen from the 
box must be used in the skit. 

NAY APVT4CE 
Materials Checklist 
0 paper 
• pencil 

Preparation: On a sheet of paper, write several real-life 
situations in which students might or might not follow 
advice given. (Examples: 1. Your mom asks you to call if 
you're going to be late coming home. 2. Your teacher tells 
you to study for a test. 3. Your coach tells you to keep 
your eye on the ball. 4. Your dad tells you to save some 
of your allowance each week.) 

Procedure: Read the first situation aloud to the group. 
Ask a few volunteers to act out what might happen if the 
advice is followed. Then ask other volunteers to act out 
what might happen if the advice is not followed. Repeat 
process using several situations. 

vslIsirtza.s' emeti 
Materials Checklist 
• music cassette and cassette player 
• index card for each student 
• felt pen 
• masking tape or chalk 

Preparation: Divide cards into three equal sets. Write 
actions related to your lesson such as "share," "be kind," 
"forgive" and "be patient" on one set of index cards—one 
word or phrase on each card. (If necessary, you may 
make duplicates.) Write a location on each of the second 
set of cards (i.e., classroom, home, store, playground, 
bus, car, kitchen, bedroom, backyard, park, beach, swim-
ming pool). Write a person on each of the third set of 
cards (i.e., boy, girl, baby, mom, dad, grandma, neighbor, 
five-year-old child, teenager, teacher). Use masking tape 
or chalk to create three large, concentric circles on the 
floor (see sketch). On the large circles, mark one small 
square for each student to stand in, spacing squares 
evenly around circles. Mark an X on three of the squares 
as in sketch. 

Procedure: Divide class into three equal teams. Team 
one stands on squares in outer circle. Team two stands on 
squares in center circle and so on. Players on the outer 
circle receive index cards with locations; players in the 
middle circle receive cards with people; players in the 
inner circle receive action cards. As cassette is played, stu-
dents move clockwise around circles from square to 
square. When the music stops, students on the boxes 
marked X read the information on their cards. The first 
player to raise his or her hand may use all the information 
on the three cards to tell how a person might obey God. 
(For example, "Mom was patient when she had to wait in 
line at the store.") Player's team receives a point. The first 
team to earn five points is the winning circle. 
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GvAss 
Materials Checklist 
* one sock for each team 

Procedure: Two or more teams line 
up single file. A sock is given to the 
first person on each team. When the 
leader gives a signal, teams compete 
to pass the sock from one member to 
the next down the line. Each player 
may allow only one hand to touch the 
sock and sock must be pulled tightly 
over each player's hand before it is a 
legal pass (see sketch). 

lvs-r-FoK-FuN GANAES 

NAMES ®F FAME 
Materials Checklist 
* blank label for each student 
* felt pen 

Preparation: On each label, write 
the name of a famous person your stu-
dents are sure to be familiar with. 

Procedure: Attach one label to the 
back of each student's shirt. Students 
mingle with classmates, asking ques-
tions to determine whose names are 
on their backs. Only questions that 
can be answered yes or no are allowed. 
For example: "Am I a woman?" "Am I 
an actor?" "Am I Bill Cosby?" 

TVREF:TEAP§A 
"V1.-®F- AR 
Materials Checklist 
• three scraps of cloth 

two or three ropes 
Procedure: Tie two or three ropes 

together to form a three-handled rope 
(see sketch). Make sure the knot is 
tied securely and will not pull apart 
during the game. Divide class into 
three teams. Each team assembles, 
holding onto one of the three ropes, 
as in a standard tug-of-war game. 
Mark three spots on the ground with 
scraps of cloth (see sketch). Each team 
competes to pull the knot in the rope 
over its spot. 
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3vs-1-FQK-FuN GAMES 
	 7   

	I 

Golzi1.10 
(Russian Line Tag) 
Materials Checklist 

rope or masking tape 
Procedure: Choose one player to 

be "It." Divide group into two teams. 
Teams line up in pairs as shown in 
sketch. Mark a line about 10 feet (3 m) 
from the front of the line. "It" stands 
behind line. When "It" says, "Last pair 
run," the last pair runs up the outside 
of their lines and joins hands at the 
front of the lines before "It" can tag 
either one of them. If "It" tags a player, 
tagged player becomes the new "It" 
and they switch places. 

sf.RAiY 1461100Y 
(This game works best 
with six to eight players.) 
Materials Checklist 
* chalk 

Procedure: Choose one player to 
be the "Painter." On outdoor paved 
area, players stand in a line behind 
Painter. Painter uses chalk to mark an 
X on the ground, turns around and 
begins to walk backwards, dragging 
the chalk along the pavement to make 
a "crazy highway." First player counts 
to 10 and then begins to follow the 
highway wherever it leads. Each con-
secutive player counts to 10, then fol-
lows the player in front of him or her. 
As players get closer to Painter, the 
Painter may intersect the line, creating 
a second X First player to reach X 
must get off the highway line and start 
again from the first X. If the Painter 
intersects the line again, then the sec-
ond player must stop and return to the 
first X Once a player is back on the 
highway, he or she does not have to 
stop at any more intersections. In this 
way, a player only has to stop at an 
intersection once. This sequence con-
tinues until a player is able to tag the 
Painter. The player who tags the 
Painter becomes the new Painter and 
game begins again. 

SittY SENTENCES 
INATAER 
Materials Checklist 
4,  envelope and two index cards 

for each student 
felt pen 
Preparation: Write the first part of a 

true statement on one index card. 
Write the second part of the statement 
on another index card. Make a set of 
two cards for each student (see sketch 
for some examples). 

Mix up cards. Place a mismatched 
set of cards in each envelope, making 
sure each set contains one a and one 
b card. 

Procedure: Distribute one enve-
lope to each student. Students mingle 
and exchange cards until everyone 
has a matched statement. 
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TIKEFTS ANP 
ALLEYS 
(This game works best 
with at least 20 students.) 
Materials Checklist 
* chalk or rope 

Preparation: Use chalk or rope to 
make a home base on outdoor playing 
field (see sketch). 

Procedure: Choose one player to 
be "It" and another player to be the 
"Chaser." Remaining players line up 
side by side in a grid pattern, linking 
hands to form at least four separate 
"streets" consisting of at least four 
players each (see sketch). 

0 E--Nome base 

iser starts 	 It starts 

"It" and "Chaser" stand facing 
streets, opposite from home base (see 
sketch). Game begins when teacher 
calls out "Streets!" "It" runs to home 
base weaving through the lines 
(streets), while "Chaser" tries to tag 
him or her. However, when the leader 
calls out "Alleys!" all players drop 
hands, make a quarter turn to the 
right, and join hands with new players 
on either side. This turns the "streets" 
into "alleys." "It" now has to run in a 
new direction to get to home base. 
Leader continues to call out "Streets!" 
and "Alleys!" to make the game unpre-
dictable. If "It" reaches home base 
without being tagged, he or she may 
choose another player to be the new 
"It." But if "Chaser" tags "It" then 
"Chaser" becomes the new "It." 

%Fri/VEEN —1145 
1CNEES 14.,E1.1Y 
Materials Checklist 

large ball for each team 
* masking tape or rope 

(for goal line) 
Procedure: Divide group into even 

teams, with six or fewer players on 
each team. Each team forms a line in 
a large playing area. The first player 
on each team places the ball between 
his or her knees and runs (or hops) to 
a goal line 30 feet (9 m) away. After 
crossing the line, the player grabs the 
ball and runs back to the team, hands 
ball to the next player, who places it 
between knees and hops toward goal 
line. Continue relay until everyone on 
the team has run. 

R.E9 tS6141. 
GREEN Lid641-T 
Materials Checklist 
* chalk or tape 
• measuring stick 

Preparation: Use chalk or tape to 
make a starting line and a finish line, 
at least 15 feet (4.5 m) apart. 

Procedure: Choose one player to 
be "It." "It" stands behind the finish 
line. Players stand behind starting line. 
Game begins when "It" turns his or 
her back to the players and calls 
"green light!" Players then run towards 
the finish line. When "It" calls "red 
light," players must stop running and 
freeze in position. "It" turns around to 
face the runners and tries to catch 
someone moving. "It" may send any-
one caught moving back to the start-
ing line. Game continues until one 
runner is close enough to tag "It." The 
player that tags "It" becomes the new 
"It." (The closer the runners get to the 
finish line, the quicker the intervals 
are between "green light" and "red 
light.") 
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FgReESAtt 
(British or Australian Ball Game) 
Materials Checklist 
* one basketball or kick ball 

chalk or masking tape 
4* measuring stick 

Preparation: Use chalk or tape to 
make two parallel lines about 3 yards 
(2.7 m) apart. 

Procedure: Divide group into two 
teams. Players line up on lines, side by 
side with legs apart and feet touching 
as shown in sketch. Teams face each 
other. The object of the game is to roll 
the ball between the legs of the play-
ers on the opposing team. Players bat 
the ball to the opposite team using 
only their hands. Players cannot move 
their feet. Teams get one point every 
time the ball rolls through the oppos-
ing team's legs. Team with the most 
points wins the game. 

Feyr,I,AN 
RACE 

Materials Checklist 
0 one 4-foot (1.2-m) 

stick for each player 
Procedure: Players stand in a large 

circle about 8 feet (2.4 m) apart from 
each other. Each player faces the mid-
dle of the circle and holds a stick 
upright, in the left hand, with one end 
on the ground. At teacher's signal, 
each player lets go of his or her own 
stick and races to catch the stick of the 
player to the right, before it touches 
the ground. If the stick touches the 
ground, the player who failed to catch 
it is out, along with the stick. (Play a 
practice round first, until students feel 
confident.) Circle shrinks in size as 
more and more players are out. Last 
player remaining in the game is the 
winner. 

V7 AN AVS1AY 
Materials Checklist 
* ten balloons of equal shape 

and size 
two large containers 
(baskets or boxes) 

* felt pen 
Preparation: Blow up balloons. 

Write the numbers 1 through 10 on 
the balloons—one number on each 
balloon. Place containers at opposite 
sides of playing area. 

Procedure: Divide group into two 
teams. Toss balloons into air. The 
object of the game is for each team to 
get the higher-numbered balloons into 
its container, without using hands. 
Elbows, heads and feet may be used. 
Each balloon is worth the number of 
points written on it. The winning team 
is the one scoring the most points. 

2_, 	
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CANGIE RACES 
Materials Checklist 
• four large sheets of cardboard 
* craft knife 
* heavy-duty stapler 
• staples or strapping tape 
O broad felt marker 
* rope or masking tape for goal line 

Preparation: Draw a canoe shape 
on each sheet of cardboard (see 
sketch); cut out canoe shapes. Fasten 
ends together to make two canoes 
that are open at the bottom. Make 
goal line 20-30 feet (6-9 m) away from 
starting line. Place canoes at start line. 

Procedure: Divide group into two 
teams. Each team lines up behind its 
canoe. At a given signal, three players 
climb into their canoe, hold onto the 
sides, race to the finish line, turn and 
race back to the starting line. Players 
climb out of canoe, next three players 
climb in and repeat process. 

STEViriNe6. S-PINES 
Materials Checklist 
• masking tape or rope 

(for goal line) 
• 16-inch (40-cm) squares of heavy 

cloth or carpet samples—two for 
each team 
Preparation: Mark start goal lines 

about 30 feet (9 m) apart. 
Procedure: Divide group into 

teams of four to six players. Teams 
line up behind start line. Give the first 
player in each line two squares of 
cloth or carpet. At a given signal, the 
first player on each team tries to cross 
the goal line without his or her feet 
touching the ground. (Players place 
one square on the ground in front of 
them, jump on it, place the second 
square a few feet ahead and jump on 
it, pick up the first square and place it 
ahead, etc.). When goal line is 
reached, players pick up squares, run 
back to team and hand squares to 
next players, who follows the same 
procedure. Continue playing until all 
players on one team have had a turn. 

Start Line 	 Goat Line 

1 laN6- Sgcrr 
RELAY 
Materials Checklist 
• four to eight paper bags 
• two to four chairs 
4. chalk or masking tape 
Optional- 
O hats, gloves and/or large jackets 

Preparation: Use chalk or masking 
tape to mark a starting line. For each 
team, place a chair 20 feet (6 m) away 
from the starting line. 

Procedure: Divide group into 
teams. Each team lines up behind the 
starting line. Give the first player on 
each team two paper bags. At the sig-
nal, players put paper bags on their 
feet as boots, run to and around the 
chairs, and return to their lines, where 
they take off their boots and give them 
to the second players, who don the 
boots and repeat the process. The first 
player on each team goes to the end of 
his or her line. Continue playing until 
all members on each team have had a 
turn. Each player must run around the 
chair and back with the boots on his or 
her feet, no matter how tattered the 
boots become. (Optional: Players put 
on additional items such as hats, 
gloves and/or jackets.) 
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This section includes ideas to enhance and enrich any 
curriculum. Many were submitted by outstanding teachers 
across the country. 

IFTs42: 
(* ideas to help create a sense of identity and community 

among your fifth and sixth graders; 
(1r ideas to help students learn to appreciate who they are 

and accept others as they are; 
or ways to combat the doldrums and motivate enthusiastic 

participation in the class; 
(41-  great learning activities; 
es ideas for special clubs, parties and bulletin boards. 

We hope these ideas will spark your own creativity! 

2_\ 
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TI*411101:0VCIT0N, 
PLEASE 
Divide class into pairs. Pairs must find 
out each other's first and middle 
names and one activity each likes to 
do. Then students take turns introduc-
ing their partners. 

si..046AN 
As a class, design a slogan that 
expresses your class's attitude towards 
learning about God and/or serving 
God. (Example: We Practice Praise.) 
Make a sign to put up in your class-
room or posters to put around the 
church campus to advertise the class. 

NAME 4YQVI:k Ref* 
Kids suggest and vote on names for 
the room or class. Make a sign with 
that name, cover it with clear Con-
Tact® paper, and mount it on the door. 
Other places the classroom name 
could be used are in a monthly 
newsletter, announcements in church 
bulletins, service project announce-
ments, or on T-shirts. 

-nAig 
AN1? A ISE 
Students take turns telling the group 
three statements about themselves. 
Two of the statements should be true 
and one should be false. The rest of 
the group writes down the number of 
the statement they think is false, then 
volunteers may explain why they 
think a statement is false. Then the 
student reveals the false statement, 
and students check to see who 
guessed correctly. 

'TEAM %Vri.PERS 

At.0446. 
Yokfik FoGris-TEVS 
Discuss how the phrase, "walking in 
someone's footsteps" means to do 
something like someone else does. 
Cut out a pair of foot outlines and 
place in the center of a circle. "It" 
stands on footprints, holding an 
inflated balloon. It closes eyes, spins 
around three times; and then bats bal-
loon out towards circle. The person 
closest to where the balloon lands 
picks it up. It then completes the sen-
tence, "I would follow in your foot-
steps by...," filling in the blank with an 
admirable quality of the person hold-
ing the balloon (such as, "being a 
good listener"). Person holding bal-
loon then becomes It. 

644.9v17 ETA AY 
Assist students in planning their own 
one-night retreat to be held at the 
church facility. Students select their 
own theme and plan activities, includ-
ing menus for dinner and breakfast, as 
well as games, songs, and entertain-
ment. Students may even select a 
member of the church as a special 
speaker for their retreat. 

Tip: 
Fifth and sixth graders are quite capa-
ble of planning their own events as 
long as they have guidance. Have sev-
eral ideas of themes or goals ready to 
present to students during the plan-
ning stage. As a group, make a list of 
all of the students' favorite games and 
songs, then help students select an 
appropriate number of games and 
songs that go with the chosen theme. 

AE-A-FR,TENR 
Tit=p10 

At the top of a length of butcher 
paper, write "Someone who...." Then, 
write a list of characteristics under-
neath, such as: has brown hair, owns 
a cat, likes to read. Display list. Give 
each student a paper with a five-by-
five-square grid drawn on it. Students 
select phrases from the list and write 
one inside each box. Next, students 
find another student with a character-
istic that matches one in their box, and 
asks the student to initial the box. The 
first student to get initials in a row, up, 
down, or diagonally, is the winner. 

FAVeRTICE 3g0 
eR RTD9LE DAY 
Have a special day when students 
may share a joke or riddle with the 
entire class at the end of class time. 

Tip: 
This activity can help students learn 
that humor can be enjoyable without 
being destructive. When setting up the 
guidelines for the types of jokes and 
riddles that are appropriate, discuss 
the difference between humor that 
can build us up or help us laugh at 
ourselves and humor that makes fun 
of a particular person or type of peo-
ple. Also, supply students with joke 
and riddle books and give your own 
examples of good humor. 

-TEACAIER.„ Figik 
A PAY 
Allow several students the opportunity 
to teach the class for a few minutes. 
They might teach a song or game, 
provide information on a specific sub-
ject or share a skill they have. Discuss 
what makes a good teacher and what 
makes a good learner. 
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PRAYER NglrEgpooiL 
Students write their prayer requests or 
praises on slips of paper and put them 
in a bowl. During prayer time, stu-
dents take turns pulling slips of paper 
out of the bowl and praying the 
prayer requests or praises. 

Then, glue prayer requests on 
blank sheets of notebook paper and 
put in a notebook. The following 
week, follow up on prayer requests by 
asking students to share how God 
answered their prayer requests. 

PRAYER TREE 
Make a prayer tree by sticking a de-
foliated tree branch in a flower pot. 
Pack dirt around branch in pot to hold 
the branch steady. Decorate the tree 
with bows, ribbons, and fake flowers. 
Leave the tree in an unobtrusive area. 
Students may make prayer requests by 
writing the requests on slips of paper 
and attaching them to the tree with 
yarn. Answers to prayers may be writ-
ten on the backs of the prayer 
requests and put into a prayer box. 

Tips: 
1. Make sure use of the tree can be 

completely anonymous if the stu-
dent wishes. Check the tree on a 
regular basis, and pray for your stu-
dents' needs. 

2. Prayer requests on the tree may be 
used during prayer time. 

3. Students may wish to select a 
prayer request on the tree and pray 
about it during the week. 

SURPRiSE! 
F -T'S 4Yg1i! 
Students stand in a circle. Say a com-
pliment for one of the students in the 
class, without using the student's name 
or gender. (For example: "This person 
was very helpful to a visitor we had in 
our class one day.") Then toss a bean-
bag or ball to the student saying "Sur-
prise! It's you!" That student then 
repeats activity, selecting another stu-
dent in the group to compliment. 

Tip: 
Instruct students to make sure each 
person in the group (including your-
self) receives two compliments. This 
way, there will be suspense about 
who the compliment is for. 

SECRET 7At. 
PRESENTS 
Each student selects a Secret Pal's 
name from slips of paper in a bowl. 
During the week, students collect 
items for their Secret Pal, then bring in 
their Secret Pal presents marked with 
Secret Pal's name. 

Tips: 
1. Students should be encouraged to 

put time and creativity into their 
presents, rather than money. Items 
to put in presents might be: A poem 
that is copied from a book and illus-
trated. Homemade bookmarks with 
Bible verses written on them. A note 
of encouragement. A picture. A tape 
of a song sung by the student. A 
postcard. Index cards with favorite 
jokes written on them. A book 
review. A special rock or shell. 
Homemade jewelry or cookies. 

2. Select the names of students in 
another class as Secret Pals. Then 
surprise them with the presents the 
following week. 

PESTiN YgUrt. QVS/N 
"T-S14Tik-c CAN-in-c 
Students design T-shirts based on a 
selected theme. Provide a variety of 
materials such as fabric scraps, rib-
bons, rickrack, braid and fabric paints 
for decorating T-shirts. Display com-
pleted T-shirts for members of congre-
gation to see, or plan a day for stu-
dents to wear T-shirts. 

OIVIERE ARE %4 €?' 
Put a map of your area on a bulletin 
board marked with where each stu-
dent lives and your church's location. 

Students answer the following 
questions: Which student in our 
class lives closest to the church? 
Which student lives the farthest 
from church? Which student(s) 
live closest to you? Which stu-
dent(s) live the farthest from you? 
Which student(s) could you visit 
during the week? What is your 
favorite thing to see as you are on 
your way to church? Pray together 
with your students thanking God for 
new friends, old friends, and beautiful 
things to see! 
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ICEANit Skiii.9ERS 

et. ASS c,  Tel-VMS 
1. Take fun group pictures of students 
to display in the classroom or on a 
church bulletin board. Supply students 
with hats, sunglasses, scarves or other 
interesting accessories to wear in the 
picture. 
2. Take pictures of kids posing with 
an empty picture frame. Use interest-
ing backgrounds for pictures such as 
in front of a stained glass window, 
near a bouquet of flowers, at a park, a 
vista overlooking part of the city. Or 
select different places and ways for 
students to pose such as standing 
behind the pulpit, sitting up in a tree, 
sitting at a picnic table, lying on the 
ground in wheel formation (take pic-
ture from the top looking down, see 
sketch), kneeling in a pyramid format, 
going up or down a staircase, or on 
playground equipment. Display pic-
tures in classroom. 

Tip: 
Take pictures several times through-
out the year. Students will enjoy see-
ing how they have changed. 

L t. ASS %ANSIER, 
Use one of the following ideas to cre-
ate a banner that reflects the names 
and personalities of each member of 
the class. Hang banner as a classroom 
decoration or in a church hallway. 

Tip: 
Squares can be made from paper and 
taped together. Or squares can be 
made from fabric and sewn together 
to make a banner. 

1. What's in a Name? 
Provide students with materials to 
research the meaning of their first 
names. On an individual square, each 
student draws a picture depicting the 
meaning of his or her name. 

2. Name Shapes 
Students fold a square of paper in half. 
Using a sharp pencil, students write 
name along folded edge, pressing 
hard. Student opens paper and an 
impression of his or her name should 
be on each side. Using a black pen or 
crayon, students copy over impression 
on both sides of crease. (See sketch.) 
Students color in resulting spaces. (If 
using fabric, students write name on 
piece of paper. Fold a piece of tracing 
paper and place it inside a folded fab-
ric square. Place name along fold and 
go over it with a tracing wheel. Stu-
dents open fabric square and connect 
tracing dots with fabric paints.) 

3. Bi-Colored Banner 
Select two colors of paper; distribute 
colors evenly among students. Stu-
dents use alternate color construction 
paper from square to cut out letters for 
names and simple symbols which tell 
about themselves. Put squares together 
alternating colors. (See sketch.) 

4. Symbols of Us 
Each student designs and makes a 
symbol that represents him- or herself. 
(See sketch for ideas.) Symbols are 
glued onto a banner background with 
the class name at the top. 

Cat-owning 	Ballet dancer Ball player 
soccer player and artist 	and musician 
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"TEAM SV71..DERS 	I 

?AREN'T NT4Wr 
Every few months, hold a special 
night when students and their families 
come together for a time of fun and 
getting acquainted. Hold the events in 
the homes of parents, at church, or at 
a local restaurant. Have a different 
theme for each quarter meeting. 

Game Night 
Each family brings a favorite board 
game. Games are set up at different 
tables. Assign teams, mixing up family 
members. Each team is given 5 to 15 
minutes to play the game at their table 
before rotating to the next table to 
play the next game. (To add to the 
fun, teams leave games in progress, so 
that the next team must pick up where 
they left off.) 

Cake Night 
Each family brings an un-iced cake. 
Provide families with icing and deco-
rations (such as small candies, licorice 
strips, marshmallows, chocolate chips, 
confetti, etc.). Families decorate cakes 
to symbolize one of their favorite 
activities or memories. When cakes 
are completed, families share what 
cake is about. Cakes are eaten as 
refreshments. (Be sure to photograph 
this event for your scrapbook.) 

"You Are There" Night 
Select a historical time or a part of the 
world. Families bring potluck foods 
that fit the theme. Provide crepe 
paper, construction paper and other 
items that families may use to make 
room decorations. Once the room is 
decorated, enjoy a potluck supper fol-
lowed by several games that represent 
the theme. Your group may even 
enjoy singing some songs that go with 
the theme. (For example: Have a sing-
a-long for an Old Fashioned Picnic 

Theme! Or put up some tents for a 
Bible Times Barbecue!) Families may 
even enjoy dressing up for the event. 

Funniest Church Videos 
Contest 
Families bring in their personal videos 
of events that have taken place at the 
church, in which the students were 
involved. The entire group votes on 
which video is the best. Award the 
winning family with a blank video cas-
sette. 

Tip: 
Have families deliver their video tapes 
to the church ahead of time. Copy the 
videos onto one tape. 

RRUNIP RRVN 
UTTER, 
Write a letter to your students incor-
porating one to three questions that 
each student will answer. In the letter, 
instruct the students to write their 
answers at the bottom of the letter, 
then select another student to give the 
letter to. The last student to receive 
the letter sends it back to you. Share 
the completed letter with your class. 

Other Ideas 
1. Send a letter to each student. 

Enclose a self-addressed, stamped 
envelope, and request that the stu-
dent write you in return, answering 
your questions at the bottom of 
your letter. 

2. Instead of mailing a letter, mail a cas-
sette tape. Students record their 
answers to your questions on the 
tape. Or give each student a blank 
cassette and request that they tape a 
letter to you on the cassette and 
return the cassette to you the follow- 

ing week. Listen to each student's 
recorded letter, and answer it on the 
same tape, giving the tape back to 
the student the following week. 

3. If all your students have access to 
the Internet, E-mail a letter with 
questions to the first student along 
with a list of the other students in 
the class and their E-mail addresses. 
The first student adds to the letter, 
including an answer to your ques-
tions, then E-mails the letter to the 
next student on the list. The last 
student E-mails the letter back to 
you. 

Question Suggestions 
1. What is your favorite thing to do 

in the evening? 
2. If you could go anywhere in the 

world, where would you go? 
Why? 

3. What makes a person a good 
friend? 

4. Suppose you were able to plan 
the best and most fantastic party. 
What kind of food would you 
serve? What would people do at 
your party? Where would you 
have your party? What would you 
celebrate at your party? 

5. Who do you think is the most 
important person in the world? 
Why? 

6. What is the best thing about each 
person in your family? 

7. If you could have any animal in 
the world as a pet, what animal 
would it be? Why? 

8. If you had three wishes, what 
would you wish for? 

9. Which is your favorite room in the 
house? What makes it better than 
the other rooms? • 

10. If you could be any age, what age 
would it be? Why? 
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IS71ts ISKEAICFASI 
et.u1S0 
Students meet together for breakfast 
before class. 

Tips: 
1. Breakfast could be served at 

church. Or set up a car pooling sys-
tem and meet at different students' 
homes or restaurants. 

2. Entice students to join the club by 
distributing flyers beforehand. 
Include trivia questions to stimulate 
students' curiosity. 

Contributed by Vicki Wiley, Cornerstone Bible 
Church, Glendora, CA; and Jennifer Tebbutt, 
Alliance Bible Church, Hillsboro, OR 

WEe_TAL EVENTS 
Celebrate obscure holidays or goofy 
national days, such as National Pickle 
Week or Banana Awareness Day. You 
may even want to make up a new one 
for your class, such as Mystery Bible 
Character Day (students come dressed 
as Bible characters). 

(Children Learning to Understand 
the Bible Through Regular 
Uninterrupted Study Time) 
Students agree to read the Bible for at 
least seven minutes each day. Provide 
a weekly reading list of Bible passages 
plus questions about the passages for 
students to answer. Collect completed 
lists and pass out new lists and ques-
tions each Sunday. 
Contributed by Vicki Wiley, Cornerstone Bible 
Church, Glendora, CA 

sTisAe34A-1 -TgR.Avi 
On or around the Jewish Celebration 
of Simchat Torah, plan a class party to 
celebrate the Bible. Play Bible games, 
write thank-you notes to God for the 
Bible, and read Bible verses that 
emphasize the importance and value 
of the Bible. 

Background: 
In Jewish tradition, sections of the 
Torah (Genesis—Deuteronomy) are 
read each week in worship. Selections 
are assigned in order to read through 
the entire Torah every year. On the 
day Deuteronomy is completed and 
Genesis is begun again, there is a 
great celebration, called Simchat 
Torah. The scroll of the Torah is 
paraded through the congregation and 
there are special prayers and music. 
Contributed by Nancy Fisher, Rolling Hills 
Covenant Church, Torrance, CA 

464R.1.s• sai.wr 
Plan a special candlelight dinner or 
old-fashioned tea for the girls in your 
class. 
Contributed by Jennifer Tebbutt, Alliance Bible 
Church, Hillsboro, OR 

PARTY F®R -1111F PAST®R 
On or around the pastor's birthday, 
plan a party honoring the pastor. Stu-
dents might choose to arrange to wear 
clothes in the pastor's favorite color, 
make gifts and cards to present, mem-
orize and recite pastor's favorite Bible 
passage, and/or serve refreshments. 
Students may also wish to present 
skits or write songs about their 
favorite memories of the pastor. 
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et-VISS AND PARTIES 

IC■co-piegRATER 
cogisk. 
Students select a theme for room 
decoration, then create decorations 
and/or bring items from home to 
decorate the room in that way. 
Every three to six months re-do the 
decorating. 

Theme ideas: 
Bible times palace or city, Lakeside, At 
the Beach, Missionary Travel Agency, 
Back to the Fifties, On Safari, etc. 

G-FkouP DRAVSITN4 
In teams of two or three, students 
agree on one thing they would like to 
have in their ideal Sunday School 
classroom and write it on paper, then 
pass their papers to the group on their 
right. Without talking to other teams, 
each team draws the idea written on 
the paper it was given. After a few 
minutes, discuss the drawings. If pos-
sible, try to implement some of their 
changes into your room. 

of PASSAGE 
Acknowledge students' accomplish-
ments and progressive maturity by 
holding a special "graduation" cere-
mony or meal just before students are 
promoted to the Junior High class. 
Involve kids in the planning and exe-
cution of this event, making it as for-
mal or informal as resources and pref-
erences dictate. Let kids invite their 
families and other important people 
in their lives. 

uN-gartirnaNy 
PARTY 
Hold a class birthday party to cele-
brate everyone's birthday at one time. 
Have games, prizes, and traditional 
birthday party refreshments. 

Tips: 
1. Plan a gift exchange with each stu-

dent secretly selecting the name of 
another student in the class for 
whom to bring a birthday gift. 

2. Talk about what it means to have a 
"spiritual birthday" (the day a stu-
dent decides to become a member 
of God's family). Discuss what it 
means to become a member of 
God's family. 

Contributed by Nancy Fisher, Rolling Hills 
Covenant Church, Torrance, CA 

VAcirrioN 
Sc aoo1. 14EVEKS 
Involve fifth and sixth graders as lead-
ers for Vacation Bible School activities. 
Hold a special training session just for 
them. During the training, review the 
Bible stories to be covered. Make the 
crafts together, demonstrating how stu-
dents can help younger children as 
they make their crafts. (Teach students 
HOW to help others; don't assume 
they know.) Also, familiarize students 
with the Vacation Bible School songs. 
Worksheets for fifth- and sixth-grade 
levels may be sent home for students 
to do as homework. This is a big com-
mitment for students, but many of 
them are ready for it. 
Contributed by Vicki Wiley, Cornerstone Bible 
Church, Glendora, CA 

VVANI-1 1-0 3071%1? 
Kids love to belong to clubs. Have 
your class create a name, elect officers 
and make rules for their Sunday 
School club. Students may decorate 
their classroom or make club buttons 
to wear ("Make Your Own" pin-on 
buttons may be purchased at craft 
supply store.). 

Variation: 
Students meet at someone's home one 
or two times a month to discuss plans 
for their club. On Sunday, these plans 
are discussed and voted on by any 
students who could not attend the 
meeting. 
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TS1.76- CSR.QT4Erki 
STSIER, 
Pair students in your class with older 
Junior High students or even High 
School students. Use extra time for 
writing notes or praying for the Big 
Brothers and Sisters. Invite the older 
students to spend time with your class 
one Sunday or during a special event. 
Contributed by Brad and Jennifer Tebbutt, 
Alliance Bible Church, Hillsboro, OR 

sEertri sirs-rms 
For a girls' class, use some extra time 
to develop "secret sisters" relation-
ships for prayer, encouragement, or 
even small gifts. 
Contributed by Jennifer Tebbutt, Alliance Bible 
Church, Hillsboro, OR 

10E7 Ih/k AVVAICE 
When students lack energetic partici-
pation, toss wrapped candies to stu-
dents who participate by answering a 
question or contributing to the dis-
cussion. 

Tip: 
Small crackers could also be used. 
Contributed by Deborah Barber, Central 
Church, Memphis, 7N 

IZ.EPTC:iiroNS 
Draw a giant balloon on a large sheet 
of butcher paper; display in the class-
room. Each week, students put stick-
ers on the balloon for attendance, 
bringing their Bibles, memorizing 
Bible passages, and bringing a friend. 
At the beginning of the quarter, stu-
dents predict how many stickers they 
will be able to get on the balloon. 
Write the number somewhere on the 
balloon. If students meet or beat the 
number, reward them with a special 
activity or party. 

N® MANY 
egoICTES IN 

e_0014n JAR? 
To motivate good attendance, set a 
large, clear cookie jar near the door of 
the classroom. Each week, as a stu-
dent arrives, put a cookie in the 
cookie jar. On an unannounced day, 
divide the cookies among students 
who are in attendance. 

Tips: 
1. Add additional cookies for each stu-

dent reading weekly Bible devo-
tions or memorizing Bible passages. 

2. Use coins instead of cookies. Each 
quarter, (or at the end of the year), 
students decide on a way to spend 
the money that is collected. 

-r VoTscr 
SYS-rEit 
Assign a point value for attendance, 
bringing Bible to Sunday School, 
memorizing the Bible passage, and 
completing activities (both in class 
and weekly devotional). Keep track of 
points students earn. Provide prizes, 
parties or privileges that students can 
earn with a set number of points. 

Tips: 
1. Prizes could include pencils, small 

candy bars, fancy erasers, inexpen-
sive toys, books, etc. Parties can 
include a donut party, pizza party, 
ice cream party, picnic, game night 
at teacher's home, movie night, or a 
trip to a baseball game or amuse-
ment park. Privileges might include 
leading prayer time, selecting a 
song for praise time, etc. 

2. Divide class into teams. Teams 
compete with each other to earn 
the most amount of points. 

3. Keep track of the points each stu-
dent has earned on a class chart. Or 
use game money or slips of paper 
with point values on them. Provide 
students with envelopes to keep 
their "earnings" in. 

Contributed by Nancy Land, Branch Fellow-
ship Church, Harleysville, PA; and Deborah 
Barber, Central Church, Memphis, TN 
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7 	

%Utt.E-17N REGARDS 

A eTrte_LE GF HANDS %uttEITN &PARA? 
To emphasize a service theme, have students trace around their hands on construction paper, cut out hand shapes, 
and mount them on bulletin board. Outline each hand with a silver or gold pen (available at craft stores). Students 
write their names on their hand shapes and may write or draw ways they use their hand to serve. (Variation: For a 
Christmas bulletin board, students make hand cut-outs from red and green construction paper and mount them in 
the shape of a wreath. Attach large bow to top of wreath.) 

(AA FAIMY TREE %1/443..ETTN %gAR,g, 
Help students celebrate their differences. Bring in leaves from one tree, one leaf for each student. Students trace 
around their leaves and cut them out. Then students see if they can match leaves exactly. Discuss how, just as leaves 
from the same tree are all different, so all members of God's family are different. Students meet in groups to find one 
thing about themselves that is different from everyone else in the group and write it on their leaf. Cut a tree trunk 
shape from brown paper and mount it on the bulletin board. Students attach their leaves to the tree. 
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Wow you are the body of Christ; 
and each one of you is a part 

of if." I Corinthians 12:27 

SeARPS 

V7LiittE CSA/LLETTN CSRAR.P 
To make a graphic display of how all the "pieces" of your class fit together to make a team, letter "Now you are the 
body of Christ, and each one of you is a part of it" (1 Corinthians 12:27) on a large sheet of paper and attach it to the 
bulletin board. Cut large puzzle pieces from a sheet of cardboard or foam core. Students write their names on the 
puzzle pieces, decorate them and glue them around the verse. Optional: Students color the puzzle pieces, write poems 
or short stories on them, or glue on art materials. (Variation: Purchase a puzzle with large puzzle pieces. Students write 
their names on the backsides of the pieces.) 

FotteiTs41. 1ESUS 1;5•Vi-LEIIN GAR ? 
Mount the heading, "Following Jesus" on the bulletin board. Students trace around their shoes on colored construction 
paper and cut out shoe shapes, then write the words of the Bible Memory Passage on the footprints, one word on each 
shape. Cut a path from crumpled brown paper bags or wrapping paper. Mount the path and footprints on bulletin board. 

"\■■•■■■.-7""V—.00//l/r/..0• 41.,\V—.0Y/P:0110•Ilro/—  

,ALWN.■\V_,//"."—  

caui?,4 	.1.04 
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16',1\1\il.114ildt 
I 1  

ISGARRS 

11,1AN-Vgki cttiTi.71 SMILISTIN &ARP 
As a reminder of the good things God gives, make a thank-you quilt bulletin board. On a square of paper or fabric, 
each student draws or writes about something for which he or she is grateful. Students may border squares with colorful 
wrapping paper or fabric. Mount squares on bulletin board like a quilt. Label board, "Thank You, God, for What You 
Have Given Us." Tip: Provide a variety of art supplies and decorations (felt scraps, sequins, ribbon, pom-poms, etc.). 

• 

ThankYou,God,for What You Have Given Us 

Vo'KE Lowasale. AT 6.op's VORA? VStit.trilsi %GARP 
Under the heading, "We're Looking at God's Word," draw a large Bible in the center of the board. To make glasses, 
students cut apart plastic carriers from soft-drink six-packs (see sketch), then attach chenille wires to each side of 
plastic rim for ear pieces. Cut noses, mustaches, eyebrows or decorative rims from paper, fake fur, or cloth. Decorate 
with sequins and collage materials. Mount glasses on bulletin board. Students may draw eyes behind glasses, if desired. 

fake fur 

felt 
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SLOOLFTIN ISGIAKDS 

VsleRVN46. 106-€14m. govt.trirN goomtgo 
Create a bulletin board that celebrates students' abilities and ways they work together in the body of Christ. Letter 
"Working Together as Part of God's Family" on bulletin board. Each student cuts out a gear shape from colored 
construction paper, writes his or her name at the top and a way he or she can serve God by using one special ability. 
(See sketch.) Mount gear shapes on bulletin board in an interlocking pattern. Discuss how each person is an important 
part of God's family. Tip: Instead of abilities, students may write special facts about themselves or prayer requests on 
gear shapes. Students may also paste pictures of themselves on the gear shapes. 
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Att. AVS0V-T VS VSkittrriNg 1300/MA? 
Divide bulletin board or wall space into squares using yarn, one space for each student. (Optional: Place a picture of 
each student in one corner of his or her space.) Students bring in items that tell about themselves and mount items in 
their spaces. (For example, a student who enjoys baseball might bring in a picture of a baseball glove.) Students may 
change decorations each month. If there is not enough space for every student to put up something, feature a few 
different students each month. 
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C ■,/t.LE-11IN Somtps 	I 

CLASS e-GthANtENTS SVI.LEITN SOAR4130  
To promote dialogue within your group, try this participative bulletin board. Copy the pattern below. Cover sheets of 
construction paper with clear Con-Tact® paper (or use cardstock paper). Students trace pattern onto construction paper 
and cut along indicated lines. Attach to bulletin board with conversation balloons containing students' names and an 
alliterative word for some form of communication. (Examples: Anita Answers, Gus Gabs, Monica Muses, Susie Says, 
Ines Implies, Tom Tells, etc.). Label bulletin board, "Class Comments." Each week, put up a question that requires 
students' opinions. Students write answers on index cards and slip cards under hands, feet and nose of their persons. 
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Looking for some special ideas to spice up your holiday celebrations at the church? The following 
are ideas for activities, object lessons, crafts and games that can be used at holiday times. 

OLT/PAY SNAG. C 
Use cookie cutters to make Rice 
Krispies Treats in colors and shapes 
appropriate to the holiday. 
Contributed by Jennifer Tebbutt, Alliance Bible 
Church, Hillsboro, OR 

CRENTE-A-SlieRY 
emeti 
Compose a contemporary story 
around the theme of the holiday you 
are observing. Have each student add 
a line to the story as you go around 
the circle. 
Contributed by Brad and Jennifer Tebbutt, 
Alliance Bible Church, Hillsboro, OR 

totipme eARPS 
Create holiday-themed encourage-
ment cards for absent students, family 
members, pastoral staff, missionaries, 
missionaries' kids, etc. 
Contributed by Brad Tebbutt, Alliance Bible 
Church, Hillsboro, OR 

PECO:JATIGNS 
Decorate the church with banners 
and/or posters reflecting the holiday 
theme. 
Contributed by Brad and Jennifer Tebbutt, 
Alliance Bible Church, Hillsboro, OR 

FAPAILY ACTIVITY 
goarr 

Prepare a family activity booklet at 
Christmas, Easter and Thanksgiving. 
Include a calendar with a list of ideas 
of things students can do each evening 
such as popping popcorn, watching a 
related video or reading a story. 
Contributed by Sharon McKee, Foothills Bible 
Church, Littleton, CO 

FAR-elri NAINVS 
Plan fun Thanksgiving dinner menus 
for different families or groups. 
Groups write out or draw menus that 
include an appetizer, salad, entree, 
dessert and beverage. Examples of 
groups to make a meal for: a family 
stranded on a boat, a family on a 
deserted island, a family lost in the 
desert, a group of toddlers. 

ii Si 'THE FEATHER, 
ON -THE -TVI;k14EY 
Blindfolded players try to pin tail 
feathers on the turkey. Draw a large 
turkey on paper and attach it to the 
wall. Cut out large turkey tail feathers 
from construction paper, one for each 
student. Students may draw pictures 
of things for which they are thankful 
for on the feathers. Then kids take 
turns wearing the blindfold and 
attaching feathers to turkey. 

FEAS-T 4:)F "THE 
-rms,ERNACA.ES 
Set up a learning center-style celebra-
tion to teach about ways people have 
thanked God throughout history. 
Because the Feast of Tabernacles was 
celebrated in autumn around harvest 
time, it makes a natural celebration at 
Thanksgiving time. Set up several 
rooms as Bible-times booths (or taber-
nacles) by draping material across the 
ceilings to resemble tents, and put 
rugs or carpet squares on the floor. 

In one booth, have a storyteller 
telling about the different religious 
celebrations that have been held 
throughout history to thank God for 
the good things He has provided. In 
other booths, have crafts for students 
to complete. In one room, serve Bible 
times or Native American refresh-
ments. (Put a hot air popcorn popper 
in the middle of the room. Leave the 
top off, and let the fun fly!) 
Contributed by Beth Gresham, Crystal 
Cathedral, Garden Grove, CA 

114 MAC S16-P, 

In/WS 
Students perform Bible-times and con-
temporary skits that show God pro-
viding for His people then and now. 
Select a Thanksgiving Day play for 
students to perform, or have students 
write a play themselves. Also select a 
play that tells a Bible story about how 
God provided for His people (for 
example, Moses and the Israelites 
escaping from Egypt.) Students prac-
tice and perform both plays, then dis-
cuss how God provided for the char-
acters in each play and how God pro-
vides for us today. 
Contributed by Beth Gresham, Crystal 
Cathedral, Garden Grove, CA 
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1401-TDAYS AND SEASONS 

PQ 7-VP citAcE 
elmkg•S 
Students make theme-related pop-up 
place cards to use during holiday 
meals. 
Contributed by Sharon McKee, Foothills Bible 
Church, Littleton, CO 

INIER4ENERATTgNAL 
ADVEN-Ir INGR14 SOP 
On the first Sunday of Advent, families 
gather for shared supper, worship ser-
vice and crafts. Crafts may include 
making an Advent candle wreath, an 
Advent calendar or symbols from 
Christmas tree ornaments. 
Contributed by Julie Sommers, First 
Presbyterian Church, Santa Barbara, CA 

eATS-IMAS 
coMMERcTALS 
Students create TV commercials incor-
porating Bible passages and Christmas 
ornaments. Based on assigned pas-
sages of the Christmas story, commer-
cials may incorporate Christmas orna-
ments, carols and TV jingles. Provide 
ornaments, songbooks, cassettes and 
cassette player. Teams present their 
skits to the class. Optional: Videotape 
commercials to show at a party. 

EDi StE it4=a1A-wr Ist I 'TY 
Make edible nativity scenes. On a base 
of foil-covered cardboard, spread pre-
pared frosting, then use graham crack-
ers or pretzel sticks to form sides of 
stable and manger. People and ani-
mals may be made from miniature 
marshmallows connected by tooth-
picks, stick pretzels, and animal crack-
ers. Crumble shredded wheat biscuits 
to create hay. Use other food decora-
tions (dry cereal, chocolate stars, 
candy sprinkles, etc.) to decorate the 
nativity scene. 

IsAARSaiNAN00201 
sNOSIFILAICES 
Make snowflakes by connecting regu-
lar and miniature marshmallows with 
toothpicks and bamboo skewers. 

ISER,KY SASICE.T 
S GNSI F Alt 
Make snowflakes by cutting shapes 
from the bottoms of plastic berry or 
tomato baskets. Glue shapes together 
with a hot glue gun. Spray with white 
or silver spray paint; sprinkle glitter on 
wet paint. Let dry, then hang with 
yarn. 

fe_IRIS-rivk AS 
s-11;kiste. ANGELS 
Make economical angel ornaments 
from scrap materials. Dip heavy string 
in diluted glue, then evenly wind the 
string around a plastic soda or deter-
gent bottle top to form angel body 
(see sketch a). Sprinkle glitter over 
body. 

Next, lay glue-soaked string on wax 
paper in a double wing shape, and fill 
in outline with coiled designs (see 
sketch b). Sprinkle glitter over wings. 

After drying overnight, glue wings 
to back of angel. Glue a round, gold 
Christmas ornament to top of body for 
a head. Shape chenille wire or tinsel 
into a halo, and glue on angel's head. 
(See sketch c.) 
Contributed by Kathleen McIntosh, Vineyard 
Church, Santa Barbara, CA 
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Net.TRAYS /SNP SEASONS 

ISFULEV194 INALIC 
Set up your area as a walk through 
Bethlehem with different Bible-times 
crafts people. Students move from 
area to area, learning about life in 
Bible times as they imagine what Mary 
and Joseph saw in Bethlehem as they 
searched for a place to stay. 

Suggested activities 
for each area: 
1. Scribe: Spread melted wax on card-

board tablets. Students use pencils 
or cuticle sticks to write on the wax 
tablets. 

2. Potter: Provide clay for students to 
make clay lamps or bowls. 

3. Weaver: Students weave small mats 
from paper or yarn. 

4. Baker: Students make matzo bread. 
5. Carpenter.: Allow students to exper-

iment with planing, chiseling and 
sawing wood, pounding nail with 
mallet and making holes with awl 
or drill. 

Contributed by Beth Gresham, Crystal 
Cathedral, Garden Grove, CA 

en.9R.EsteS 
eiRISIMAS 
MktiVen 
Third- through fifth-grade participants 
in the second-hour service may 
become involved with the production 
of a children's Christmas musical. Kids 
choose whether they want to be per-
formers or stagehands. Performers 
make up the choir and actors; stage-
hands do all the support work: cos-
tumes, props, invitations, programs, 
refreshments, ushers, etc. All kids are 
honored at the performance. 
Contributed by Pam Theis, Northwest Hills 
Baptist Church, Corvallis, OR 

-PUS PEcoR.ATTN6. 
Students make Christmas ornaments, 
then decorate a Christmas tree to dis-
play in some part of the church build-
ing. Ornaments may be symbols that 
tell about Jesus or characters from the 
Christmas story. Also provide lights, 
garlands and bows. 
Contributed by Beth Gresham, Crystal 
Cathedral, Garden Grove, CA 

vigt.TAsse SERVITe€ 
PRoctiEeir 
Kids plan and supervise a Christmas 
party for a younger class. The plan 
might include food (JELL-O Jigglers or 
Rice Krispies Treats in red and green 
colors, cut with Christmas cookie cut-
ters), a Christmas craft, a skit or pup-
pet show, and games. 
Contributed by Brad and Jennifer Tebbutt, 
Alliance Bible Church, Hillsboro, OR 

14AN1/41Avi SERYTei 
Hold a Hanukkah celebration to intro-
duce kids to the historical meaning of 
the holiday and help them discover 
the significance these events can have 
for contemporary Christians. The cele-
bration may include crafts (dreidels 
and menorah), special foods, a special 
candle-lighting service, and a Bible 
story. 
Contributed by Pam Theis, Northwest Hills 
Baptist Church, Corvallis, OR 

NE V4 YEARS 
PARTY ekikzgEKS 
Make crackers to wish recipients a 
happy new year. Students write Bible 
verses and New Year's greetings on 
slips of paper, and put them inside 
cardboard toilet paper tubes. Fill the 
tubes with confetti, wrapped candy, 
trinkets, and/or little gifts. Wrap the 
tubes with gift wrap or festive tissue 
paper; tie the ends with ribbon. Clip 
the paper at ends to make frills. Dec-
orate with markers, glitter and colorful 
stickers. 
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14gLIDAYS AND SEASONS 

VALENTINE CRAFT 
Make heart-themed crafts for Valen-
tine's Day crafts. Use leather strips and 
heart-shaped pony beads to make key 
chains, bracelets or bookmarks. 
Contributed by Brad and Jennifer Tebbutt, 
Alliance Bible Church, Hillsboro, OR 

VALEN'TTNE 
1E0PARDY 
Set up a Valentine Jeopardy game in 
which questions review things learned 
in previous lessons and the prizes are 
chocolate Kisses. Attach red construc-
tion paper squares to a white sheet for 
the Jeopardy game board. Put answers 
on transparencies, then at the appro-
priate time, show them on the over-
head. 

Game Rules: 
Under each category is a point value 
(100, 200, etc.). Answers to questions 
for each category are written with an 
increasing level of difficulty according 
to the point value. There will be one 
answer per category, per point value. 
Contestants select a category and 
point value. The answer for that spot 
is read aloud. The first contestant to 
ring a bell is allowed to give a ques-
tion to fit that answer. The contestant's 
response must be phrased in the form 
of a question. If the contestant is right, 
he or she is awarded that number of 
points. If the contestant is not right, 
one of the other contestants may 
answer correctly to win the points. A 
time limit is set for each round. The 
player with the most points at the end 
of the round is the winner. 
Contributed by Beth Gresham, Crystal 
Cathedral, Anaheim, CA 

?Ai-Me-ICS 
PRESSURE 
Before students arrive, hide several 
green objects (clothing, wrapped 
candy, toys, etc.) somewhere in the 
classroom. After students arrive, tell 
only one of the students, "Patrick," 
where you hid the objects. Divide the 
rest of the group into two teams. Have 
the teams race to find the objects. 
Teams try to persuade "Patrick" to tell 
them where the objects are (no body 
contact allowed!). "Patrick" gives clues 
to the teams. Whichever team finds 
the most objects first wins. Read 
1 Corinthians 15:33 and discuss peer 
pressure. 

E6.1. CRATE 
VVEEIC 

Fill plastic eggs with small symbols 
and Scripture references for things 
Jesus did during Holy Week (the time 
from Palm Sunday to Easter). Put plas-
tic eggs in an egg carton. As students 
open eggs, read Scriptures and place 
symbols on a large map of Jerusalem 
and the surrounding area to show 
where each event took place. 
Contributed by Nancy Fisher, Rolling Hills 
Covenant Church, Torrance, CA 

EASTER 01S1FcT 
tESS®N 
Teach the Easter story in "the tomb' 
Turn off the lights, put tables together, 
cover with blankets, and conduct your 
class "in the tomb." Compare the dark-
ness of the tomb with the darkness of 
our lives without Christ; compare the 
light of day as you leave the tomb 
with the gift of light that God gave in 
Jesus. 
Contributed by Rob Goff Alliance Bible 
Church, Hillsboro, OR 

EASTER, TREES 
Following an Easter egg hunt in which 
kids find eggs with symbols of the 
Easter story inside (i.e., thorn, nail, 
coin, sponge, bread, etc.), groups dec-
orate small, white trees with these 
items as they tell the Easter story. 

We take a picture of each group 
decorating its tree and slip the photo 
inside an Easter card, along with an 
explanation of the significance of each 
item on the tree. These cards are 
signed by the students, then 
addressed to a shut-in or person in 
need of encouragement. The small 
group leader (sometimes with stu-
dents) delivers the tree. It has become 
a tradition at our church—people love 
receiving these meaningful trees. 
Contributed by Pam Theis, Northwest Hills 
Baptist Church, Corvallis, OR 
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AN2 SEASeNS 

E46. 	Vkitti-E 
Take photos of spots around the 
church. Cut photos into puzzle pieces. 
Put each puzzle picture in a separate 
envelope. Hide eggs in locations illus-
trated in photos. (Some eggs may con-
tain symbols of Holy Week events and 
some contain treats.) 

Divide class into teams. Each team 
is given one or more envelopes con-
taining the photo puzzle pieces. At a 
given signal, teams put puzzles 
together, then retrieve their eggs. The 
first team to find all their eggs gets a 
prize. Use symbols in eggs to help tell 
the story of Holy Week. 
Contributed by Nancy Fisher, Rolling Hills 
Covenant Church, Torrance, CA 

9114 F 

Stuff small clay pots with scrolls con-
taining Bible references for Old Testa-
ment prophecies about Jesus' birth 
and life. Or, with a permanent black 
marker, write references on pot 
shards. Bury pots or shards in a play-
ground sandbox or a section of soft 
soil. Or hide them around the class-
room. Groups of students search for 
the pottery, then return to classroom 
with pots or shards to look up the pas-
sages and discuss how Jesus fulfilled 
those prophecies. Groups report what 
they have discovered to the whole 
class. 
Contributed by Nancy Fisher, Rolling Hills 
Covenant Church, Torrance, CA 

evicakevi FAts471.Se 
YOKsvitT? SERVICE 
Plan an intergenerational worship ser-
vice on special days such as Father's 
Day or Mother's Day. For churches 
where the children have activities they 
can participate in both hours, bridge 
the gap between the "Children's 
Church crowd" and the "Family Wor-
ship folks" by providing periodic fam-
ily worship of a high quality. This kind 
of service can convey the true experi-
ence of community, and can help chil-
dren to see worship as attractive, 
understandable, and fun. 

Features might include: coloring 
activities to work on in one's seat, an 
intergenerational worship team, spe-
cial numbers in music by children and 
youth, a sermon as a fun object les-
son, a responsive reading which 
underscores the main thrust ("The 
Church is God's family, He wants us 
to be devoted to one another."), inter-
active learning experiences, and ban-
ners which remain up after the service 
as reminders of what was learned. 
Contributed by Pam Theis, Northwest Hills 
Baptist Church, Corvallis, OR 

SPEC AI, 
6.VES1.  PA4Y 
Let kids invite guests to participate in 
class activities on special days. Prior to 
holidays such as Mother's, Father's 
and Grandparents' Days, have kids 
invite special adults to come to class 
with them. Plan a modified lesson 
with learning center-type activities that 
kids and guests may rotate through at 
their own pace. Activities might 
include a silly hat photo center (kids 
and guests choose hats to wear, and 
pose for an instant photo), a mixer 
requiring peoples' initials next to little-
known facts ("Someone whose dad is 
a fireman." "Someone who has been 
to Hawaii."), a cooperative art project 
and a game table. Post instructions by 
each center, and spend your time 
helping kids and guests have a good 
time together. 

Tip: 
If the concept of "special guest" is 
communicated appropriately, kids 
without the requisite parent will not 
be made to feel uncomfortable. For 
example, say, "Father's Day is a good 
day to think about all the people who 
are special to us. Think about who 
you'd like to invite to our party. 
Maybe you have a grandparent, or an 
uncle or older brother who has been 
kind of like a dad to you." And if 
someone wants to bring grandma on 
Father's Day, welcome her, too! 
Contributed by Lynnette Pennings, Faith 
Lutheran Church, Carpinteria, CA 
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These ideas will help you teach your students about the missionary involvement of your church, 
denomination or private missions groups. 

A2071 A 
til17SSTGNARZY 
If your church sponsors missionaries 
with children near the ages of your 
class, you can "adopt" the missionary's 
kid by becoming pen pals. Kids can 
take turns writing to the child, or the 
entire class can participate in group 
projects like exchanging audio cas-
settes, video cassettes, faxes or E-mail. 

CAW hATRITTIVY 
Students make cards using rubber 
stamps, markers, and/or tissue paper 
on construction paper. Check with 
your church office or pastor for a list 
of people who might appreciate 
receiving special greetings. (Examples: 
Illness or death in the family, new 
baby, wedding.) Students create 
appropriate cards and send them. 

FINE-MINVIE 
tOssvosas 
Spend five minutes of each class dis-
cussing a different missionary. Help 
students find his or her country on a 
globe. Read excerpts from a missions 
brochure or newsletter about the mis-
sionary. Discuss any needs the mis-
sionary has or special challenges the 
missionary faces. Guide students to 
make prayer request suggestions for 
the missionary you discussed. 
Contributed by Nancy Land, Branch 
Fellowship Church, Harleysville, PA 

e_QMSe VSQ g 
Students work individually or with 
partners to make comic strips with 
advice for younger children on how to 
obey God's commands. Comic strips 
should have at least five frames. Com-
pleted comic strips are collected and 
stapled together, forming one or more 
books to be given to a younger class. 
Contributed by Jessie Schut, Covenant 
Christian Reformed Church, Edmonton, AB 

VELQ771%16. 
S-TE VVARPSVW 
Distribute wallets containing a dollar 
each. Students plan and carry out a 
way to make the money grow. (Exam-
ple: Students pool money to buy bak-
ing supplies and hold a bake sale.) 
Students then donate the money 
earned to a missions project or a local 
charity. 
Contributed by Nancy Fisher, Rolling Hills 
Covenant Church, Torrance, CA 

hATSSTGN FAME 
Set up tables around the room and 
decorate each to represent a different 
continent. Establish a theme for each 
continent/table. (Examples: True Life 
Missionary Stories. Scripture Research. 
Prayers for Unreached People.) Have 
a leader at each table to explain the 
theme and encourage discussion. 

Create a passport that kids will 
have stamped as they visit each conti-
nent. Break class into groups with 
each group spending ten minutes in 
each continent. At each table, groups 
complete an activity or discussion, 
receive a snack and souvenir typical 
of that continent and have their pass-
ports stamped. 
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hATSSTeNS 	SERA/ Tel VikoVel's 

FgoR Se_AVEN4FR. 

Divide class into teams. Each team 
receives a sheet listing food items and 
point values. During the week, stu-
dents ask neighbors and friends for 
food donations. The following week, 
teams bring food items and calculate 
their points. Prizes are given to the 
winning team. Food is then delivered 
to a local community food distribution 
project. 
Contributed by Nancy Fisher, Rolling Hills 
Covenant Church, Torrance, CA 

140LTRAY 160ASOIS 
Prepare special holiday goody baskets 
for children or adults with diabetes. 
Students bake low sugar cookies, then 
pack cookies in baskets along with 
low-sugar recipes, fruit, sugar-free 
candy and notes of encouragement. 
Deliver baskets. 
Contributed by Deborah Barber, Central 
Church, Memphis, 7N 

LirrANI 44),  
In groups, write a special prayer or 
litany to be used during the service by 
the entire congregation. Practice the 
litany together, and allow the class or 
group to lead the congregation in 
prayer. 

g RS' SAegS 
Make simple burlap sacks to fill with 
hygiene items or gifts for children at a 
local shelter. Students use acrylic or 
fabric paint to decorate sacks, then fill 
sacks with collected items (toothbrush 
and paste, comb, soap, or crayons, 
markers, puzzle books, etc.). Tie bags 
closed with yarn or twine and attach 
notes telling about the givers or shar-
ing God's love. Deliver bags to a local 
shelter. 
Contributed by Nancy Fisher, Rolling Hills 
Covenant Church, Torrance, CA 

SSIGNARY 

Great books can spark kids' interest in 
missions. Look for collections of short 
missionary biographies for browsing 
in a missions corner of your class-
room. Or for a service project, have 
students take turns reading portions 
into a cassette recorder. The tapes can 
be placed in your church library for 
use by sight-disabled people. 

hATSSTQNS 
°6A1.4 Sb®W 
Arrange for a missionary or a repre-
sentative of a local missions organiza-
tion to come and talk with students in 
a "talk show" format. Before the visi-
tor arrives, kids think of questions for 
the guest. Get a "ham" to play the role 
of talk show host, and have fun inter-
viewing your guest. 

1-11ANP44QV 
LETIERS 
As a group, students write thank-you 
letters acknowledging the efforts of 
people who help make your commu-
nity a safer place. Send thank-you let-
ters directly to the people being 
thanked; or send letters to the editor 
of the local newspaper for publica-
tion. 
Contributed by Jessie Schur, Covenant 
Christian Reformed Church, Edmonton, AB 

N1/4AsTitki6. 
vighAE 
On the Sunday closest to Christmas, 
we load the students up on a bus and 
go to sing our Christmas songs at a 
nursing home. We let the kids know 
what to expect and how to minister. 
For several Sundays prior to the visit, 
kids make cards to give out. (This 
facilitates interaction.) 

The students have a great experi-
ence, teachers get a break from 
preparing a Sunday School lesson, 
and we don't have to worry about 
substitutes for all the teachers who are 
out of town, as this trip takes less 
adult supervision than a normal Sun-
day School morning. 
Contributed by Pam Theis, Northwest Hills 
Baptist Church, Corvallis, OR 
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NATssligNis 	sERVief PK03€c-is 

ViDEo in T eAK7 
Instead of written greetings to mis-
sionaries, shut-ins, or sick classmates, 
arrange for someone to come into 
class for the last ten or fifteen minutes 
of a session and tape greetings from 
the kids. 
Contributed by Brad Tebbutt, Alliance Bible 
Church, Hillsboro, OR 

OIKT-TE I T 01/4/1r! 
As a class, write a letter to the editor 
suggesting possible solutions for a 
community, national or worldwide 
problem. 
Contributed by Nancy Fisher, Rolling Hills 
Covenant Church, Torrance, CA 

Cif tDR.EN'S 
eivoastAt. 
Students plan and put on a carnival 
for children in a preschool day care 
program. Each group of three or four 
students selects and leads an activity 
such as facepainting, fishing for candy 
or a preschool game. Also, students 
may entertain preschoolers by singing 
songs or performing skits. 
Contributed by Deborah Barber, Central 
Church, Memphis, 7N 

oNE NAME of BANS 
Help kids initiate and kick off a com-
munity campaign to collect enough 
cans of food to stretch one mile 
(approximately 15,840 2-lb. cans). 
Donate cans to a local food distribu-
tion charity. 

HAT Auc-fivsi 
Purchase inexpensive straw hats. Pro-
vidi students with glue, ribbons, fab-
ric, flowers, fake fruit and other craft 
items. Students decorate hats, then 
hold an auction to sell hats. Money 
raised from auction is then donated to 
a charity of the students' choice. 

SviEtTEK hAEAL 
Kids plan a menu, shop for food, pre-
pare the food and serve it at a local 
mission or shelter. 

nESeVioct 
earSIMAS QVIR.EAe_VI 
One Saturday morning in December, 
we invited all the preschoolers of the 
community to "Come to the Manger," 
to hear about and interact with the 
real meaning of Christmas. The chil-
dren were received at the door in 
small groups, each guided by a 
"Guardian Angel" (one of our youths 
wearing a shiny garland as a halo). 
The Guardian Angels directed chil-
dren through all the activities we had 
available for them: 

Joseph's Carpenter Shop—Kids 
hammered with wood and nails. 

Bethlehem Barnyard—Petting 
zoo with goat, rabbit, donkey (any 
animals we could find). 

The Best Gift—Kids wrapped a 
heart with a picture of Jesus in it 
inside a box. We provided boxes, 
paper, bows, and tape. 

Bethlehem's Babies—Dolls, dia-
pers, cribs, strollers, blankets, bottles, 
etc. Children played with babies amid 
guided conversation. 

Cuddle Baby Jesus—Children 
each made a darling "baby Jesus" out 
of soft heads and blankets. Each got to 
keep one. 

Come to the Master—We built a 
manger scene with painted backdrop. 
Each child came, put his or her Baby 
Jesus in the manger, and had a picture 
taken. (This is better than a picture 
with Santa Claus any day!) 

Cookie Decorating—Kids deco-
rated and ate sugar cookies. 

Make a Star—A glue and glitter 
experience. 

Candy Cane Witness—Kids made 
bead candy canes on pipe cleaners 
and received a card telling the origin 
of candy canes. 

Make a Nativity—Kids assembled 
a paper nativity scene. 

All centers included guided conver-
sation. After these experiences, we all 
met in the sanctuary where the older 
students acted out the Christmas story 
and we sang Christmas carols. 
Contributed by Cindy Taylor, Northwest Hills 
Baptist Church, Corvallis, OR 
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Some of these ideas are for specific stories, others are for ongoing projects. Some will help you 
introduce a Bible story or lesson focus, others will help you review the Bible story or lesson focus. 
All of these ideas are innovative ways to review the lesson, Bible story and/or the lesson focus. 

yvt4A-rs 	um? 
Here's a biblical twist on the old radio 
and TV show. A teacher or guest 
dresses up as a Bible character whose 
identity is revealed through questions 
from competing teams. Divide class 
into teams. Each team selects a repre-
sentative and suggests questions for 
the representative to ask. Representa-
tives for each team ask questions that 
must be answered with "yes," "no" or 
"maybe." Representatives return to 
their teams; teams decide who the 
Bible character is and write out their 
guesses. Finally, the Bible character 
reveals his or her identity. A prize may 
be given to each team that guessed 
correctly. 
Contributed by Beth Gresham, Crystal 
Cathedral, Anaheim, CA 

AR ®R or 40)? 
Paint a life-size Roman soldier in full 
armor on wood or heavy cardboard. 
Cut out a hole for a real head. Take 
photos of students with their heads 
poking through hole. Discuss how each 
piece of armor was critical to a Roman 
soldier. Read Ephesians 6:11-17 and dis-
cuss how Paul labeled each piece of 
armor. Display pictures in classroom. 
Contributed by Nancy Fisher, Rolling Hills 
Covenant Church, Torrance, CA 

ISsi.t.gARgo 
efaviETT 
Groups of students design billboards 
with slogans that communicate the 
message of the day. Each group pre-
sents its billboard to the class to be 
judged by applause. Billboard with 
the loudest applause wins the contest. 
Display billboards in a hallway or 
common area. 

MAXTMERTA 
SliaR,TES 
With some help from you, Bible story 
videos can be an excellent way to 
make Bible stories come alive. Before 
showing the video, review the Bible's 
account of the story to be seen. When 
the movie is over, review what stu-
dents saw, asking several questions to 
help students compare the actual 
Bible story with the video's represen-
tation of it. How is this movie just 
like the story in the Bible? How is 
it different? What parts have been 
added by the movie maker's imagi-
nation? How would you have told 
this part of the story differently? 
Contributed by Nancy Land, Branch 
Fellowship Church, Harleysville, PA 

euRficistri coisAses 
Collect comic strips from local papers, 
covering up the conversation in the 
speech balloons. Students fill in their 
own conversation ideas based on the 
lesson focus of the day. 

RpliNga-R,QVIN 
SlinkTES 
Each student writes the beginning of a 
story that illustrates the day's lesson. 
After a minute or two, say, "Change." 
Students pass their papers to the right, 
quickly read what's written there, then 
continue writing the story. Students 
continue to change papers and write 
until they receive their own papers 
back. Give students one minute to 
write conclusions for their stories. 
Then let volunteers read stories aloud. 

R,EVTEVV INALIC 
This simple technique for review gets 
kids moving and encourages response 
from the silent types. Number separate 
sheets of paper, one for each student, 
and place papers in a circle on the 
floor. Number corresponding slips of 
paper and place in a paper bag. Play 
music on a cassette or recite a Bible 
passage while students walk around 
outside of circle. When music or pas-
sage ends, students stand on papers. 
Select a number from bag. The stu-
dent standing on the corresponding 
sheet of paper answers a question 
about the lesson. Variation: Write the 
names of Bible characters or books of 
the Bible on papers. Then write clues 
for each character or book on slips of 
paper. Play game as above. When 
music stops, pull a slip from bag and 
read the clue. The student standing on 
the corresponding paper gets one 
point (or a prize). 

MEPTA MESSA6IS 
Show magazine advertisements that 
advise people to live a certain way 
and discuss the messages being con-
veyed. Compare the messages from 
advertisements with messages from 
the Bible. Students create their own 
advertisements based on ways the 
Bible says to live. 

chgeg NENts 
Select a theme word that sums up the 
lesson's focus. Students suggest words 
that rhyme with the theme word. 
Write on chalkboard or large sheet of 
paper. Students then write short, four-
line poems about the lesson theme, 
using the suggested words. 

loidoValk 
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SIQKY quo 1.T 
Using fabric paints, students draw or trace pictures showing different parts of a 
Bible story onto separate quilt squares. Sew squares together, using fabric bor-
ders in between. Complete quilt with stuffing and backing. Use yarn ties along 
seams and at corners to hold quilt together. (See sketch.) Raffle quilt as a fund-
raiser or give it as a gift to a special member of the church. 
Contributed by Theresa Grossklaus, Trinity Lutheran Church, Lewiston, ID 

et.VE G-AtvitE 
Play a game of logical deduction to 
reinforce life application of the day's 
Bible truth. Divide class into at least 
three teams. Make a list of 14 names 
of kids (WHO?), 14 places kids might 
go (WHERE?) and 14 activities kids 
might do (WHAT?). Each team copies 
the list. Write each item from the list 
on a separate index card. Sort index 
cards by category. Choose one card 
from each group without looking and 
place the selected cards in an enve-
lope. Shuffle and distribute remaining 
index cards equally among teams. 

The goal of the game is to discover 
WHO (witnessed about Christ) 
WHERE, doing WHAT. Teams take 
turns guessing to help determine 
which cards are hidden in the enve-
lope. Guesses must be phrased, "I 
think (John) witnessed about Christ in 
the (park) while (hiking)." After a team 
has stated its guess, the other teams 
are asked if they can disprove the 
guess. (For example, Team 3 might be 
holding the bus card, so they would 
say, "It wasn't done on the bus.") Con-
tinue play with each team taking a turn 
until one team is able to say which 
cards are in the envelope. Open the 
envelope to confirm the answer. 

Tips: 
1. This activity provides an opportu-

nity to discuss how the kids might 
show or talk about God's love 
under similar circumstances. 

2. By changing the phrasing, other life 
application situations can be dis-
cussed. Examples: "(Joey) show God's 
love at (the swimming pool) by (shar-
ing his cookies)." "(Karen) showed 
God's forgiveness (on the playground) 
while (playing tether ball)." 

Contributed by Nancy Fisher, Rolling Hills 
Covenant Church, Torrance, CA 
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LEAKNTN6. ACTIVII"in 

ThAE VINF 
To help students understand Bible 
chronology, create a time line to dis-
play in the classroom. On butcher 
paper, draw lines to designate time 
divisions, labeling dates at the top of 
each line. (See sketch.) Provide re-
source books with time-line informa-
tion. Students draw pictures or cut out 
Bible story clip art pictures and attach 
them at the appropriate points along 
the time line. Or add events through-
out the year as they are studied. Tip: A 
time line can also be made along a 
blank wall by using yarn stretched 
from ceiling to floor as time markers. 
Tape or pin labels to the wall in 
appropriate time slots. 

TSRPOIN ISA 6. 

LESSONS 
After telling the Bible story, divide 
class into groups of two to four stu-
dents. Give each group a paper bag 
holding three to five items that relate 
to the lesson. Groups retell the Bible 
story using the items in their bags. 
Contributed by Nancy Fisher, Rolling Hills 
Covenant Church, Torrance CA 

For tigo VS4Y AN 
NOKESSTON 

Make masks by gently pressing 
squares of heavy aluminum foil 
around faces to show shape and fea-
tures. Punch holes for eyes and 
mouth, folding over any sharp edges. 
Decorate masks with sequins, rick-
rack, yarn, feathers, etc. 

6.AkA€ SVIMS 
Adapt favorite TV game shows to 
review lesson material. Some favorites 
might be: "Wheel of Fortune" with 
phrases from Bible passages as puz-
zles, "Family Feud" with names of 
Bible characters or books of the Bible, 
and "Name That Tune" using favorite 
praise songs or hymns and their sub-
ject matter. 
Contributed by Beth Gresham, Crystal 
Cathedral, Garden Grove, CA 

V71310 SOTS 
If your class has polished a skit, arrange 
for someone to come to class to film the 
skit. The video can be shown to other 
classes in your department or sent to 
someone special. 
Contributed by Brad Tebbutt, Alliance Bible 
Church, Hillsboro, OR 
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CHANGE  G•F PACE 	I 

Have you ever gotten through your whole lesson before class time was up and wondered what 
you were going to do with your students? Do you sometimes find that your students get restless or 
lethargic half-way through the lesson? Then these ideas are for you. These activities last from five 
to ten minutes. For the most part, they can be used without any additional materials. And most of 
them help you keep teaching while the students have fun. 

eoFFEE-CAN 
ICE CKEARA 
Put the following ingredients 
in a self-locking bag: 

1/2 cup (.12 1) whipping cream, 
1 cup (.24 1) milk, 
1/4 cup (.6 1) sugar, 
1 teaspoon (5 ml) vanilla, 
1 egg. 

Place sealed bag in a 3-lb. (1.41-1) 
coffee can filled with ice and salt. 
Tape can shut and roll around 
on the floor during the lesson. 
The ice cream will set in 10-15 
minutes. 
Contributed by Nancy Fisher, Rolling Hills 
Covenant Church, Torrance, CA 

"TATIg 
To liven up one class, expand the 
time, and catch the students' attention, 
we taught from all four sides of the 
classroom. At three different times in 
the morning we asked the kids to 
rotate their chairs a quarter turn. It 
really mixed up the back row bunch! 
Contributed by Rob Goff Alliance Bible 
Church, Hillsboro, OR 

hAAACTN4 ISMTIER 
Pour 1 pint (.4 1) heavy cream or 
whipping cream into a clean, quart-
size jar with a tight-fitting lid. Shake 
the jar and pass it around the group, 
each student taking a turn at shaking 
it. When the butter has completely 
separated from the whey, open the jar, 
pour off the liquid and spread butter 
on crackers or bread sticks. 
Contributed by Nancy Fisher, Rolling Hills 
Covenant Church, Torrance, CA 

Mt- TN 
Choose a word or short phrase and 
draw blanks on a chalkboard or large 
sheet of paper in place of each letter. 
As students transition from one activ-
ity to another, allow them to guess a 
letter. When a student is ready to 
guess the answer, he or she signals to 
stop the game. If the guess is correct, 
the game ends. If the answer is incor-
rect, the game continues. 
Contributed by Nancy Fisher, Rolling Hills 
Covenant Church, Torrance, CA 

ctkifTeg gortAvV 
As a group, list the events that took 
place in a Bible story. Write each 
event on a separate slip of paper and 
put in a paper bag. Students form 
teams. Each team selects a slip of 
paper from the paper bag. At your sig-
nal, one member from each team 
races to the chalkboard and starts to 
draw a picture about the story. At your 
signal to change, a second team mem-
ber takes over drawing the picture, 
and the first player returns to his or 
her team. Continue to play until each 
team member has had a chance to add 
to the drawing. Teams then guess 
what event other teams have depicted 
in their drawings. 

Ag•galgozig 4AINAES 
Have various board games available 
for use when there is extra time or for 
students that arrive early. Make addi-
tional game cards for games that 
review past Sunday School lessons. 
Contributed by Nancy Land, Branch 
Fellowship Church, Harleysville, PA 
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C...14AN6-E a F ?ACE 

a® MANY PoTNIS? 
Students answer true-or-false ques-
tions about themselves, adding or sub-
tracting points as indicated for each 
answer. At the end, students add up 
their points to see who has the high-
est and lowest numbers. 

Suggestions for Questions: 
1. If you are wearing black shoes, 

give yourself 10 points. 

2. If you are wearing blue socks, 
take away 5 points. 

3. If you were born on an odd-
numbered day of the month 
(such as 1, 17, or 29), give your-
self 25 points. 

4. If you were born in a month that 
ends with a y, take away 10 
points. 

5. If you are under 12 years old, 
add the amount of your age. 

6. If you are wearing shoes that are 
not black, give yourself 15 points. 

7. If you are wearing socks that are 
not white, take away 5 points. 

8. If you have a dog, take away 5 
points. 

9. If you have a pet that is not a cat, 
add 15 points. 

10. If you are wearing more than one 
color, add 25 points. 

Wpm OIA-fe_vi 
Collect information on current releases 
of songs, videos, magazines, etc. and 
share this information with students 
during class. You may even wish to 
include evaluations of wholesome 
secular materials along with evalua-
tion and promotional information on 
Christian media. 
Contributed by Brad Tebbutt, Alliance Bible 
Church, Hillsboro, OR 

46-KAFF711 
Cover a wall with butcher paper or 
use a large blackboard for your can-
vas. Write the point of your lesson all 
over the wall or board. Use colored 
chalk to creatively print in huge letters 
a saying or phrase to make your point. 
Words can crawl all over your board, 
up and down, diagonally, or in curves. 
Contributed by Karen Perkins, Walnut Creek 
Presbyterian Church, Walnut Creek, CA 

IVIENTY 
caViS-VoNS 
Think of a Bible character or a central 
object in a Bible story (e.g., the Ark in 
the story of Noah). Students ask up to 
twenty questions which can be 
answered with a "yes" or "no". Student 
making the correct guess tells part of 
the story or what can be learned from 
the story. Then student thinks of a 
Bible character or an object, and the 
game continues. 

ViVE0 fne_S 
Find some crazy, old movies or TV 
shows and record three- to five-
minute clips that can be shown occa-
sionally as a special feature. Kids 
really enjoy laughing at some of the 
older shows. 
Contributed by Jennifer Tebbutt, Alliance Bible 
Church, Hillsboro, OR 

IN 114i 1401" SENT 
Put chairs in a circle. Label one chair 
the "Hot Seat." At your signal, students 
exchange seats. The one sitting in the 
Hot Seat answers a question about the 
Bible story or recites the Bible passage. 
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PoSTITVE 	ENrriNtt6ir 
FoR THE 

IME'rEiN 

-el 

%y 'PRA 
Have you ever met a parent who wouldn't like a little more help in dealing 
with preteens? Not likely! These articles for parents place a goldmine of great 
information at your fingertips and provide a valuable link between the classroom 
and the home. 

Written by Tom Prinz, Licensed Educational Psychologist and Marriage, Family 
and Child Counselor, this series of 24 articles speaks gently and frankly about 
typical issues confronting the parents of preteens, such as dealing with anger, 
discipline, and chores. Mail copies of the articles home once each month; use this 
section of the book as a troubleshooting encyclopedia when you get questions; or 
use the articles as the basis of a parenting course—but do use them! 

AiSerf -114E AVTOR: 
Tom Prinz, a Marriage, Family and Child Counselor and a Licensed Educational 
Psychologist, has been in private practice for over 12 years. Tom counsels with 
children, teenagers, and adults, specializing in parenting issues and in marriage 
counseling. Tom has conducted hundreds of seminars on a variety of topics. 

Prior to his private practice, Tom worked as a school psychologist for eight 
years. He graduated from U.C. Berkeley with a master's degree in mechanical 
engineering and worked for Shell Oil Company for seven years before changing 
careers, getting a second master's degree in counseling/psychology from Cal State 
Los Angeles. 

Tom and his wife Pam have three young adult children, Robyn, Matthew, and 
Chrissy. Pam works as a school psychologist. Tom has published two books, 
Dragon Slaying for Parents, and Dragon Slaying for Couples. 
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An insight I began sharing years 
ago during parent education 
classes is this: Parents are blamed, 
but never trained. Parents are 
often blamed for the mistakes of 
their children, but very few par-
ents ever receive formal training 
for the most important role of 
their lives—helping their children 
to become responsible, confident 
adults. 

Even sadder, many parents do 
not realize the need for formal 
training to enable them to become 
effective parents. Most parents 
either do exactly what their par-
ents did, or the complete opposite 
because they hated what was 
done to them so much. Parents 
need to gain parenting strategies 
or tools that have proven to be 
effective and positive. 

CVIANMS 71444 
eletTliFU 

Many parents today feel over-
whelmed by popular culture and 
more helpless than their parents. 
Being a successful parent in the 
1990s is much more demanding 
than it was 20 or 30 years ago. The 
reasons for this are many: through 
many hours of television viewing, 
magazines and newspapers, kids 
are exposed to a violent society 
with weakening sexual morals; 
drugs and alcohol are more avail-
able today; the divorce rate is 
higher; more mothers are working 
outside the home; and society is  

more mobile, resulting in less sup-
port from an extended family. 

Children used to look at minis-
ters, teachers, neighbors, and 
heroes as leaders. Now they look 
to cartoon super heroes, rap 
groups, and celebrities pushing 
sneakers as their role models. It's 
what makes child raising harder. 
It's not just that parents have less 
time to spend with their kids, it's 
that they have to spend more of 
that time doing battle with their 
own culture! 

S1CT Lt.S AN9 "r0 01.-S 
Most parents look upon the 

teenage years with a tremendous 
amount of fear and anxiety, antici-
pating rebellion. Successful par-
enting is not a matter of luck; it 
requires skills and tools, and those 
can be learned. A key time for par-
ents to begin to refine their par-
enting strategies is the time imme-
diately preceding the teenage 
years. Your task as a parent will be 
much easier and you will feel 
more confident in your role as you  

acquire new tools and strategies. 

When adults have trouble fix-
ing a car or remodeling a home, 
they will readily consider upgrad-
ing their tools. However, when 
dealing with preteens, it's easier to 
blame the kids when things go 
awry, rather than to look at our 
own parenting skills 

This is the first in a series of arti-
cles offering many helpful and 
practical strategies to equip you to 
deal with your kids now and 
through the teenage years. You 
will also learn about hidden fac-
tors that may interfere with your 
ability to apply the parenting tools 
consistently and effectively. 

0 	0 
Tool_ Box 

A e4At.1.FIN6-i 
1. What did your parents do that you liked? What did they do 

that you did not like? 

2. What is your attitude about the need for parents to receive 
training to be effective parents? 

3. What can you do to show your openness to new ideas that 
will make life easier for you and your kids? 
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Do you love your child? I'm sure 
that most of the time you would 
quickly answer, "Of course!" 
Nearly all parents truly love their 
children. However, it has been my 
experience through 20 years of 
working with parents, children 
and teens in seminars and private 
counseling settings that many 
youngsters do not feel loved. How 
can that be? Evidently, loving our 
kids is not enough. We must show 
love to them in ways that help 
them to feel loved. 

The love we show to our kids 
must imitate the love God has 
shown to us. God loves us no 
matter what; His love is uncondi-
tional. A well-known college foot-
ball coach was once asked to 
comment on his son who was a 
star on his football team. His 
response was remarkable: "I think 
that my son has done an out-
standing job on this team, but I 
would be just as proud of him if 
he had never played the game at 
all." That is the challenge we all 
face as parents; how can we 
demonstrate unconditional love to 
our kids so they feel loved, no 
matter what they do? 

OlAYS "1-0 
SIiie‘N LANE 

Three simple ways to show  

love are through eye contact, 
physical contact and focused 
attention. 

When you talk to your child, 
look at him or her. Our words 
mean very little if our body Ian- 

guage does not convey the same 
message. For instance, if you are 
reading the newspaper while you 
ask your kid how her day was, 
you will probably not get a very 
positive response. I remember a 
teenager telling his parents that 
when they stood at his door and 
said "good night" to him, it wasn't 
as special as when they sat down 
by the side of his bed, at his eye 
level. 

A second way to show love to 
your child is through physical 
contact. Some youngsters are  

more receptive to physical con-
tact than others. Don't give up if 
your preteen seems unrespon-
sive; use moments when he might 
be tired or have a headache and 
give him a back rub. Physical 
contact does not have to be a big 
bear hug; giving a kid a "high-
five" or simply touching her on 
the shoulder will register, too. 
Research shows that teenagers 
whose parents are warm and 
affectionate are less likely to use 
drugs than children whose par-
ents are cold and distant. 

A third way to show love 
to your child is through 

focused attention. Spend- 
ing time with a child indi-

vidually is one of the most effec-
tive ways to show love. Examples 
can include working on a project 
together, taking a walk, going to 
the movies, taking a train trip, 
going shopping, or hundreds of 
other ideas. 

egNVEY A 
eiiiTLD'S VALVE 

Eye contact, physical contact 
and focused attention, when given 
in abundance, will help to keep 
your child's feelings of worth at a 
high level. When a child feels val-
ued, his or her behavior will be 
much more positive than if he or 

(Continued on next page.) 
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A eMAt.t.FNGE To You: 
1. Which of the three ways to show love (eye contact, physical contact and focused attention) 

did you receive as a child? Which did you not receive? 

2. Which of the three ways to show love (eye contact, physical contact and focused attention) 
do you need to display more of? How do you plan to do it? 

3. What activities does your child recognize as his or her language of love? 

(Continued from previous page.) 

she feels valueless. Sometimes 
preteens' behavior may be so bad 
that we feel like ignoring them or 
sending them to their rooms; but 
sometimes, sitting down with 
them, looking at them, talking to 
them and touching them will 
result in a much happier evening. 

.EARN irVii 
LASitek4E 

Another very important way to 
show love to your child is to con-
vey love in his or her language 
of love. Once when I was taking 
my daughter to the show, I asked  

her what show she wanted to see. 
Her choice was not appealing to 
me, and I tried to talk her out of it; 
but then I realized that if my aim 
was to show love to her, the love 
needed to be in her language of 
love. A teenager I counseled once 
complained that her father would 
take her out for pizza, but he 
wouldn't let her order Canadian 
bacon and pineapple because he 
didn't like it. The time and money 
he spent was not having the 
impact he had hoped for because 
he was not showing his daughter 
love in her language. When you 

show an interest in your child's 
language of love, you are being 
sympathetic to his or her needs. 

Many parents have trouble 
showing love in ways their kids 
understand because they did not 
receive love in these same ways 
from their own parents. We all 
tend (consciously or subcon-
sciously) to turn our current 
homes into a replica of the home 
we came from. Consider the ways 
in which you received love, and 
then consider whether you may 
have to work extra hard to show 
love in ways your kids understand. 
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Many parents ask me how they 
should talk to make their kids lis-
ten to them. I tell them the most 
important thing parents can learn 
is how to really listen to their kids. 
If we do not listen to our kids, 
they will not listen to us. Listening 
is a skill that can be developed. It 
is a skill that you may not have 
observed in your parents when 
you were a child. Did your par-
ents listen to you as a child, or did 
you grow up understanding that 
"children are to be seen and not 
heard"? 

One of my favorite quotes is, 
"A joy not shared is cut in half, 
and a sorrow not shared is dou-
bled." If you win a tournament, or 
an honor or a promotion at work 
but have no one to share it 
with, the victory may seem 
hollow. If you are suffering 
in pain or disappointment, or 
become frustrated about a rela-
tionship and have no one to 
share it with, the pain increases. 

How sad I felt in a counseling 
session when a 17-year-old boy 
told his parents that he had 
decided not to share his joys or 
his sorrows with his parents. For-
tunately, this family is working on 
these issues, and hopefully by the 
time he leaves home he will be 
able to share his joys and his sor- 

rows with his parents. What drove 
this youngster to feel uncomfort-
able sharing his feelings, thoughts 
and ideas with his parents? 

Ace€P-r FEELINi-S 
There are many ways that par-

ents unintentionally inhibit their 
kids from sharing. One of the 
most common is a parent's inabil-
ity to accept the child's feelings. A 
child says that she is afraid of the 
dark and the parent responds, 
"You don't need to be afraid of 

the dark—our house is safe." A 
child says, "You love my brother 
more than me," and the parent 
responds, "No we don't, we love 
you both the same." In both situa- 

tions the parent has not accepted 
the child's feelings. It's better to 
say things like, "I know that the 
house can seem scary at night," or 
"Boy, I bet that really makes you 
feel sad to feel we love your 
brother more than you." State-
ments like these are sympathetic 
responses to kids' feelings, 
responses that validate and affirm 
their feelings. 

Next, gently try to discover 
what has led to those feelings, and 
follow up with some reassuring 
statements. It's important to 
accept feelings even if the logic 
the child has used to arrive at 
those feelings is not sound. Feel-
ings themselves are neither right 
nor wrong, they are just there. 

1401.9 THE APVTeE 
If a child shares feelings or 

ideas and automatically receives 
advice instead of attentive lis-

tening, communication will 
be shut down. Listen carefully, 

praise the ideas, and ask if your 
child wants suggestions before 
offering advice or solutions. 

Always telling your son or 
daughter a better way to do some-
thing will not encourage sharing. 
Saying, "I like the B you got on 
your report card, but if you'd try 

(Continued on next page d 
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A el4ALLENGE 10 WV° 
1. During your childhood, did your parents really listen to you? If not, what did they do that 

kept you from sharing with them? 

2. Think about a recent time your child shared his or her feelings and you did not really 
accept them. Try to discuss those feelings with him or her now. 

harder you could get an A," will 
inhibit a kid that might have 
wanted to express his or her own 
feelings of disappointment and 
frustration. 

Being critical and sarcastic is 
another way to stifle communica-
tion. A young man in counseling 
who had to use a crutch due to 
arthritis in his hip expressed 
anger to his father for making fun 
of his limp. Sarcasm is a trait 
many parents have learned from  

(Continued from previous page.) 

their parents and may even 
accept as normal. 

Simply not being available will 
also make it difficult for your child 
to express him- or herself. Kids 
typically won't share things if you 
march into their rooms and say, 
"Share with me," but they will 
usually express themselves more 
readily if you are taking them out 
to dinner, or to a ball game, or 
shopping. 

rt'S NEVER> 
1-00 LATE 

Many parents feel guilty that 
they haven't responded appropri-
ately in the past to their kids' feel-
ings and ideas, but don't let that 
stop you from changing your 
ways. Discuss your shortcomings 
with your child and commit to 
becoming a better listener. Don't 
let guilt keep you from doing 
what's right; and it's never too late 
to do what's right. 
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Your kids may get straight As in 
school or star on athletic teams, 
but all those accomplishments 
will be for naught if they do not 
learn how to express their anger 
appropriately. Teaching children 
how to deal with anger is one of 
the most important responsibili-
ties a parent has. 

When our children were 
approximately 8, 10 and 12, we 
had a family meeting to discuss 
how our family was dealing with 
anger. Part way through our meet-
ing two of our children got up 
from the table crying and left for 
their rooms; our other child sat at 
the table a few more minutes, then 
got up angry and went to his room. 
Although the meeting was painful, 
it definitely illustrated that our fam-
ily was not doing a very good job 
of expressing anger in healthy 
ways! It made us realize that we 
needed to teach our children how 
to deal with anger appropriately, 
and the results of our efforts have 
been very positive. 

It's natural to get upset when a 
child yells at you or says "I hate 
you," or hits a sibling in anger. 
Children are not born with an 
innate ability to express anger 
effectively. They must be taught 
how to express anger in construc-
tive ways. Unfortunately, many 
parents do not realize the need to 
teach their kids how to express 
their anger. Many parents have  

not had help in learning to 
express their own anger effec-
tively. When I have asked groups 
of parents if they were able to 
express their anger to their own 
parents, only four or five hands in 
every 100 go up, illustrating how 
few parents were taught how to 
deal with anger in a healthy way. 

-111€ ANGER 
1../%1?[;?Eik 

Let's consider the range of 
ways kids and parents express 
anger. Imagine a ladder and at the 
top of the ladder is the most effec-
tive way to express anger, and at 
the bottom of the ladder is the 
worst way to deal with anger. 
Imagine yourself as a child, angry 
at your father because you feel 
you have too many chores. The 
steps of the ladder going from 
best to worst would be as follows: 

REST VS1AY To 
€)(PRESS 
1. Tell Dad you are upset about 

the chores. The two of you talk 

calmly to resolve the problem 
(less chores, more money, 
more time to complete them, 
etc.). (Anger is acknowledged 
and dealt with appropriately in 
a direct, healthy manner.) 

2. Yell at Dad that you are upset 
about the chores. (Directing 
anger toward Dad and men-
tioning the problem, chores, is 
healthy but yelling is not 
healthy.) 

3. Yelling at Dad, "I hate you." 
(Directing anger at Dad is 
healthy, but the yelling and 
nonspecific "I hate you" is not.) 

4. Slamming a door, or breaking 
something. 

5. Hitting a younger sibling. 
(While the results of points four 
and five are undesirable, they 
rank higher up the ladder than 
six and seven because the 
anger is at least more observ-
able, and therefore, easier to 
deal with.) 

6. Keeping anger in. (This ap-
proach is very destructive 
because it will usually result in 
some phusical problems, and 
will often develop into a pas-
sive-aggressive way of dealing 
with anger.) 

7. Passive-aggressive approach to 
dealing with anger. (The pas-
sive-aggressive way of dealing 
with anger is the most destruc-
tive because the child is usually 

(Continued on next page.) 
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(Continued from previous page.) 

not even aware that he or she is 
demonstrating anger, and the 
results can be extremely nega-
tive to the child him- or herself. 
One definition of passive-aggres-
sive behavior is an action that 
makes someone angry while un-
consciously hurting oneself.) 
Some typical examples are pro-
crastinating, dawdling or mov-
ing slowly, getting Ds and Fs in 
school, doing drugs or alcohol, 
not taking one's medication for 
Attention Deficit Disorder and 
having a messy room. 
All kids will show some pas-

sive-aggressive behaviors. And, to 
a certain degree, that's OK. For 
example, your child may keep his 
or her room looking like a disas-
ter zone. Most parents misinter-
pret the reason for a messy room 
and/or feel that they are losing 
control if they allow their kids to 
make decisions about how their 
rooms will look. However, it's 
often best to allow kids to have 
messy rooms for at least part of 
the week, otherwise they may opt 
for more destructive ways of 
being passive aggressive, such as 
getting low grades. Parents of pre-
teens need to pick their battles 
carefully, concentrating on more 
important issues and challenges. A 
messy room can simply be one 
way for a preteen to be different 
from his or her parents. 

Your child's position on the 
anger ladder may vary from day to 
day, but will also be influenced by 
his or her personality. Some kids 
come into the world with a ten-
dency to blast you with their 
anger by yelling at you, while oth-
ers tend to keep their anger in. 

Regardless of a child's natural ten-
dencies in expression, it is very 
important for parents to create a 
climate in which kids are able to 
express their feelings, including 
anger. 

EXimiss Attti4ER. 
99ST-TIVEVY 

There are several ways to help 
preteens learn how to express 
their anger in a more positive 
manner. 

The first is to model appropri-
ate behavior when you express 
anger to them and to others. 

Another way is to encourage 
kids to tell you what you might 
have done lately that makes 
them angry. Then be prepared 
to simply listen, accept their 
feelings, and possibly discuss 
some solutions to the problem. 

* Some preteens will definitely 
need to be encouraged to ver-
balize their anger: Give them 
permission. 
Reward your preteens verbally 
and/or with tangible rewards 
when they express anger ap-
propriately. 

4,  It will also be necessary at times 
to enforce a penalty, such as a 
fine or grounding, when kids 
express their anger in inappro-
priate ways (by swearing, hit-
ting, or breaking something.) 
For less destructive expression, 
such as slamming a door, it may 
be appropriate to simply ignore 
the behavior and make an 
effort later to encourage kids to 
express their feelings. 

In short, parents can teach their 
preteens to move toward the top 
of the anger ladder by frequently 
asking if they are angry about 
anything parents have done, ig-
noring some inappropriate ways 
of expressing anger, and punish-
ing destructive, inappropriate 
ways of expressing anger. Parents 
have the power to negotiate solu-
tions to problems with their kids; 
kids do not have the power to do 
that. So if your goal is for your 
children to express anger appro-
priately, you'll need to reach com-
promises with your kids whenever 
possible. In this way, you are 
modeling behavior that is consid-
erate and sympathetic of their 
needs. 

A C_VIALLEN4E °T® `V: 
1. Reflect on the ways anger was dealt with in your family 

when you were a teenager. 

2. Ask your child if you have done anything lately that makes 
him or her angry, and discuss a solution to the problem. 

3. Discuss the anger ladder with your kids, identifying where 
each of you is on the anger ladder and planning ways to 
encourage each other to move up the ladder. 
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IMEN DOES A REVVAR* 
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One essential ingredient in help-
ing to prevent discipline prob-
lems is rewarding, or showing 
approval, for appropriate behav-
ior. Unfortunately, parents are 
always more aware of their kids' 
misbehaviors, because fighting, 
talking back, and not doing 
chores attracts immediate atten-
tion! However, the single most 
effective way to get kids to 
behave appropriately is to reward 
appropriate behavior with a 
deliberate, structured system of 
approval. 

If the concept of rewarding 
good behavior sounds suspi-
ciously like bribery to you, exam-
ine the discipline you received as 
a child. Did you receive praise for 
good behavior, or only criticism? 
Many parents were told what they 
did wrong as children, but not 
what they did right. Remember—
this pattern affects your relation-
ship with your kids. Positive rein-
forcement is not bribery. Bribery 
is rewarding inappropriate behav-
ior hoping to get good behavior. 
For example, if your child is mak-
ing a lot of noise while you are on 
the phone and you say, "Here's 
some dessert, please stop making 
all that noise," then you have 
rewarded inappropriate behavior. 

niTStieTin.ES 
GF R.E01AR,PS 

Several important principles of 
rewards are important to remem-
ber: 

1. Rewards are actions or things 
which follow a behavior and 
serve to strengthen it. 

2. Rewards can be tangible or 
intangible. Tangible rewards 
are things which can be eaten, 
played with, held, touched, etc. 
Activities can also be consid-
ered tangible rewards. Verbal 
praise is an example of an 
intangible reward. 

3. Catch your child being good. 
Look for opportunities to 
reward your kid. 

4. Different strokes for different 
folks! To offer rewards that are 

I 

CC=).)-  

meaningful, you need to know 
your child and begin wherever 
he or she is. 
For example, when our son 

Matt was in the first grade, we 
gave him a star for every page he 
read in a book; nine stars and he 
got a piece of sugarless gum, 
along with lots of verbal praise. In 
the fourth grade at school, for 
each book read, his rocket ship 
on the class chart got closer to the 
moon. In high school, he went to 
the library on his own to learn 
about goats because he had a 
goat. Matt grew from needing an 
immediate, tangible reward to 
being rewarded from within, 
but it took time to reach this 
point. Growth does not happen 
overnight. 

iegego KEVVARG) 
1-Se1414.41•RUES 

One tried-and-true technique 
for rewards is called "Marbles in 
the Jar." Get a small jar and some 
marbles. When you catch your 
child being good, say, "I really 
like the way you finished your 
chores after school without being 
reminded. Let's put 5 marbles in 
the jar." Always use verbal praise 
when putting marbles in the jar, 
and be sure to be specific in your 

(Continued on next page.) 
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A tliiAt.t.ENGE -rQ Yeti: 

1. Did you receive praise or rewards as a child? 

2. What behaviors could you begin to praise your child for? 

3. What rewards would your child like to work for? 

praise. Be generous, and do not 
ever take marbles out of the jar. 
(Use only one jar, no matter how 
many children you have.) When 
the jar gets full, do something fun 
together as a family, choosing 
from a list of activities to which 
the whole family has contributed. 

We used this technique for 
about six years in our family, 
sometimes filling the jar within a 
week or two when our children 
were young, and taking two to 
three weeks as they got older. An 
added bonus: you can reward all 

(Continued from previous page.) 

family members for being positive 
to each other, and the whole fam-
ily will benefit from filling the jar. 
Parents can also praise each other 
and join in the fun by adding mar-
bles. This technique even helped 
me remember to praise my chil-
dren, since I did not receive praise 
from my father as a child. 

A good variation of this activity 
for older children involves the 
same technique as "Marble in the 
Jar," but uses quarters instead of 
marbles. When the jar is full, 

spend the quarters on a family 
activity. 

Another technique that works 
well to reinforce a child's good 
behavior is to draw a simple pic-
ture of something he or she wants 
to earn. Divide the picture into 
small squares. Each time the 
desired behavior is observed, you 
or your child colors in one or 
more squares. (Be sure to always 
accompany this action with verbal 
praise.) When the entire picture is 
colored in, purchase the object 
together. 
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evicgos: IT'S EASIER 
To coo 7'1 MYSELF! 

I saw a cartoon once that said, 
"Excusing children of responsibili-
ties is child abuse that does not 
show up until adulthood." 

Do your children have chores? 
And do they complete their 
chores without reminders from 
you? Completing chores will help 
children to develop responsibility 
and accountability. Inevitably, 
when I talk to a young person 
who is not following through with 
homework or school work, I'll 
find a student who is not being 
held accountable for chores at 
home. 

%.€NEFT-irs 
°F el4gKEs 

Accomplishing chores on a reg-
ular basis instills a sense of 
accomplishment in kids and can 
also enhance their self-esteem. 
When parents have to constantly 
remind their kids to finish chores, 
kids may learn to expect 
reminders from teachers, and only 
complete assignments when 
reminded or nagged. 

Completing chores will also 
teach children how to be sympa-
thetic to other family members. 
Letting kids know that you appre-
ciate their efforts because it helps 
you out and saves you time will 
help teach them to be responsive  

to others and considerate of the 
needs of others. 

egNsTpER, 
KEVSIAKDS 

Consider giving kids an 
allowance as a tangible reward 
for completing chores. An 
allowance can help them learn 
the value of money, and with a 
little help from you, they can 

begin to learn how to budget it to 
meet their needs. Learning to 
make money and to use money 
wisely can create for kids a feeling 
that they can make things happen 
in their lives. (Many teenagers 
simply let things happen in their 
lives rather than actually trying to 
make things happen.) 

The amount of an allowance 

needs to be comfortable for you, 
and meaningful for your child. 
Start with a small amount, increas-
ing it as your child grows up. As 
the allowance amount increases, 
your child should be expected to 
assume more responsibility for his 
or her needs. 

Kids should also be expected 
to do some work around the 
house without pay, simply be-
cause they are part of a family. 

--1117S 
Consider the following tips 

in setting up chores: 

1. Write a list of all the possible 
chores that need to be done in 
the family, and as a group, 
divide up chores. 

2. Don't discourage volunteers. If 
someone would rather clean a 
bathroom than wash dishes, try 
to honor that request. 

3. List the chores on a chart and 
display the chart. Kids can 
mark off completion of items 
on the chart. If you have a 
home computer, make up a 
weekly chart; put your child in 
charge of printing it out and 
updating it. 

Continue the chart through-
out high school, as it helps kids 
to remember the chores, serves 

(Continued on next page.) 
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as a method of accountability, 
and cuts down on the tendency 
for kids to say they "forgot." 

4. Reward the completion of 
chores. Consider giving kids a 
certain amount of money as 
allowance (simply because 
they are part of the family) and 
additional money for each 
chore completed. 

A "when/then" policy may 
also be helpful. If all chores are 
done on time, then all is well, 
but if a certain number of 
chores are not completed, then 
the offender loses a privilege 
(such as watching TV that  

night) and/or goes to bed early. 

5. For chores that may be done 
any time during the week, pick 
a certain day by which they 
must be completed. Conse-
quences for not finishing tasks 
by the deadline could include 
completion the following day 
without pay. It's important not 
to revert to nagging and 
reminding your child, but to 
state the rules and the conse-
quences, and then follow 
through. 

I remember when our son was 
not doing his chores during his  

senior year in high school. We set 
a new rule that if the chores were 
not done by Thursday night, then 
he could not go out on the week-
end. His first question to me 
about this new rule was, "Could 
you remind me?" I said no, and 
several minutes later while in his 
room, I noticed he had posted 
two signs in his room, one on his 
window and one on his door, 
reminding himself to do his 
chores. This is the goal you are 
striving for—to help your kids to 
become responsible for them-
selves, instead of depending on 
reminders from authority figures. 

A eNALLENGE -co You: 
1. Determine whether or not you have gotten into the habit of nagging and reminding 

your kids to complete chores. 

2. Set up chores for your kids following the tips given, and/or revise your current system 
to make it more effective. 
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VVIii/Vi TS 
lePTSCIPLINE? 

The Bible gives a great deal of 
insight and advice about effective 
parenting. As we seek to parent 
our children in healthy and posi-
tive ways, how do we reconcile 
verses such as the following in our 
blueprint for positive parenting? 

"He who spares the rod hates his 
son, but he who loves him is 
careful to discipline him" 
(Proverbs 13:24). 

"A gentle answer turns away 
wrath, but a harsh word 
stirs up anger" 
(Proverbs 15:1). 

"Train a child in the way he 
should go, and when he is old 
he will not turn from it" 
(Proverbs 22:6). 

"Love is patient, love is kind" 
(1 Corinthians 13:4). 

Do everything in love" 
(1 Corinthians 16:14). 

"Fathers, do not exasperate your 
children; instead, bring them up 
in the training and instruction 
of the Lord" 
(Ephesians 6:4). 

"For you know that we dealt with 
each of you as a father deals with 
his own children, encouraging, 
comforting and urging you to 
live lives worthy of God" 
(1 Thessalonians 2:11).  

"Therefore encourage one another 
and build each other up, just 
as in fact you are doing" 
(1 Thessalonians 5:11). 

"Everyone should be quick to 
listen, slow to speak and slow 
to become angry" 
(James 1: 19b). 

Many parents consider disci-
pline to be synonymous with 
punishment, but it is not. Disci-
pline is training that enables a 
young person to make appro-
priate choices in a climate of 
warmth and support. 

THE ASe_'s 
of prscIPLINE 
The ABC's of discipline are: 
Antecedents—Behaviors-
Consequences. 

As parents, we tend to look at 
our children's misbehavior and 
then wonder what consequences, 
penalties or punishment to apply 
to change that behavior. But to 
reduce the number and frequency 
of misbehaviors, and to create a 
positive home climate, we need to 
concentrate on the antecedents of 
(the things that came before) the 
misbehaviors. Simply put, when 
kids do not feel loved, are not lis-
tened to, and do not receive  

approval for appropriate behav-
iors, their tendency to misbehave 
will be much greater. 

Now, imagine a bowl of fruit. 
Think of the bowl as discipline. 
Think of the fruit in the bowl as 
love, sympathy, approval and 
punishment/correction. The essen-
tial ingredients to a positive ap-
proach to parenting is one that 
includes all four components. 

A short summary of the first three 
essential ingredients will be help-
ful before we discuss punishment 
or corrective measures when a 
child misbehaves (the topic of a 
future article). 

LIVE 
Love needs to be uncondi-

tional, and it needs to be 
expressed to your child in his or 
her language of love. All young 
people need eye contact, physical 

(Continued on next page.) 
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A GiiAWNGE To Yoki: 
1. Which of the three tools (love, sympathy, approval) do you need to use more in your 

family? 

2. Choose specific strategies you will use to apply these tools and create a more positive 
home climate (let my child choose an outing, begin the "Marbles in a Jar" technique, etc.). 

(Continued from previous page.) 

contact and focused attention. 
They need you to tune in to their 
language of love. If they want 
pizza when you take them out to 
dinner, don't take them to a ham-
burger joint. If they'd like to go to 
a movie, don't take them bowling. 
Showing love to your children in 
the above fashion will help them 
feel valued, which in turn will 
result in less misbehavior. 

SYWA-i-VIY 
Sympathy involves really 

listening to and accepting your 
kids' feelings—especially their 
feelings of anger. It means attempt-
ing to comfort them when they 
are hurting. Listen when your chil- 

dren talk to you; don't immedi-
ately start giving advice, don't tell 
them why they shouldn't feel that 
way, and don't feel you have to 
do something to solve their prob-
lems. Simply listening solves 
many problems. 

APProvAt. 
Approval involves praise 

and/or other rewards for appro-
priate behavior. When you praise 
your kids, be sure to look at 
them, move close to them, be 
specific with your praise, and 
praise them frequently. Setting up 
tangible rewards for achieving 
specific goals will also motivate 
kids to achieve goals. 

When kids are punished for 
misbehavior, they know what 
they shouldn't do, but do not nec-
essarily learn what they should 
do. Approval for appropriate 
behavior is how they will learn 
that behavior. 

Did you receive love, sympa-
thy and approval as a child? If 
not, you may have to make a 
more conscious, deliberate effort 
to use these tools in your family. 
You may even feel awkward 
when you first begin to apply 
these strategies, but don't give up. 
Time, practice and patience will 
make use of these tools feel more 
natural. 
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Slaimit7 Do WHEN 

NAY PRETEEN WSSE14AVES? 
WART 1 of 2.) 

All children and teenagers will 
need correction or punishment 
when they misbehave. The ques-
tion to answer is not whether 
punishment or correction is 
needed, but what punishment is 
needed for each offense and for 
each child. 

I used to think that it did not 
matter why kids misbehaved. One 
could simply apply a punishment 
and change the behavior. How-
ever, experience proved me 
wrong! It is very important to con-
sider the why of a young person's 
misbehavior. 

Kids may misbehave for a vari-
ety of reasons: because they are 
tired, bored, hungry; they may 
simply be testing the limits (all 
youngsters need and want limits, 
but they will still test them); 
they may be stressed; they may 
be demonstrating anger in a pas-
sive-aggressive way; they may be 
trying to escape work beyond 
their capabilities; they may have a 
physical problem such as Atten-
tion Deficit Disorder with or with-
out Hyperactivity. It is very impor-
tant to determine the reason or 
reasons your preteen is misbehav-
ing—otherwise you will not know 
the correct approach to take. 

el...ARTY AND 
Fott001 1-1.1R.GV4V1 

A word of prevention: Two of 
the quickest ways to lose control 
as a parent are ground rules that 
are unclear, and inconsistent fol-
low-through. Parents and kids 
both must clearly understand the 
rules, as well as the conse-
quences that will follow broken 
rules. Rules need to be specified 
as either (1) mandatory—rules 
you as a parent will follow 
through on, or (2) discretionary—
areas that you have turned over 
to your child. 

As kids mature, begin to turn 
over areas to their judgment. At 

some point, let kids decide their 
bedtimes, the state of their 

rooms, what time they do home-
work, etc. Obviously, if the child 
is not able to make appropriate 
decisions, those areas need to 
come back under parental control. 
When parents themselves cannot 
agree about rules, or when they 
do not or cannot enforce rules, 
there will be a great deal of stress 
and disharmony in the home. 

Next, I will describe three pun-
ishment techniques; several others 
will be discussed in the next arti-
cle, Part 2. 

pusasmitEN-r 
1rEe..14NTQUES 

The first, a technique many 
think is reserved for the two-year-
old throwing a temper tantrum, 
works very well at this age level: 
Ignore it! You might be amazed 
at how much better a day goes if 
you can ignore one or two things 
your child says or does during the 

day. On a shopping trip with 
her mom, our oldest 

daughter began to 
complain that she 
didn't get to have 

lunch out after getting a 
haircut and buying some 

clothes. My wife ignored 
her remarks and several minutes 

(Continued on next page.) 
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later when they got in the car, 
Robyn said, "Thanks, Mom. I had 
a great time!" 

Ignored behavior often gets 
worse before it gets better, so 
hang in there even when it seems 
not to be working. But don't 
ignore inappropriate behaviors 
for a period of months; instead, 
move toward establishing conse-
quences. 

Mild social punishment is 
another technique designed to nip 
a potentially troublesome situation 
in the bud. Move close to the 
offender and state in a firm voice, 
"Stop that right now. I do not like 
it when you (talk back, fight with 
your sister, talk back to me)." Do 
not launch into a lecture, but be 
brief and to the point in your 
comments. For some kids, this will 
be enough of a consequence to 
eliminate the misbehavior. 

A third punishment strategy  

can be found in Luke 15, Jesus' 
parable of the Lost Son. When one 
son asked for his inheritance, the 
father gave it to him, probably 
knowing full well that the son 
would make mistakes. When the 
son returned after having spent all 
of his money, his father welcomed 
him home. The son had learned a 
valuable lesson. Most parents 
want to tell their kids what to do 
and what not to do, rather than 
allowing them to experience a 
logical consequence to their 
misbehavior. 

When using logical conse-
quences, calmly state the rule and 
the consequences, and calmly fol-
low through when the rule is bro-
ken. For instance, if your child 
consistently leaves clothes or toys 
out, put them in a "Saturday Bag," 
and allow them to purchase the 
items on the following Saturday. If 
your preteen comes home 15 min-
utes late, have that child come  

home 15 minutes earlier the next 
time he or she goes out. If dirty 
clothes can't find their way into a 
hamper, do not wash them. If kids 
waste money and do not have 
money for a special event, the 
consequences would be missing 
that event. Oversleeping means 
being tardy at school. Not every 
misbehavior has a logical conse-
quence; however, plenty of situa-
tions warrant this technique. 

Always consider your child's 
temperament when implement-
ing a punishment. For some kids, 
a stern look will be punishment 
enough. For others, the loss of a 
privilege will be necessary to 
teach a lesson. And even the 
above techniques will not be 
enough to deal with all situa-
tions! So in the next article, I'll 
describe several other punish-
ment strategies including a fine 
system, grounding, and the X 
chart system. 

A eviAt.t.EN6-E lb Yolg: 

1. Think of one or two misbehaviors that you could simply ignore, and try that technique. 

2. Think of a specific misbehavior with a logical consequence that you could implement. 

3. Examine your childhood experiences. What punishment strategies did your parents use? 
What were the results? 
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Wet 

WHAT Vt.!? 7 20 WHEN 
NAY PRETEEN WSISEiliVES? 

(DART 2 up 2) 
A rule of thumb: When a child 
misbehaves, it is very important to 
calmly state the rule and the con-
sequence, and then follow 
through consistently. Often, par-
ents use anger and emotion to try 
to control their kids' behavior, but 
it's very inappropriate and ineffec-
tive. Imagine if a traffic cop 
stopped you for speeding and was 
ranting and raving, losing his cool; 
you might end up with a ticket, 
but you'd leave with a lack of 
respect for the officer. So it is 
when parents yell and scream as 
they apply punishment strategies. 

Another important principle to 
consider: In changing a child's 
behavior, it may take a month for 
every year of your child's age to 
make real change take hold. If 
your child is 10 years old, it may 
take 10 months to really change 
the behavior. You will probably 
see some progress sooner, but 
parents typically err in thinking 
that behaviors will change faster. 
Consequently, they may skip 
around, trying and discarding 
many disciplinary techniques 
instead of sticking to techniques 
for a longer period of time. 

A fourth punishment tech-
nique* is establishment of a fine 
system. When failure to put a 
new roll of toilet paper in the 
holder became an issue in our 
family, I informed my three kids 
that if it was not done, they would 
each be fined 50 cents. Naturally, 
they all said, "Thanks Dad, for 
holding us accountable!" Wrong! 
They said it wasn't fair because 
"what if it wasn't their fault?" I sim-
ply explained that they could help 
one another. I give this example 
to show that kids will complain 
about your rules and will try to get 
out of consequences. Don't get 
thrown off guard by their counter-
moves; expect them—then just  

follow through calmly with the 
consequence. Fines can work well 
in situations where young people 
are disrespectful, swear, put down 
a sibling, or leave clothes or items 
around the house. 

Grounding for short periods 
of time can also be an effective 
punishment for some misbehav-
iors. Start with a short time period, 
increasing time only if the shorter 
time is not effective. Make sure 
you can enforce the grounding if 
you use this as a consequence. 
Consider giving time off the sen-
tence if your preteen is willing to 
do some manual labor to help you 
around the house or yard. 

Another very effective punish-
ment strategy is the assertive dis-
cipline system or X chart. This 
system works well on behaviors 
such as talking back, fighting 
among siblings, being disrespect-
ful, interrupting while you are on 
the phone, etc. Try to deal with 
only one behavior at a time. 

Set up a chart as follows: List 
consequences across the top of 
the chart that are meaningful to 
your child. (Several examples 
appear on the sample chart 

* See previous article for the first three techniques: ignoring the behavior, mild social punishment and logical consequences. 

(Continued on next page.) 
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TV 
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(Continued from previous page.) 

shown on next page.) When your 
child demonstrates the targeted 
misbehavior, simply state the rule 
and tell him or her you are putting 
an X on the chart. The first X on 
that day means a warning, the 
second one on the same day 
means loss of the first privilege, 
and so on until an early bedtime. 

It's important to always have 
the chart available, even though 
you may not need to use it very 
often. In fact, if this system is 
working well you may have only 
two or three Xs on the chart each 
week. The system can be used 
when you are driving in a car or 
out at a restaurant. Simply remind  

your child of the chart and state 
that you will record Xs later for 
misbehavior. 

While a very effective tech-
nique for young children (less 
than five years old) and in danger 
of hurting themselves (running 
into the street), physical punish-
ment or spanking is not an 
effective technique to use when 
kids are older. For one thing, pre-
teens are much more likely and 
able to flee parents who use phys-
ical punishment. For another, pre-
teens can turn on their parents in 
a physical manner, escalating a 
spiral of physical violence. Many 
other strategies are more effective 
in teaching children to make  

appropriate choices in a climate of 
warmth and support. If parents 
use punishment strategies that are 
too severe or too punitive, kids 
will learn not to come to that par-
ent for help or advice. They will 
also be motivated to lie to avoid 
those punitive consequences. 

Remember, for punishment 
strategies to be effective, you must 
also practice strategies covered in 
previous letters: showing uncon-
ditional love, listening to your 
child, helping him or her deal 
effectively with anger, praising 
and rewarding appropriate behav-
iors, and setting up an effective 
chore chart system. 

A eVIALLEN46.5 
1. Review and implement the strategies discussed in previous articles before implementing any of 

the punishment strategies listed in this article. 

2. Set up the assertive discipline chart or use the fine system for a specific misbehavior. State the 
rule and the consequence and follow through calmly and consistently. 
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Q&LENAS TN Sel4get 
There are many reasons why kids 
may have difficulties in school. 
Really listen to your child if he or 
she is complaining about some-
thing at school. When you hear, "I 
hate school!" try to uncover spe-
cific reasons for those feelings. 
Instead of closing off conversation 
with, "Don't worry, it will get bet-
ter," encourage your child to keep 
talking by saying something like, 
"School seems like it isn't going 
too well, is it?" 

One must know the reasons 
that a child is having trouble in 
school in order to arrive at the 
correct solution to the problem. 
Kids may exhibit academic as well 
as behavioral problems in school 
if they: have below-average intel-
lectual ability or are very gifted; 
are in the wrong grade; have a 
learning disability; are bored; or 
have Attention Deficit Disorder 
with or without Hyperactivity. 

plsegvEK REASeNS 
If your child is experiencing dif-

ficulties in school, it's essential to 
have him or her evaluated by the 
school psychologist or a Licensed 
Educational Psychologist. The 
evaluation should include a full-
scale intelligence test (the WISC-
Third Edition is probably best at 
this age), an achievement test, fine 
motor skills tests, and visual per-
ception testing. These tests will 
identify most of the reasons previ-
ously mentioned. 

If kids have poor nutrition, 
lots of sugar or caffeine, they may 
also experience difficulties in 
school. A healthy, well-balanced 
diet is important for school success. 

Some kids are not motivated by 
their parents to set goals. Make 
every effort to help your child set 
goals that are meaningful and rea-
sonable to achieve in the time 
period available. When goals are 
not achieved, help them to main-
tain a positive attitude and revise 
the goals as necessary. Reward 

their efforts toward achieving the 
goals, not only the attainment of 
those goals. Give a great deal of 
encouragement along the way. 

Inconsistent rule enforce-
ment at school and/or at home 
often results in misbehavior at 
school. Also, many kids who do 
not have chores and responsibili-
ties at home find it difficult to  

complete their work at school. 
Kids not only need chores and 
responsibilities at home, but they 
need to be held accountable if the 
chores are not completed. If par-
ents rely too much on nagging and 
reminding, kids will count on 
teachers to do the same thing at 
school. 

Some kids will misbehave at 
school if the expectations of 
teachers and/or parents are 
unrealistic. When kids feel they 
can't achieve what is expected of 
them, they may misbehave to get 
out of the situation. Make sure 
your expectations are realistic for 
your child. The psychological test-
ing discussed previously can help 
you set realistic expectations. 

When a family or child is under 
a great deal of stress, behavior 
and academic efforts may reflect 
this stress. One common stressor is 
the experience of many changes in 
the family in a short amount of 
time. For example, if the parents 
have divorced, a child may have to 
move or spend time at two house-
holds, a parent may have to go 
back to work, different child care 
may be required, etc. Sometimes, 
the passing of time and discussion 
of the issues is all that will help. 

When kids are unable to 
express their anger in healthy 
ways, they may resort to a pas-
sive-aggressive way of expressing 
it. Kids demonstrating anger in a 
passive-aggressive fashion may fail 

(Continued on next page.) 
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A c_iiiAt.1.FN4E -re YeLf: 

1. If your child is experiencing some difficulties in school, consider all the possible reasons 
listed above. 

2. Set up the school-to-home communication system if your child is experiencing consistent 
behavior and/or academic problems in school. 

(Continued from previous page.) 

to turn in assignments or to study, 
may dawdle and procrastinate in 
doing their work, and may "lose" 
assignments. Most kids really have 
no idea that what they are doing is 
expressing anger in a way that 
makes the teacher and/or parent 
angry, but is really hurting only 
themselves. At home and in 
school, adults should encourage 
and teach kids to express their 
anger in healthy ways. 

Typically, if all of the above 
areas have been explored and the 
problem remains, then one may 
suspect a child having difficulty in 
school of having Attention Deficit 
Disorder. However, ADD is gener-
ally diagnosed around the first or 
second grade; it's not a problem 
that suddenly develops when a 
kid is 10 or 11. 

4E1' TiNVetVii? 
Regardless of the academic 

and/or behavior problems that 
your child may be experiencing,  

it's extremely important for you to 
be involved in the education of 
your kids. Your attendance at par-
ent-teacher conferences, volun-
teering to help at school, and ask-
ing the teacher what you can do 
at home will all help your child to 
be successful in school. Show 
confidence in your child's teacher 
and support the school (from an 
informed viewpoint, of course). 

In some school situations, it 
can be very beneficial to set up a 
school-to-home communication 
system. With your child's teacher, 
decide on four to five specific 
behaviors that you'd like your 
child to achieve in school. List all 
the items (complete math assign-
ments, follow teacher's directions, 
raise hand before talking, etc.) 
and add two columns to the list, 
one headed with the word "yes" 
and the other headed with the 
word "no." 

Each day the teacher checks 
yes or no for each behavior, then  

totals the two columns, and the 
child takes the form home to be 
signed by you and returned the 
next day. Make up a contract 
rewarding the positive behavior. 
For instance, if the child earns at 
least four out of five positive 
marks, he or she may watch TV, 
earn a small amount of money, or 
play with friends. If the child has 
not earned the agreed-upon 
amount, he or she is grounded for 
that day; the next day start the 
process over. Also include a long-
term reinforcer, such as, when the 
child earns 40 or 50 positive 
marks, a friend may spend the 
night, or you will take him or her 
on an outing. 

This system can be very suc-
cessful in helping you and the 
school work closely together, and 
in assisting your child to achieve 
his or her potential, since expecta-
tions of the teacher, the parents 
and the child are made very clear 
to all parties involved. 
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Girl "Too ANGRY 
NAY ICTPS 

Several years ago, I counseled a 
woman with a 12-year-old son 
who was having academic as well 
as behavior problems at home 
and in school. None of my sug-
gestions seemed to work. The 
mother had trouble setting up 
chore charts, she could not find 
fun things to do with her son, she 
had trouble praising him for 
appropriate behaviors, and she 
had trouble listening to his prob-
lems. Nothing seemed to work. 
Then one day, she said, "I say 
every hateful thing to my son that 
I would like to say to my brother!" 
In her family of origin, her 
brother was the one with all the 
problems, the one that made life 
miserable for everyone. At that 
moment, I became aware of the 
hidden factors that can keep par-
ents from applying their parenting 
tools calmly, effectively and con-
sistently. 

litaRESQLVER 
RESENTMENT 

If you have unresolved resent-
ment toward anyone in your past, 
you may bring that old anger into 
the present, and become too 
angry at your children. Over many 
years of counseling experience, I 
have noticed that fathers often 
tend to feel that their childhood  

has not affected their ability to be 
a good parent; mothers tend to 
look more at their childhoods, but 
may think they have dealt with all 
the issues in their pasts, when, in 
reality, they have not dealt with 
the issues sufficiently. 

The Bible is very clear on the 
importance of forgiving others. In 
fact, God states that if we do not 
forgive others, we will not be for- 

\ . 2 e 3. 4. 

given. One common problem is 
that we may say we have forgiven 
someone, but we may not actually 
spend enough time discussing, 
crying about and sharing our pain 
in order to really heal the hurts of 
the past. If you have not forgiven 
people that hurt you in the past, 
you may reassign all that anger to 
someone in the present, and con-
sequently overreact to his or her 

behavior. Working through unre-
solved resentments and forgiving 
those that have hurt us can take a 
lifetime, but it is extremely impor-
tant. Your happiness and the well-
being of your child is at stake. 

FAMSUAR 
PATTERNS 

Some parents overreact and 
become too angry at their kids 
because that seems normal to 
them. They are doing to their chil-
dren exactly what was done to 
them. Often, these parents tell me 
that they do not want to yell, 
scream and nag like their parents 
did to them. Simply recognizing 
what they are doing is a major 
step toward creating a more posi-
tive home climate and using par-
enting strategies effectively, con-
sistently and calmly. 

UNREALTS—CTe 
EXVECTATioNS 

Another cause for parents' 
anger: Most children and teen-
agers do not live up to their par-
ents' expectations. In this case, the 
anger may have little to do with 
the child and more to do with 
unrealistic expectations; neverthe-
less it can create real problems in 
parenting. If you have unrealistic 
expectations, expecting all As 

(Continued on next page.) 
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1. Which of the reasons above best describes why you might overreact or become too angry 

when dealing with your child? 

2. Take some time to deal with that explanation. Talk about it with others, grieve losses as 
needed, and work actively to forgive anyone who has hurt you in the past. 

;;41'0034.feilt,i4,23. loglikka,tee,  
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when a child's potential is B- or 
C- level work, then you may tend 
to overreact when low grades are 
received. 

4KIEF 
Whenever one experiences a 

loss (your child gets a C average, 
not the A average you expected; 
he goes out for football instead of 
band, she gets suspended from 
school, etc.) a parent needs to 
work through the stages of grief. 
The stages of grief are: confusion, 
denial, anger/guilt, depression, 
understanding and acceptance. 
Acceptance does not mean that 
you allow negative behavior to 
remain, but only when you reach 
understanding and acceptance will 
you be able to help your child. If 
you get stuck at the stage of anger 
or guilt or depression, or never 
move past denial, then you will 
not be able to parent in a healthy 
way, and your child will suffer. 

Usually one only considers  

(Continued from previous page.) 

grieving as needed when a person 
dies. However, it is important for 
parents to identify their feelings of 
sadness, anger, hurt and guilt 
about their children's losses and 
failures, as well, and to discuss 
their feelings, and realize the 
importance of working through 
these feelings. 

ttetTF ggrteriPa Tg N 
Another factor that will cause 

parents to become too angry and 
overemotional has to do with how 
they interpret their child's misbe-
havior. If your child misbehaves 
and you think he or she did it 
deliberately to make you mad, 
then you will probably get mad. 

If you think or say the word 
"should" regarding your child's 
behavior, then your resulting emo-
tion will usually be an overreac-
tion when the desired behavior 
does not happen. For example, if 
you say to yourself, "My son 
should do his chores," and the  

chores do not get done, then you 
will probably be too angry to deal 
with the misbehavior in a healthy, 
positive, calm fashion. When one 
commands someone to do some-
thing and the behavior does not 
occur; one tends to become over-
emotional. 

God gave us all choices. He has 
spelled out the consequences to 
our not following the Command-
ments, but has allowed us to make 
the choice. So it is that parents 
need to spell out consequences, 
but allow their kids to make 
choices. It would be healthier to 
state or feel, "I would like it if my 
son would choose to complete his 
chores, but he may test me, or 
simply decide that it would be 
more fun to play." If the child does 
not complete the chores, parents 
need to invoke the consequences, 
or change the consequences to 
something more severe so that the 
child will make the more appro-
priate choice the next time. 
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7AKEINITS: TS YQVR. 
LITFE IN %AILAINCE? 

Evaluate what you rely on to help 
yourself feel a purpose in life. 
Look back over recent weeks. 
What have you relied on to help 
you feel good about yourself? 
When your child comes home 
from school with an F on a test, 
do you feel that you have 
received an F in parenting? When 
your child wins an award, do you 
feel like you've won, too? 

Many parents rely totally on 
their children for self-esteem. Oth-
ers rely on their careers for their 
satisfaction. It's dangerous and 
unhealthy to rely on only one or 
two areas of life for a sense of 
personal worth. To parent well, 
we must constantly strive for bal-
ance in life. 

As a Christian, I know that I am 
worthwhile, no matter what. My 
self-worth does not depend on 
what I do, or how many people I 
counsel with in a day, or what my 
young adults are doing with their 
lives. Since God has created me in 
his image, I am worthwhile no 
matter what I do. In other words, 
God loves me unconditionally. I 
don't have to earn His love. 
Acceptance of God's uncondi-
tional love forms a basis for a 
healthy balance in life. 

TS YoUR LIFE TN %MANCE? eGNSTDEK 
THE FQ1-1-0■817S11- FACETS of Ya1/1Z LIFF: 
• SPIRITUAL: Do you regularly attend church? Are you working 

on building a personal relationship with God? 

• PHYSICAL: Do you exercise? Are you watching what you eat and 
drink? Do you take time to relax? 

• PROFESSIONAL: (This may relate to your work inside the home 
or outside the home.) How do you feel about this component of 
your life? 

• MARITAL: How do you feel about your marriage relationship? 
If you are not married, evaluate your relationships with others. 

• SOCIAL: Do you go out with others? With whom do you socialize? 
Are they positive influences in your life or do they tend to drag you 
down or depress you? 

• PERSONAL GROWTH: Have you sought out any resources recently 
to help you with relationships or your own self-esteem? 

• FINANCIAL: How would you rate your financial situation? Are you 
spending more money than you make? 

• PARENTAL: How do you feel about your 
relationship with your children? 

Now rate each area of your life on a 
scale from 1 to 10. See chart next 
page. (1, 2 or 3 means you are in the 
pits; 4, 5 or 6 means you are in the 
average range; 7, 8, 9 or 10 
means you are soaring in that 
area.) This is a very subjective 
test, but it can shed a great 
deal of light on your life. 

(Continued on next page.) 
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A CiAt.1.EN6.E lro Ygv: 

1. Pick out the three areas you rated lowest, and write out specific goals to improve those areas. 

2. Rate the same areas of your spouse's life, and have him or her rate your life. Complete this 
exercise by discussing the evaluations. 

Joirrefe 

(Continued from previous page.) 

SPIRITUAL 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

PHYSICAL 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

PROFESSIONAL 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

MARITAL 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

SOCIAL 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

PERSONAL GROWTH 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

FINANCIAL 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

PARENTAL 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

When one's life is out of bal-
ance, one will tend to be much 
more affected by disappointments 
in a particular area. If you are 
attempting to get all of your sense 
of worth or relief from stress from 
one or two areas, your well-being 
will be seriously threatened. You 
may overreact and become too 
angry if those one or two areas 
are not going well. 

One woman I counseled with 
felt really good only if her hus-
band was happy, and his happi-
ness was dependent on whether 
or not he was making lots of sales 
in real estate. He was too depen-
dent on a shaky real estate mar- 

ket, and she was too dependent 
on him and his mood. 

Another man I counseled with 
rated himself in the pits in all areas 
listed. His idea of improving his 
life was to double his salary in two 
months. He knew this wouldn't 
happen, but he was focusing on 
that one area to the detriment of 
the rest. I said to him, "If you walk 
to church with your family on 
Sunday, you will be helping to 
balance the spiritual, physical, 
social, marital, and parental as-
pects of your life, and that is 
something you can do." He never 
returned to counseling. He was  

stuck, focusing on only one area 
of his life, the financial area, hop-
ing that if it changed, all would be 
well. John Wooden, the famous 
UCLA coach, once said, "Don't let 
what you can't do keep you from 
doing what you can do." 

One added benefit to achieving 
balance in your life is that you'll 
be modeling powerful life skills 
for your children. With time and 
patience, you'll be helping to 
equip your kids with a very 
important tool for a healthy adult 
life. With balance in their lives, 
kids will handle disappointments 
much better and have a healthier 
self-esteem. 
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Y9 1/410 INA 'I A 
ISFariER4 KMATTQNSIV 
VV71)4 YokiR PRE-TEEN? 

Most parents (unless they need a 
course in honesty), would answer 
an emphatic "yes" to the above 
question. However, since parents 
often do not know how to 
improve their relationships with 
their kids, they refrain from asking 
themselves the question. 

John Kennedy, in the 1960s, 
did not figure out how to get a 
man on the moon—he just felt it 
was a goal worth pursuing. Once 
the country bought the goal, it 
was accomplished. In other 
words, don't let the lack of know-
ing how to improve your relation-
ship with your kids deter you 
from deciding that you would like 
your relationships to be better. 
When you decide you want 
things to get better, and accept 
your role in making that hap-
pen, then it can happen. 

If you want to improve the 
relationships in your life, the 
answer is simple. The solu-
tion, however, will take work, 
require you to take risks and 
will be stressful. You'll need 
to do something different. 
(Someone once said that the 
definition of insanity is doing 
the same thing over and over, 
hoping for different results!) 

"MEE OlAYS 
To RS/WOVE 

There are three general ways to 
improve your relationship with 
your kids. You can: 
1. Stop doing things that take joy 

out of your life. This includes: 
comparing yourself to others, 
going on guilt trips, continuing 
to harbor resentments toward 
someone in your past, and 
maintaining a stress-producing 
schedule. 

2. Continue doing things that you 
have already been doing that 
bring more satisfaction in your 
relationships. Many parents 
begin a great routine of taking 
a child out to lunch or dinner, 
or letting them decide what 
they want to do on a "date" 
night with you, only to "run out 
of steam" and stop doing these 
positive things. 

3. Do some new things that may 
bring more love and joy in your 
life. This one is probably the 
most difficult, for it involves 
taking a risk—the risk of trying 
something new and continuing 
to apply it, even in the face of 
opposition or resistance from 
your preteen. 
This scenario fits a variety of 

parenting situations: for instance, 
starting up a chore chart system, 
trying to give your kids more 
physical affection, trying to be 
more sympathetic to them, etc. All 

change is uncomfortable, and 
many parents will hit the dis-
comfort zone and quickly go 
back to the old, familiar ways 
because they seem more 
comfortable. When you hit 
this spot, remind yourself that 

you can't reach a better place 

(Continued on next page.) 
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A C.14A1.1..EN41 1Q Vote: 

1. Have you done the same things to your child as was done to you as a child? Or have you 
done the complete opposite because you hated what was done to you? 

2. Do you accept the need to learn appropriate strategies to be effective as a parent? 

(Continued from previous page.) 

without working through this 
uncomfortable zone. 

70 TT NoVd 
There are some more good rea-

sons for making changes in your 
parenting techniques now, during 
your child's preteen years. Typi-
cally, when parents begin to expe-
rience difficulties with their kids, 
they will tend to blame the kids 
for the problems instead of look-
ing at themselves and their par-
enting tools. 

It's very important to revise 
your parenting approaches now if 
you are to be effective in parent-
ing a teenager. Approaches that 
were successful with a 5-year-old 
will probably not be very effective 
with a 15-year-old. Also, during  

this calm time period prior to the 
teen years, kids are generally 
more easygoing and much more 
receptive to hearing from mom 
and dad. When the teen years hit, 
peer pressure—both the positive 
and negative aspects of it—
become much more influential on 
a child, and parents' influence 
becomes less effective. 

VS41 PATT5torT 
Someone once asked a speaker 

what was the most important 
thing to remember in parenting 
through the teen years. His 
answer was simple, but profound: 
Remember that teenagers are like 
asparagus, not radishes. Radishes 
begin to produce an edible prod-
uct within weeks after the seed is  

planted; but when asparagus is 
planted, it needs to be patiently 
nurtured for two to four years 
before it begins to produce an 
edible food. Be patient and 
remember that teenagers are like 
asparagus, not radishes. 

Successful parenting through 
the preteen and teenage years is 
not a matter of luck. It involves 
learning the correct tools or par-
enting strategies, and dealing with 
hidden factors in your own life 
that can interfere with the consis-
tent and effective application of 
the parenting strategies. This 
series of articles is designed to 
help you evaluate your current 
parenting strategies, discard inef-
fective ones, and establish more 
effective techniques. 
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VVI4A-1 ON7 of 
tS4Q7EL ARE YoU? 

I'll never forget the woman who 
came to counseling several years 
ago regarding problems she was 
having with her 11-year-old son. 
At one particular session, she was 
very frustrated and angry with her 
son because he would not wear 
his seat belt while riding in the 
car. I can occasionally ask silly 
questions, but this time I hit on a 
good one and asked if she had 
worn her seat belt while driving. 
She said no, but that her son 
should do what she said, and he 
should know it's important to 
wear a seat belt. This parent 
clearly did not fully comprehend 
the importance of being a good 
model to her son! 

Another parent I counseled 
with was very frustrated that his 
six-year-old boy was hitting other 
children at school. The man 
related how every day that he got 
a report from school saying his 
son had hit another student, he 
would spank his son. He could 
not figure out why his son's 
behavior was not changing. He 
did not realize he was modeling 
that physical force was the correct 
way to deal with a problem. 

But recognizing poor modeling 
is the beginning of healthier par-
enting techniques. Here's an 
example. When Robyn, my oldest  

daughter, was about five, I yelled 
at her to quit yelling. My wife, 
Pam, said, "I don't think this is 
going to work!" It dawned on me 
that I was demonstrating the same 
behavior I wanted her to stop. 
Later on, we set up a system 
whereby Robyn gave me a penny 
when she yelled at us, and I gave 
her a dime when I yelled at her. It 
worked like a charm, and we had 
fun catching each other and col-
lecting the money, until both of 
our behaviors changed for the 
good. 

MACTTeE 
In spite of the fact that nearly 

all parents recognize the impor-
tance of being good models, 
many, many parents do not put 
this concept into practice on a 
daily basis. What are you mod-
eling for your kids? Do you yell 
and scream? Do you put off 
doing projects until the 
last minute? Do you 
pick up after yourself? 
Do you say "please" 
and "thank you"? Do 
you express your 
anger in a positive, 
healthy fashion? 
Make a con-
scious effort to 
note what you are  

modeling to your kids, and realize 
the significance of your own 
behavior. 

During a recent vacation, my 
wife and I and our three kids were 
driving through the desert when 
the car's air conditioner suddenly 
stopped working. As we endured 
110-degree heat, I remember 
being very much aware of what I 
needed to model for my children. 
Yelling, swearing, blaming our 
mechanic, and blaming my wife 
all came to my mind as normal 
responses. However, I knew that 
demonstrating these behaviors 
would not serve as a good model 

for my children to 

(Continued on next page.) 
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A eliiAt.1.EN464 	yell: 
1. What behaviors did your parents model for you that were appropriate? inappropriate? 

2. What behaviors are you modeling for your children that are not appropriate? 

3. What behaviors are you modeling for your children that are appropriate? 
Remember to call those to their attention. 
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(Continued from previous page.) 

reflect on when they were faced 
with such a problem. Instead, we 
discussed how we could get the 
car fixed in the next town, 
arranged to get a rental car and 
found a shop to repair the air con-
ditioner. We will always remem-
ber that trip, and I am thankful I 
was able to model appropriate 
coping strategies. 

EAPLATN 
Another very important aspect 

of modeling is to tell kids when 
you are modeling something you 
want kids to learn. Don't leave it 
up to chance. Don't just assume 
your kids will observe your posi-
tive behavior and begin to copy it. 
If you have to get a report out at  

work by Friday, and it's ready by 
Wednesday, say to your kid, "I 
have to get a report done by Fri-
day, but I've already got it done 
and it's only Wednesday." If you 
are trying to fix something around 
the house or yard you can say, 
"This job may take a while and it's 
frustrating, but I'm going to stick 
to it until it's done." Let your kids 
know when you are doing some-
thing you'd like them to do. 

That guideline holds true on 
the interpersonal level, too: If a 
friend hurts your feelings, you can 
tell your child what happened by 
saying, "My friend really hurt my 
feelings by what he did, but I 
talked with him, and we worked 
things out." Describe how you for- 

gave the person that hurt you. 
Help your kids realize that hold-
ing on to anger is not healthy. 
When appropriate, let them know 
of people you have had to forgive 
in the past. 

APIs/WY ri 
When you make a mistake, let 

your kids know. They need to see 
their parents admit mistakes, and 
they need to realize that their par-
ents are not perfect. When you 
are sad, let your kids hear you 
express your sadness through 
your words and your tears. By 
modeling these emotions and the 
appropriate ways to express them, 
you will help your kids learn how 
to deal with disappointment. 
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EINI4ANCTINGir Yo1/4/K 
SELF-n*11%4 

WART 1 of /) 

If there were just two things that I 
could give to my children, two 
things that would assure their 
place in the world and set them 
up for life, one would be a posi-
tive, daily relationship with our 
Father in Heaven, and the second 
would be a healthy self-esteem. 
The two can go hand in hand as 
we feel and appreciate God's 
unconditional love for us. 

Self-esteem gauges how a per-
son feels about him- or herself. It's 
the confidence of knowing one's 
worth as a human being, coupled 
with a healthy concern to maintain 
that posture. For kids, the way they 
feel about themselves will affect 
the friends they pick, the quality of 
their schoolwork and the amount 
of risks they will be able to take. 
Also, most importantly, it will affect 
how they deal with the problems 
of negative peer pressure that are 
extremely challenging in the pre-
teen and teen years. Fortunately, 
there are some very specific things 
you can do to enhance your pre-
teen's self-esteem. 

1. S001 uNcoNgq-
-VoNAL LANE IQ 
YoUR GHi 1.D 
Convey the same kind of love that  

God shows us. He loves us no 
matter what we do. You can con-
vey this love verbally: "That's a 
great report card, but always 
remember that we love you no 
matter what you do," or "Don't 
worry about whether or not you 
score in the game today, because 
God and I will love you no mat-
ter what." 

You can also show uncondi-
tional love by giving your child 
healthy doses of eye contact, 
physical contact and focused 
attention. And be sure to show 
your love in your child's "lan-
guage of love"—if you take your 
child out, let him or her pick what 
you do when you go out. 
Your efforts will 

be much more appreciated when 
they are understood as love by the 
recipient. 

Encourage your child's rela-
tionship with and trust in our 
Heavenly Father. Continually 
emphasize through words and 
actions that, because we were all 
created in God's likeness, we are 
all worthwhile and important, no 
matter what we accomplish, and 
no matter what failures we may 
experience. 

1. Aceicri YgUR. 
PRETEEN'S FEELIN6s. 
One of the most common mistakes 
parents make is not accepting their 
child's feelings. When your son or 
daughter states, "You love my 
brother more than me," don't say, 
"No, that isn't true." Say some-
thing like, "Wow, it must make 
you really sad to feel we love 

your brother more than you. I am 
sorry you feel that way. Can you 
tell me what has led to those 
feelings?" In this way, you will 
be acknowledging your child's 
feelings and moving towards 

resolving the issues that have led 
to those feelings. 

Accepting feelings can be very 
difficult—especially when those 

(Continued on next page.) 
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feelings do not make sense to us. 
But it's important to accept kids' 
feelings even when the logic they 
have used to arrive at those feel-
ings does not make sense to us. 

Attat/V YQ VR, 
PRETEEN °le 1SAA0 
AS MANY PIC -
S;ot i AS 179SSiSt.i. 
Do not let kids decide whether or 
not to go to church, school or the 
doctor! However, there are many 
situations in which kids can be 
encouraged to make their own 
decisions, such as: what they will 
wear to school, how they will fix 
their hair, when they will go to 
bed at night, what sports they 
wish to participate in, what classes 
they want to take at school, etc. 

Guide kids in decision making 
by discussing the pros and cons, 
and intervene only if those deci-
sions have not been wise ones. 
For example, if you allow your 
child to choose a bedtime, and he 
or she consistently stays up so late  

that he or she is late for school, 
then you will need to go back to 
setting bedtime. Permit the child's 
decision making to go on as long 
as he or she continues to make 
responsible decisions; take back 
the decision making if he or she 
consistently makes poor choices. 
Allow your kids to learn from the 
decisions they make. Maturity is 
developed in the trial-and-error 
process of gaining and losing 
responsibility for decisions. 

4,, PRAISE Wirt 
KIPS' AtiiTEVENAESriS 
AN II4ER EFFeRIS 
14SIAR.PS ACHTEV° 
NG 11.1eSE GOALS. 

I honestly believe that the points 
previously made are more impor-
tant than praise; however, praise 
is a very powerful way to enhance 
your child's self-esteem. Make 
sure your praise is specific and 
accurately describes what your 
preteen has done. Tangible 

rewards such as gifts, privileges 
and money can also be helpful in 
backing up your words. 

11EU, YoVR 
PRETEEN SET AS49 
AeVITEVE 40M.S. 
When Chrissy, our youngest 
daughter, was five, she came 
home from school and said that 
she did not know how to jump 
rope very well. She asked, "Dad, 
will you give me a nickel for every 
time I can jump rope past 20 in-  a 
row?" By the end of the weekend 
she was up to 30 to 40 in a row, 
while turning a complete circle—
an excellent example of setting 
goals and working to achieve 
them. Help your kids to set goals 
in school, in raising money 
towards a purchase, in finishing a 
project for school, in reading a 
certain number of books. Praise 
and reward not only the accom-
plishment of those goals, but also 
the progress and effort made 
toward achieving those goals. 

A elplAtt9461 le 'Yew: 
1. What did your parents do that affected your self-esteem in a positive way? What did they do to 

affect your self-esteem in a negative way? 

2. Which of the three ways to show unconditional love (eye contact, physical contact and focused 
attention) do you need to do more of? Set up a plan to meet those goals this next week. 

3. Plan a way to enhance your child's self-esteem in at least one other area (accepting feelings, 
making decisions, praise, or goal setting). 
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EsiiiiAsieTNG. YoVR 
c44TtgoiS SELF-ETTEENA 

Wiwi z of 
In addition to specific strategies 

to help parents enhance their kids' 
self-esteem (listed in Part 1), it's 
extremely important for you, as a 
parent, to have high self-esteem in 
order to help your kids develop 
high self-esteem. As a parent what 
are you modeling for your chil-
dren? Do you demonstrate high 
self-esteem by speaking your 
views assertively, taking on new 
challenges, being willing to listen 
to the views of others, and work-
ing toward personal goals? Look 
back at your childhood and life 
experiences to determine how 
your self-esteem was formed. If it 
is low; work hard to enhance your 
own self-esteem; then the task of 
building your children's self-
esteem will be much easier. 

Here are a few other ways you 
can help to enhance your kids' 
self-esteem: 

1. EXANVNE 
THE VALVES 
iN YoVR. 1401s4E. 
If you value sports and your child 
is not good in sports, he or she 
may not feel appreciated or 
important. My father was very 
good at making things with his 
hands; as a child, I was not good 

in this area, and consequently I 
did not receive any praise from 
my father. I was good in school-
work, but that was not his 
strength. His lack of praise 
affected my self-esteem in a nega-
tive way. 

Make every effort to value and 
support your child's values. For 
instance, if your child enjoys 
being on the swim team, go to the 
meets even if swimming is not 
very important to you. If your 
child is not a very good student, 
be sure you do not place too 
much value on getting straight A's, 

(Continued on next page.) 

but rather, value his or her com-
passionate nature or interest in 
sports or music. 

2. AWE, 
of_GPMPAKISQNS. 
To most parents, it's very obvious 
that one should not compare kids 
to each other or to other children 
outside the family. Realize, how-
ever, that kids will do this on their 
own. Make every effort possible 
to encourage them not to com-
pare themselves to others. 

ADISATI.  YQVR, 
FAA:TS AND 
hATSIAI4ES. 
Let your children know when you 
make a mistake and what your 
faults are. It's important for kids to 
realize that they do not have to be 
perfect, and that it's OK to make 
mistakes. 

4. EXAWNE YoVR 
EXViCiAl-TQNS. 
All parents have expectations for 
their children. Make sure that your 
expectations are not too low or 
too high. When children do not 
achieve our expectations, it rarely 
occurs to them to consider that 
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our expectations may not be rea-
sonable. Instead, they only feel 
inadequate when they do not live 
up to those expectations. 

5p. ALL001 WA> 
P.EIEEN 
S-IR.v66LE 
Ae_cottAnTSMAEN-rt. 
Someone once said, "If you do 
anything for your children that 
they can do for themselves, you 
are crippling them emotionally." 
Do not jump in right away if your 
child is struggling at something; 
instead, encourage him or her to 
persist. A child (and most adults, 
too) will feel much better having 
accomplished a goal through hard 
work. 

6. grv'SemSS "FLAT 
SPois4  Aso 14>ouND 
S170-IS" AN NEL? 
YQVIZ 
ceRA7ENSATE. 
All kids have strengths (round 
spots) and weaknesses (flat spots) 
in school and sports, as well as 
other areas of their lives. Help 
your kids to identify their flat 

spots, and teach them that no one 
is perfectly round. We all have our 
strengths and weaknesses, and 
good self-esteem does not mean 
we are perfectly round, but that 
we accept our flat spots and strive 
to work hard in those areas, not 
give up on them. 

More importantly, children 
need to be taught ways to com-
pensate for their weaknesses. If 
your preteen has poor handwrit-
ing, encourage him to learn to 
type; if she is poor in spelling, 
teach her to use a spelling checker 
on the computer. I have evaluated 
many kids with school problems 
who were very bright, but devel-
oped negative views of them-
selves because too much effort 
was concentrated on helping 
them to improve their flat spots 
instead of allowing them to 
develop ways to compensate. 
Encourage kids to work hard to 
remediate flat spots and to use 
techniques to help compensate 
for those flat spots. 

The sequence just described 
(identifying flat spots, reinforcing 
strengths, and finding ways to  

compensate for weaknesses) is a 
long process, and it takes time 
and patience. 

7. etdokES pEVELop,  

KESNINSTISILTTY 
AN SELF-ES-IMO. 
Set up a chore chart and allow 
your child to earn rewards, 
money, or privileges for the 
accomplishment of the chores. 
This technique will not only help 
kids to feel a great sense of 
accomplishment when the work is 
done, but also to become self-dis-
ciplined and to develop the confi-
dence that they can make things 
happen if they work at it. 

5. 77e.-IvikE A 
SPEC AI. Fu-r1/4AS 
F®R dYgwit, te.1471..9. 
"Wow! With those skills, you'll do 
great in your game." 

"With your love for people, I 
can imagine you someday being a 
counselor, a nurse or an occupa-
tional therapist." Help your kids to 
picture themselves accomplishing 
goals they have set. 

A eviAL1.ENt6E -IQ Ygv: 
1. On a scale of 1 to 10, with 10 being highest, rate your self-esteem. If it's low, how did it get that 

way? Take steps to enhance your self-esteem through reading, seminars, workshops and 
counseling. 

2. Which method of building one's self-esteem will you concentrate on during the next few weeks? 
Make a plan and stick to it, then pick another area to concentrate on. 
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liEUPTS446, Yo1/4/K 	FTEEN 
PEAL 1/Siri SITKESS 

It's little wonder that children and 
teenagers today experience a lot 
of stress. One only need look at 
the newspaper each day to iden-
tify a few of the reasons. The 
American Medical Association 
recently released its first "National 
Report Card on Violence," and the 
overall grade for America was a D. 
Wars, bombings, murders, and 
kidnappings are daily occurrences 
and are covered extensively in the 
newspapers and by television net-
works. Additionally, kids experi-
ence the stress of achieving in 
school and sports, "making it" 
socially and belonging to a peer 
group, meeting their parents' and 
teachers' expectations, dealing 
with peer pressure to experiment 
with drugs and alcohol. The 
increasing rates of teenage sui-
cides and the use of drugs and 
alcohol by preteens and teenagers 
are further indicators of our need 
to help our kids deal more effec-
tively with stress. As parents, we 
need to be more deliberate in this 
endeavor. 

~CNe~11 THE SYNtirretskS 
The first thing parents need to 

be aware of in helping kids deal 
with stress is the wide range 
of symptoms that can be due to 
stress 

Parents often become upset by 
the symptoms and do not con-
sider the underlying reasons for a 
child's behavior. 

The following is a partial list 
of stress symptoms. 

• Physical symptoms include 
headaches, stomachaches, 
rashes, loss of appetite, etc. 

• Emotional symptoms include 
nightmares, mood changes, 
apathy, excessive worrying, 
and negative feelings. 

• Behavioral symptoms include 
fighting, yelling, stealing, poor 
schoolwork, alcohol or drug 
use. 

REN1IFY 
STIOSSGIKS 

The second step parents can 
take is to help their kids identify 
possible stressors they are experi-
encing. 

My youngest daughter, while in 
high school, wrote out her list of 
stressors (an exercise I have had 
her do frequently). Her list 
included: not playing enough on 
her school soccer team, lower 
grades than usual, "stupid" teach-
ers, friends "who dump their 
problems on me or do things 
behind my back," her older 
brother and sister being away at 
college, ankles and shins that 
were always sore, and receiving 
laser treatments for her birthmark. 
Since most adults deal with a great 
deal of stress in the "real" world, 
we sometimes minimize what our 
kids are having to cope with. 

"1-AIAE AGTTQN 
For many years, I have in-

grained into my own kids' memo-
ries a simple formula for dealing 
with stress: 

The first way to deal with stress 
is to take care of yourself. Be 
sure to get enough sleep, exercise, 
relaxation time, and eat the right 
foods. (Avoid sugar and caffeine, 

(Continued on next page.) 
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just to name a couple of things.) 
A second way to deal with 

stress is to change your attitude 
about the stressor. Encourage 
your child to develop the faith 
that God allows things to happen 
for a reason, that good things can 
come out of bad situations, and to 
trust God. Help kids understand 
and remember that life is 10 per-
cent what happens to you and 90 
percent how you look at it. Get-
ting a bad grade on a test, break-
ing up with a girlfriend or 
boyfriend, failing to make a team 
can be very traumatic for preteens 
and teenagers. Be sure to accept 
your children's feelings of disap-
pointment and be sympathetic to 
them, but also try to help them to 
look at the disappointment in a 
more positive way. 

The third way to deal with 
stress is to take constructive 
action. 

Studying for a test, practicing 
for a speech, talking to a teacher 
about a problem, getting a tutor to  

help with a subject, or writing a 
letter expressing one's feelings to a 
friend who has let one down are 
all examples of taking constructive 
action in dealing with stress. 

Sometimes, however, these first 
three suggestions are just not 
enough. When our daughter 
Robyn was struggling with an 
Advanced Placement Physics class, 
we tried all three of these sugges-
tions and nothing seemed to help, 
so she switched to a different 
class. Sometimes the best thing to 
do is to simply eliminate the 
stressor. Eliminating an extracur-
ricular activity because a kid is on 
overload, helping a child to stay 
away from "friends" who do not 
build him or her up, and changing 
teachers at school are all examples 
of eliminating a stressor. Unfortu-
nately, many stressors cannot be 
eliminated, but parents need to 
help their kids figure out when a 
stressor should be eliminated. 

Some time ago I noticed on one 
of Chrissy's lists of stressors and  

possible ways to deal with each 
one that she had listed a fifth way 
to deal with stress. It's probably 
the most important one of all, and 
could fall under the category of 
taking constructive action, but it 
deserves a category of its own. 
Chrissy wrote down that the fifth 
way to deal with stress was to 
PRAY. Teach your kids to pray 
and to trust that their prayers will 
be answered, so that the first thing 
out of their mouths is "Dear 
God...." Remember to point out 
when prayers are answered, and 
reinforce your confidence that 
God will always give us what we 
need. He may not give us what we 
want or what we think we want, 
but He will give us what we need. 

Teaching kids concrete and 
practical ways to deal with stress 
is one of the most important chal-
lenges you will undertake as a 
parent. The time to begin is now, 
and the effort should continue 
throughout and beyond the high-
school years. 

A eliiAtt.941161 	yo j: 
1. Which of the stress symptoms listed above (or other stress symptoms) has your preteen been 

demonstrating? 

2. Sit down with your child and help him or her to identify the things that are causing stress. 

3. Discuss the five ways to deal with stress, and help your child determine which of the techniques 
will be best to use with each stressor (more than one technique may be appropriate). At least 
every four to five months, help your kids complete this task, even if you have to add a few bucks 
to their allowances to get them to take the time! 
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PEVEtWiNew YoVik CAMP'S 
KELA 	VVIT4 Gwol? 

If you're reading this article, I am 
sure you recognize and accept the 
importance of your child's devel-
oping faith and relationship with 
God. However, you may have 
become disenchanted, hurt or dis-
couraged by someone or some 
church institution that has turned 
you away from a relationship with 
God. For those of you who have 
been hurt or let down by the 
church and/or someone in the 
church, it will be important for 
you to deal with these issues 
before you will be able to help 
your child develop a faith in a lov-
ing God. 

Always remember that faith is 
meant to grow. Do not compare 
yourself to Billy Graham, but 
remember that as you study God's 
Word, hear God's Word, and 
speak God's words, your faith will 
grow. 

When I was a child my father 
never went to church. My mother 
took my brother and me, while 
my father stayed at home. We 
never prayed at dinner time and 
we always took the summer off 
from going to church. I also 
remember feeling that my church 
was only after money because 
they had a board up in the front of 
the church that always had num-
bers on it: 378, 258, 425, etc. The  

numbers changed every week and 
I assumed that the numbers repre-
sented the amount of money that 
had been raised the week before, 
and we were being encouraged to 
donate more this week. I was an 
adult before I learned what those 
numbers really were—they were 
the numbers of the hymns we 
were singing that week! 

Situations and assumptions like 
those I have just described can be-
come tremendous barriers to par-
ents as they desire to help their 
kids develop a faith in God. 

NAQ7Et. Yo1/4/K 
FA -11.1 

One of the most crucial contri-
butions you can make in helping 
your child to develop faith in God  

is for you, as his or her parent, to 
model a positive, healthy relation-
ship with God. At a recent Father's 
Day service at our church, one 
man read, "Your greatest responsi-
bility as a father is to show your 
children what God the Father is 
really like." What an awesome 
responsibility this is—for both 
fathers and mothers! Our chil-
dren's behavior will model our 
behavior. If we model trust in 
God, they will be more likely to 
develop that trust; if we feel loved 
and worthwhile because we are 
children of God, then they will 
feel loved and worthwhile; if we 
trust that God has everything 
under control and works good 
through all things, then they will 
likely develop those same atti-
tudes. 

10E17 GrOVSITNG 
In a practical, everyday way, 

there are definitely things parents 
can do to enhance their kids' rela-
tionships with God. 

Try these practical suggestions: 
1. Model for your children the 

importance of studying the 
Bible. Over the years, my wife 
and I have both attended 
weekly Bible studies. During 
the past two years, we have 
both been trying to read 

(Continued on next page.) 
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A e_IfiAttENGi 'Co You: 
1. If you have drifted away from a close relationship with God, try to identify the reasons 

why, then deal with those issues constructively, possibly through counseling, to reunite 
with God. 

2. Pick one or two of the suggestions listed above and begin to apply it in helping your 
child develop faith in God. 

3. Talk with your preteen about something you are doing m a positive way regarding 
your faith; don't leave it up to chance that your child will see it for him- or herself. 
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(Continued from previous page.) 

through the Bible in a year, 
and we let our children know 
how we are doing in meeting 
this goal. 

2. Pray with your children on a 
regular basis, at dinner time 
and/or before they go to bed at 
night. Pray also on special 
occasions, such as prior to 
leaving for a trip, or before a 
big meeting at work, or before 
they are to take a test in 
school, or just in everyday situ-
ations where you sense God's 
help is needed. 

3. On index cards, write answers 
to prayer; periodically go 

through the cards and read 
them aloud to remind your-
selves of God's faithfulness. 

4. Encourage your children to 
memorize Bible verses. Share 
with them verses that have 
been helpful to you. 

5. Attend church on a regular 
basis, and do not make church 
attendance an option to be dis-
cussed each week. If your 
child spends the night some-
where on Saturday night, 
arrange to pick him or her up 
before church—if possible, 
taking the friend along. 

6. Make sure that as your pre- 

teens enter the teen years, they 
have made connections with a 
positive youth group that will 
provide support, instruction 
and assistance in helping them 
(and you!) navigate the teen 
years. 
Remember, parents: There is 

only one perfect parent, and that 
is our Father in Heaven. We will 
always fall short of Him, but we 
can strive to help our kids 
develop a close relationship with 
Him by taking corrective action 
now. Don't let guilt keep you 
from doing what's right, and it's 
never too late to do what's right! 
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NAY K.1;PS °NW TIVINIC 
ASQUI. 	SELVES! 

Throughout the years of my coun-
seling practice I have observed 
many adults that were not taught 
as young children how to be sym-
pathetic. Their lack of sympathy 
not only makes it very difficult for 
them to be sympathetic to others, 
but they also tend to have difk 
culty being sympathetic to them-
selves, and in allowing others to 
be sympathetic to them. Lack of 
sympathy can be devastating to 
relationships, as well as making it 
extremely difficult for an individ-
ual to get through difficult situa-
tions, such as poor health, loss of 
a job, mid-life transitions, etc. 

Many people, including trained 
professionals, falsely assume that 
all adults instinctively know how 
to be sympathetic. They act as if 
sympathy is something a person 
catches, like a cold or the flu; 
either you have it or you don't. 
They don't understand that sym-
pathy can be—in fact, must be 
taught and learned. 

Some children are by nature 
sympathetic towards a person 
they perceive as hurting. How-
ever, for the most part, parents 
need to make a conscious and 
conscientious effort to teach their 
children and teenagers how to be 
sympathetic. 

SottAE PKACTreAt 
tsAIAYs '`o TEAea 
SYMPATHY ARE: 
1. Model sympathy to your 

spouse and children by ask-
ing how their days went, doing 
one of their chores if they are 
sick, doing something special 
for them when they are down 
in the dumps, etc. 

2. Emphasize the need for your 
kids to complete chores, not 
only as a way to earn money 
for their needs but because it 
will help you by relieving some 
of your workload. 

3. Praise acts of sympathy and 
apply negative consequences 

when your children do not 
show sympathy. For example, 
set an earlier bedtime for your 
kids if they have not been 
quiet and allowed a sick per-
son to rest. 

4. Let your kids know how you 
are feeling and what they can 
do to help you. Don't keep 
your feelings in, attempting to 
act strong if you are feeling 
weak. If you are sick or dis-
couraged about a project that is 
not going well, let your kids 
know. 

5. Help your children to 
actively consider the needs 
of others. Encourage them to 
send a card to a fellow student 
that is sick, donate some of 
their toys to a local charity, or 
give out birthday party invita-
tions privately and not at 
school where all who were not 
invited can observe. 

6. As you watch TV shows 
together, point out examples 
in which people are not sym-
pathetic to one another. 

7. Expect respect and sympa-
thy from your kids. Don't do 
things over and over for them 
without also receiving from 
them in return. Some parents 

(Continued on next page) 
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A egAttENGI To YoV: 
1. Were your mother and father sympathetic to each other when you were a child? 

Were they sympathetic to you? 

2. Were you taught how to be sympathetic as a child? 

3. Select two or three of the ideas listed above and make a conscious effort to implement 
those ideas; then try several other ideas. 

(Continued from previous page.) 

(especially mothers) tend to do 
and do for their kids without 
getting anything in return. 
Some kids will only learn to be 
sympathetic if you are firm with 
them. Refuse to drive them 
someplace if they have not 
completed a chore you asked 

them to do. Be sure to tell them 
why you won't drive them, and 
encourage them to think of 
your needs next time. 

8. Involve your children in 
community activities that fos-
ter their concern for the welfare 
of others. Encourage them to 

contribute a portion of their 
allowance to your church; join 
walks for hunger or other 
causes; bring food to a needy 
person and take the kids with 
you; encourage them to go on 
short-term mission trips when 
they enter the teenage years. 

  

111.Mtsiog. 
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1.WITsit6g VViTN "n4 SEeeN7E- 
410/vrESIT INFLUENeE 

ON youK clingo 
Before discussing the second-
greatest influence on a child, it's 
important to acknowledge the 
greatest influence on a child. Be-
lieve it or not, the greatest influ-
ence on a child's life is that of his 
or her parents. When asked what 
the second-greatest influence is, 
most parents will respond, "teach-
ers," "peers," "television," "the 
media," or "heroes." None of 
these is correct. 

The second-greatest influence 
on a child is congenital tem-
perament—or traits that your 
child was born with. Many 
women recognize differences in 
their children before they are even 
born by the way they react in 
utero. Certain temperaments are 
not only congenital (present at 
birth), but are basic characteristics 
of a child and may stay with him 
or her throughout life. These traits 
can be modified by a child's envi-
ronment, but may change only 
with difficulty, or not at all. 

liEWERANAIN'T 
'MAT T'S 

Ross Campbell describes nine 
different temperament traits in his 
book, How to Really Love Your 

Child (Victor Books, 1977). 
O Activity level is the degree of 

motor activity a child exhibits, 
and determines how active or 
passive he or she is. 

• Rhythmicity is the pre-
dictability of such functions as 
hunger, feeding pattern, and 
sleep-wake cycle. 

• Approach or withdrawal is 
the nature of a child's response 
to a new situation. 

• Adaptability is the speed and 
ease with which a current 
behavior is able to be modified 
by a new situation. 

• Intensity of reaction is the 
amount of energy used in 
mood expression. 

• Threshold of responsive-
ness is the intensity level of 
stimulus required to make a 
response. (For some kids, a 
small toy will illicit a loud 
squeal of joy, while for oth-
ers it may take a $50 gift to 
get a faint smile.) 

• Quality of mood refers to 
whether a child's basic mood 
is positive, playful, joyful, or 
negative, unpleasant, 
unfriendly. 

• Distractibility identifies the 
effect of extraneous environ-
ment on direction of ongoing 
behavior. 

0 Attention span and persis-
tence is the length of time an 
activity is pursued by a child, 
and the continuation of an 
activity in the face of obstacles. 

As a parent, you need to rec-
ognize these traits and, in many 
cases, accept the traits. You also 
need to understand how your own 
temperament fits or does not fit 
with your child's. When the fit is 
good—when parents and kids are 
similar in temperament—then rela-
tionships can be easier. However, 
when temperament traits are vastly 
different, conflicts and misunder-
standings can result. These differ- 

(Continued on next page.) 
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A eiiA1.1..INGE To you: 

1. Describe and contrast the temperaments of you and your child using the temperament 
traits described above. 

2. What characteristics of teenagers have you already observed in your preteen? 

(Continued from previous paged 

ences (not rights and wrongs) can 
cause a lot of frustration. For exam-
ple, when my younger daughter 
got up every morning singing and 
smiling, it drove me crazy, because 
I am not a morning person! 

eiiAN4ES 
You also need to understand 

the changes that may take place in 
your child, as early as age 11 or 
12, in order to be able to deal with 
these behaviors more effectively. 
It is normal for preteens and 
teenagers to: experience rapid 
physical growth, search for peer 
acceptance, fluctuate from want-
ing your help to wanting to do 
everything themselves, question 
your ideas that they previously  

simply accepted, and experience 
severe mood swings. Some peo-
ple have even described teenagers 
as being very similar to two-year-
olds who constantly say no; aren't 
afraid of bodily dirt; are indepen-
dent, but dependent. The only 
problem with the analogy is that 
two-year-olds are cute, while 
teenagers with their bad attitudes 
tend not to be cute and lovable. 

What do these changes 
mean on top of the personality 
traits listed above? For one thing, 
if preteens act overemotional or 
irrational, do not attempt to dis-
cuss things calmly and rationally, 
because they will go to great 
lengths to justify their positions. 
Wait until they are calmer to dis- 

cuss things; that may take two 
minutes or two hours, but be 
patient. 

I hope it's at least comfort-
ing to realize that the changes 
you are observing are normal and 
to be expected. I used to be con-
sidered an expert on teenagers. 
Then I had three teenagers, and I 
was no longer an expert. Charac-
teristics of teenagers that I had lec-
tured about for so many years 
took on new meaning when I was 
confronted with them on a daily 
basis. With patience and under-
standing and the proper parenting 
tools, we have navigated through 
the teenage years in a positive 
fashion and you will be able to do 
the same. 
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Ho = w 90 ViEt? RAY 
PRETEEN pin vVrlit4 PATN? 

When you were hurting as a child, 
how did you deal with your pain? 
If your parents divorced, or a par-
ent died when you were young, 
did you talk about your pain with 
someone else over a period of 
time? If kids were mean to you at 
school, or you lost an election or 
failed to make a sports team, how 
did you deal with your pain? Did 
you talk to your mom and dad 
about your pain, or did you stuff it 
and pretend that things were OK? 

In my first book, Dragon Slay-
ing for Parents, I discussed eight 
different hidden factors that can 
interfere with a parent's ability 
to apply parenting strategies 
effectively and consistently. 
These factors may cause parents 
to become overemotional and 
attempt to change their children's 
behavior through anger or intimi-
dation. In my second book, 
Dragon Slaying for Couples, I 
identified what I consider to be 
the biggest "dragon" of them all—
the tendency to pretend when we 
are in pain. 

C34171.-77S14 VSINYS 
First Corinthians 13:11 says, 

"When I was a child, I talked like 
a child, I thought like a child, I 
reasoned like a child. When I 
became a man, I put childish ways  

behind me." Unfortunately, many 
of us never did put childish ways 
behind us. 

Childish ways are actions that 
keep us from getting close to each 
other, while adult strategies help 
us to get closer to others. Putting 
our pain away and pretending it is 

not there will not allow us to get 
close to others. Sharing our pain, 
our grief, and our anger will help 
us to get close to those who are 
able and willing to be sympathetic 
to our feelings. 

Many adults were taught to 
pretend when in pain as children, 
rather than to express it. My own 
father limped around for over six 
months, unable to reach down 
and retrieve a golf ball from the 
cup. When asked what the prob-
lem was, he'd usually reply,  

"Nothing's wrong, I'm OK." 
Months later my mother got him 
into an emergency room for 
another problem, and upon X-ray-
ing his foot, the doctors found a 
sewing needle he had stepped on 
in the house! 

Many of our parents actually 
felt that pretending when they 
were in pain was the right thing to 
do; they were taught that if you 
don't talk about painful things, 
they will go away. Consequently, 
most adults are walking around 
with wounds that have not 

healed. Then when something 
happens in the present, even 
though the event may be 
minor, the old wound is 

touched and a great deal more 
pain is expressed than seems war-
ranted. 

There's a framed piece of 
stitchery in my office that says, 
"You can't heal a wound by say-
ing it's not there." Pretending 
when in pain prevents us from 
healing those old wounds. It also 
prevents us from taking action to 
correct situations in the present. 
We may simply say, "Oh, it's not 
so bad that we fight all the time; it 
could be worse," or "Summer is 
almost here—we won't need to 
worry about school problems in a 
few weeks." 

(Continued on next page.) 
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1. Think back to your childhood and a time when you felt pain; how were you taught to deal 
with that pain? 

2. Think about some pain that your child has recently gone through. Get him or her to talk 
about it some more. If he or she doesn't seem able to talk about it, it's OK to say 
something like, "I'll bet it really made you feel sad when your pet died. You must really 
miss her." You'll be surprised at how much good that will do. 

(Continued from previous page.) 

C;OEALTN6 
vVrivi ?MN 

Your task as a parent is not to 
prevent your kids from having 
pain—that is impossible. Your job 
is to help them to deal with that 
pain: to help them be angry, to 
help them cry, to help them grieve 
the death of a pet or a grandpar-
ent. Helping our children to grieve 
and cry is a tool that will serve  

them well for a lifetime. 

Before you will be able to do 
this, however, you will first have 
to look at what you were taught 
as a child, and put in the time 
(and it will take time) to learn 
some new tools or strategies. 
When your children express pain, 
accept their feelings, don't just 
jump in and try to fix it. For 
instance, if a grandparent dies,  

don't say, "But look at all the great 
years we had together." Instead, 
say, "Boy, I bet you are really sad 
that you won't see grandpa any 
more." 

Grieving and dealing with pain 
takes time, it takes tears, it takes 
hugs, it takes comforting. It takes 
lots of things, but the ability to 
deal with pain is a gift you need 
to give to your children. 

,ergo: 	n?..1.1..■ 
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01"e Do ► HAVE 
7o N86" ASQV'T C.140KES? 

Often parents fear that the tech-
nique is not working and go back 
to the nagging. Resist that tempta-
tion—it will not result in positive, 
long-term results. When parents 
stop nagging about grades, a 
child's grades may actually drop 
even further at first. But if you 
hang in there and apply appropri-
ate positive and negative conse- 

quences to school perfor-
'9c mane, the grades will usu-

ally take an upswing. 
One rule at our house 

when our daughter, Robyn, 
was in high school was that 

all of her chores had to be 
done by Friday night; otherwise 

she had to do the chores on Sat-
urday without getting paid. This 
consequence was very effective. 
Unfortunately for Robyn, there 
were times when she did chores 
without getting paid. However, 
my wife and I were able to stay 
calm and follow through with the 
consequences. We worked hard to 
not nag and remind her each day 
that Friday was only a few days 
away. 

I used to think one of the most 
important questions to ask parents 
when their kids were having diffi-
culties at school was whether or 
not the kids had chores to do at 
home. That is an important ques-
tion; however, experience has 
taught me that a more important 
question is, "Do they do their 
chores without nagging and 
reminding?" 

Often, kids who are having dif-
ficulties in school and in life are 
not held accountable to do chores 
at home, but are instead nagged 
into doing their chores. Then they 
go to school expecting to be 
nagged by teachers to complete 
their work. Nagging may take 
place in elementary school, but 
by the time kids hit middle 
school and high school, nagging 
will be less and less prevalent. If a 
child has not learned to internal-
ize that self-discipline, the logical 
consequences will be failure. 
Adults that were nagged as chil-
dren may have a great deal of dif-
ficulty in initiating actions on their 
own. They may still count on 
someone or some agency nagging 
them before they take care of 
business. 

eQNSEctliENCES 
Quite often when parents nag  

their children to complete assign-
ments, kids will dawdle and pro-
crastinate. Parents need first of all 
to state the rule regarding the 
completion of chores. Describe 
the chore in specific details and 
state the consequences, both for 
completion and non-completion 

of chores by an agreed-upon time. 
For example, state, "If you have 
completed four of your five 
chores by 6:00 p.m., then you can 
watch an hour of TV tonight; if 
not, then there will be no TV and 
you'll need to go to bed an hour 
earlier." Then stand back and fol-
low through. 

Typically, kids will test you 
right away (or within a few days) 
to see if you'll stick to your guns. 
They may neglect their chores. 

C_QP•WrKot. AN 
eggoEvEsignsle_Ay 

Parents who came from an 
alcoholic or otherwise dysfunc-
tional family will tend to simply 

(Continued on next page.) 
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A el4At.i.ENGE Te Ye1/4/: 
1. Do you find yourself nagging your children to complete chores? Think back to your 

childhood to help you determine why you have developed this pattern. 

2. Set up a chore chart system. Spell out the chores and then set up rewards if the chores 
are completed and consequences if they are not completed. 

k 	 

react to their children's misbehav-
ior, rather than taking action. 
They'll scream and yell rather than 
setting up a chore chart. They will 
also attempt to control their chil-
dren, always trying to get them to 
do the "right" thing, rather than 
realizing the importance of allow-
ing children to make their own 

(Continued from previous page.) 

choices or mistakes and then fol-
lowing through with conse-
quences. 

Codependency is a 1990s buzz-
word to describe the traits of 
those adults who were brought up 
in dysfunctional families. Counsel-
ing and support groups may be  

necessary to help overcome the 
tendencies mentioned. 

Some parents also nag because 
that is what they learned from 
their parents. They may simply be 
recreating an environment similar 
to the one they grew up in which 
is very normal to them, although 
very unhealthy. 
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PARENTS: 1440 70 Yoh 
PAKEstrT YeVRSELF? 

Most parents strive very hard to 
do the right things with their kids. 
They will read books on parent-
ing, and attend seminars on how 
to deal with teenagers. However, 
many parents will often avoid 
thinking about or considering 
what kind of a parent they are 
being to themselves. A challenge 
for all parents is to "go the dis-
tance"—hang in there through 
all the trials and tribulations of 
parenting; enjoy the good times 
and deal appropriately with the 
stressful times. But in order to 
go the distance, you need to 
take care of yourself. 

ARE YQV 'TA1CTN4 
40•2130  BARE 
YguKs€1..F? 

According to one model of 
counseling, each of us can be 
divided into three parts: a parent, 
an adult, and a child. 

The adult in each of us is the 
fact-oriented or unemotional part 
of our personality. The child in 
each of us is the emotional part of 
our personality; it has needs and 
requires nurturing. The parent in 
each of us consists of our beliefs, 
our values, and our "shoulds." 
Some people also refer to the par-
ent as the part that contains our 
"tapes," or messages that we  

picked up as children and there-
fore we may assume these mes-
sages to be valid without ever 
questioning them. 

A supple example might help 
tie these three together. Years ago 
when I was having chest pains, I 
realized I needed to relax more. 
The adult in me definitely knew I 
needed to relax. However, when I 
would begin to relax, the parent 
in me would say, "Hey! You need 
to be doing something; you aren't 
being productive!" and immedi-
ately I would begin to do some-
thing. I needed to examine the 
message I picked up as a child 
that says one needs to work to be 
an OK person. I had to recognize  

that message and consistently 
attack it in order to make it 
change, and only then could my 
behavior change. 

Often, we aren't even aware 
that we are operating under the 
influence of those old messages, 
and we do not attack the message 

long enough for it to change. 
However, we will not be able to 
change behaviors unless we 
change some beliefs, or mes-
sages we picked up. 

Nv<rurt€ QR. 
eRriTICISPIA? 

We are all parenting ourselves 
every day. The problem is that 
most adults are very critical par-
ents to themselves, rather than 
being nurturing parents to them-
selves. Most parents will parent 
themselves in the same way they 
were parented as children. If you 
were criticized as a youth, or if 
your needs were not given impor-
tance, then you will tend to parent 
yourself in the same fashion 
unless you break the cycle. The 
positive things you are striving to 
do for your children are the very 
things you need to do for yourself? 

Do you praise yourself when 
you have done something well, or 
do you tend to only criticize your-
self for mistakes made? 

(Continued on next page.) 
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A eg Atti N 	're You: 
1. Think back to your family of origin. How did your parents parent you? Were they nurturing 

or critical? Are you parenting yourself in the same fashion now? 

2. Pick one of the areas described above and work consciously on that area before moving 
on to another area. 

(Continued from previous page.) 

Do you set realistic goals for 
yourself to accomplish in a given 
time period, or are you over-
whelmed by your list of "shoulds" 
that never get done to your satis-
faction? 

Are you sympathetic to yourself 
when you are sick or tired, and 
take care of yourself, or do you 
tend to drive yourself to achieve 
more and more? 

Have you forgiven yourself for 
past mistakes, or do you continue 
to condemn yourself for mistakes 
that you made in the past? 

Do you occasionally buy things 
that you need, or get yourself 
gifts, or do you tend to spend all 
your money on clothes and things 
for your kids? 

ISALANCE 
Is your life in balance (spiritual, 

physical, social, personal, chil-
dren, marriage, friends, profes-
sional, volunteer work) or do you 
tend to devote all your time and 
attention to just one or two areas? 

Some time ago, a person I 
counseled with asked me how 
much longer he would have to  

"do this." When I said, "The rest of 
your life," he became upset and 
almost dropped out of counseling 
prematurely, because he did not 
want to be in counseling the rest 
of his life! What I meant, however, 
was that he would need to strive 
to be a nurturing, positive parent 
to himself for the rest of his life. 

You will make progress in your 
efforts, but you will also slip back 
at times. Don't be discouraged by 
the slips; instead, accept them as 
normal and natural, and as a 
reminder of what you must do. 
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REVE1.OPTIN4F A 
DE—PARENTING crlowAN 

Parenting is a little like flying a 
kite. If you hold on to the kite too 
long without letting out string, the 
string will break. However, if you 
let out string too quickly, the kite 
will fall. If we do not let go of our 
children at an appropriate time, 
their rebellion will be very difficult 
to deal with. Conversely, if we let 
go too quickly, they may get into 
situations that are unhealthy, and 
may suffer physical and/or emo-
tional harm. In either extreme, 
children's self-esteem will suffer. 

As parents, we need to give up 
power willingly before kids decide 
to take it. A very helpful exercise 
to do periodically with your pre-
teen is to write down and renego-
tiate current rules. The rules may 
cover a variety things, such as: 
bedtime, curfew time, allowance, 
chores, care of room, use of 
makeup, dating, and church atten-
dance. Discuss the rules and any 
changes either of you 
feels might be appro-
priate. See if you can 
negotiate changes in rules 
so that both you and your 
child win. Then decide 
on a time when you will 
review the rules together 
again (birthdays are one 
good choice). 

LEI' 40 
4RADVAUSe 

As children get older, more and 
more areas need to be turned over 
to them and left to their judgment. 
If a child proves he or she cannot 
make wise decisions in a particu-
lar area, then that area may tem-
porarily have to revert to the par-
ent's control. 

Especially in the preteen and 
teenage years, it's important for 
parents to pick battles carefully—
pick "the hills you will die on," so 
to speak. At some point, turn over 
responsibility for the care of your 
child's room, allowing him or her 
to make the choices in that area. 
At another point, let your child set 
his or her bedtime. At some point, 
let kids decide what they will 
do with their hair. There 
are more important 
areas to be con- 

cerned with than these minor 
areas that have potential for pro-
longed and painful conflict, espe-
cially in the teen years. 

cosarS-V,Ve-TIVE 
SetAriTQNS 

Look for constructive solutions 
to areas that easily turn into 
power struggles. One creative 
solution to clothes woes might be 
to give your preteen a clothing 
allowance. Each month, budget 
an amount of money that your 
child may use for clothes. Let him 
or her begin to make decisions 
about how to spend this money. 
You may be amazed at how many 
ways this simple strategy will 
help: You will become less con-
cerned about a messy room and 
whether or not your child is ruin-
ing clothes by leaving them all 
over his or her room; if your child 
loses clothes or ruins them, it's his 
or her responsibility. 

Another good way to encour-
age responsibility might be to set 
up paid chores that can be done 
any time during the week. Chores 
such as vacuuming, ironing, mow-
ing the lawn, dusting, and washing 
the car would fit in this category. 
Choose a certain day of the week 
by which the chores must be fin- 

(Continued on next page.) 
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(Continued from previous page.) 

ished; if the chore is not done by 
that day, then the child does it the 
next day without getting paid. 
Don't nag, don't remind and don't 
react with yelling or guilt-pro-
ducing statements—just follow 
through with the consequences. 

If kids constantly wait to be 
reminded to do things, they will 
inevitably experience difficulties  

in middle school, high school and 
the rest of their lives, since there 
will be fewer and fewer people to 
remind them to complete their 
responsibilities. 

Letting go by turning over 
responsibility to your child will 
not only help to enhance your 
child's self-esteem, but will also 
serve to minimize the conflicts  

and rebellion so often associated 
with the preteen and teenage 
years. Remember that successful 
parenting through these years is 
not simply a matter of luck, but of 
acquiring the skills to handle the 
challenges effectively. 

One of my favorite reflections 
on letting go is the following 
poem. 

A GHAttENGE  
To Yott: 
1. Think back to your childhood. Did 

your parents let go or did they hold 
on too long? Did they negotiate rules 
with you? If not, these areas will be 
challenges to consider as you attempt 
to change your behavior with your 
children. 

2. List all the areas for which you have 
established rules with your child. 
Next, write down your idea of an 
appropriate rule, and have your child 
do the same. Then discuss the rules 
and attempt to negotiate a win/win 
situation. In some situations you may 
have to simply say no to a request, 
but don't be too quick to jump to 
that response without considering 
whether or not an item is negotiable. 

LE A KNT 1■46. 114E TCYCLE 
The older children pedal past 

Stable as little gyros, spinning hard 

To supper, bath, and bed, until at last 

We also quit, silent and tired 

Beside the darkening yard where trees 

Now shadow up instead of down. 

Their predictable lengths can only tease 

Her as, head lowered, she walks her bike alone 

Somewhere between her wanting to ride 

And her certainty she will always fall. 

Tomorrow, though I will run behind, 

Arms out to catch her she'll tilt then balance wide 

Of my reach, 'till distance makes her small, 

Smaller, beyond the place I stop and know 

That to teach her I had to follow 

And when she learned I had to let her go. 

(Wyatt Prunty, "Learning the Bicycle" (for Heather), The American Scholar, 
58 no. 1 (Winter 1989): 122. Used by permission of the author.) 
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Clip art can be a wonderful way 
to enhance and decorate fliers, 

church bulletins, folders, forms and posters. 
Cut and paste the following illustrations 

to add interest to newsletters, 
or all kinds of announcements. 
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AND HIS AMAZING 
BIBLE TIDBITS 

PLANE 
God's Word fora Kid's World 

God's Word fora Kies World 
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ADDriloNAL RESPURCES 
PPR 1"EAciiims 

DorrizocoucING 
71.ANFT 56 
Gospel Light's All New 
Sunday School Curriculum 
for 5th and 6th Graders 
Finally today's new generation of 
5th and 6th graders have a curricu-
lum of their own. Planet 56 takes 
kids through 24 Scripture passages 
they can't live without—giving 
them God's perspective on making 
friends, getting along in their fami-
lies, dealing with failure, improv-
ing communication and more! 

Planet 56 fea-
tures exciting 
options that take 
Sunday School 
lessons home—
the Bible in 
Your Brain 

Scripture memory music, Planet 
56 Comics take-home papers and 
Bible Sleuth CD-ROM game. 

Check it out today. Planet 56 is so 
much fun that kids will wonder 
why it's called Sunday "School"! 

AuDTG-TAPES 
15 Minute 
Teacher Training 
Today's life in the fast lane makes 
it almost impossible to schedule 
teacher training. These concen-
trated training tapes sum up the 
essentials of effective teaching 
in 15-minute bites, making them 
perfect for teachers on the move. 
Topics included are discipline, 
how to talk to children about 
salvation, understanding children 

and how to converse with chil-
dren. Each set comes with two 
30-minute audiotapes and is 
reproducible for you to provide 
a set to each of your teachers. 
SPCN 25116.03411 

V? Alk-r 
%(-,•gs grislitS 
The Big Picture 
Bible Time Line Book 

These repro-
ducible pages 
make a 60-foot 
time line show-
ing the sequence 
of events in the 
Bible. Use for 

coloring activities or place around 
the room to help children track 
their progress through Scripture. 
ISBN 08307.14723 

Bible Story Clip Art on Disk 
Makes your les-
sons, flyers and 
handouts come 
alive. Includes 
pictures of Bible 
events, charac-
ters and places. 

SPCN 25116.08952 Win. 
SPCN 25116.08944 Mac. 

The Kids' Workers' 
Clip Art Book 

Over 1,000 repro-
ducible illustra-
tions for teachers 
and others who 
love to work 
with kids. 
ISBN 08307.15207 

The One Minute 
Poster Book 

A dream come 
true for anyone 
who needs to 
publicize an event 
at church. It con-
tains pre-made 
posters and flyers 

for every church event imaginable. 
ISBN 08307.14421 

The Sunday School 
Clip Art Book 

Produce great 
looking mailers, 
flyers, letters, 
invitations, 
brochures and 
announcements 
for your Sunday 
School. Follow 

the step-by-step instructions. 
ISBN 08307.11147 

%60014S 

Everything You Want to 
Know About Teaching 
Children, Grades 1-6 

by Barbara 
Bolton, Charles T. 
Smith and Wes 
Haystead 

This handbook is 
designed to give 
the new as well 
as the experi-

enced teacher fresh insights and 
practical plans for effectively 
teaching God's Word. 
ISBN 08307.12712 

These resources are available 
from your Christian supplier. 
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riNgnX Fvft GAMES 
Actionary 65 

Ball Toss 62 

Balloon Bust 64 

Balloon Pop 61 

Between the Knees Relay 68 

Bible Balloon Bop 60 

Bible Passage Pop-Up 59 

Bible Passage Tangle 58 

Bible Skullies 55 

Bible Words Bounce 59 

Canoe Races 70 

Chair Scramble 63 

Chopsticks Relay 64 

Clothespin Pass 55 

Crazy Eights 55 

Crazy Highway 67 

Disappearing Words 54 

Egyptian Stick Race 69 

Forceball 69 

Friendly Feud Quiz Game 61  

Glove Pass 56 

Gorelki 67 

Group Effort 59 

Hiking Boot Relay 70 

Hopscotch Relay 56 

Hula Hoop Hoopla 57 

Illustrated Bible Passage 54 

Invent-a-Language 58 

Listen Up! 53 

Love Note Scrolls 53 

Memory Mix-Up 58 

Memory Passage 
Freeze Tag 58 

Musical Praise 52 

Names of Fame 66 

Off-the-Wall Ball 56 

Pulled from the Pit 53 

Question Cube 62 

Quick Draw 63 

Quick Quote 57 

Rebus Review 62 

Red Light, Green Light 68 

Sand Writing 57 

Short Order Bible Passage 60 

Silly Sentences Mixer 67 

Skippin' Street Smarts 52 

Sock Pass 66 

Stepping Stones 70 

Streets and Alleys 68 

Take My Advice 65 

That's the Way It Was 61 

Three-Legged Chicken 
Game 63 

Three-Team Tug-of-War 66 

Timer Tales 64 

Traffic Jam 54 

Up and Away 69 

Winners' Circle 65 

Writing Relay 60 

Written in Stone 52 
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